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SUB-ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS IN FLAG DOMAINS
TUOMAS ORPONEN ANDMICHELE VILLA
ABSTRACT. A flag domain in R3 is a subset of R3 of the form tpx, y, tq : y ă Apxqu, where
A : R Ñ R is a Lipschitz function. We solve the Dirichlet and Neumann problems for the
sub-elliptic Kohn-Laplacian △5 “ X2 ` Y 2 in flag domains Ω Ă R3, with L2-boundary
values. We also obtain improved regularity for solutions to the Dirichlet problem if the
boundary values have first order L2-Sobolev regularity. Our solutions are obtained as
sub-elliptic single and double layer potentials, which are best viewed as integral operators
on the first Heisenberg group. We develop the theory of these operators on flag domains,
and their boundaries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Dirichlet and Neumann problems. Let X and Y be the following vector fields in
R
3:
X :“ Bx ´ y2Bt and Y :“ By ` x2Bt, (1.1)
and let△5 “ X2`Y 2 be the Kohn Laplacian. This paper studies boundary value problems
for△5 in flag domains domains Ω Ă R3. These are, by definition, domains of the form
Ω :“ tpx, y, tq P R3 : x ă Apyqu,
where A : R Ñ R is a Lipschitz function. In brief, we will solve the Dirichlet and Neu-
mann problems for △5 in flag domains with boundary values g, h P L2pBΩq. Formally,
the Dirichlet problem is #
△5u “ 0 in Ω,
u “ g in BΩ, (1.2)
and the Neumann problem is #
△5u “ 0 in Ω,
∇νu “ h in BΩ.
(1.3)
Here∇νu stands for the normal derivative of u. Since we only assume that g, h P L2pBΩq,
interpretation is needed to make sense of these equations, and we return to this point in
a moment. If the reader is familiar with the L2-theory for the Dirichlet and Neumann
problems for the standard Laplacian △ “ B2x ` B2y ` B2z , the paper can be summarised as
follows: for flag domains Ω Ă R3, the L2-theory of△5 matches the L2-theory of△.
We will solve the problems (1.2)-(1.3) by means of single and double layer potentials in
the first Heisenberg group H “ pR3, ¨q. These are the operators
Sfppq :“
ż
BΩ
Gpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq and Dfppq :“
ż
BΩ
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqqyfpqq dσpqq,
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where σ “ H2|BΩ, and G is the fundamental solution of ´△5, found by Folland [28].
Throughout the paper, the notation "∇" will be reserved for the horizontal gradient ∇g :“
pXg, Y gq P R2. The symbol "ν" refers to the inward horizontal normal of Ω, see Section
2.2 for details. The integrals defining Sfppq and Dfppq are absolutely convergent for all
p P R3 z BΩ whenever f P L2pσq. Moreover, Sf and Df define△5-harmonic functions in
H z BΩ, and hence provide candidates for solving (1.2)-(1.3).
Remark 1.4. It is not obvious that Df is△5-harmonic, since the vector fieldsX and Y do
not commute with each other. However, they do commute with the vector fields
XR :“ Bx ` y2Bt and Y R :“ By ´ xy Bt, (1.5)
and one can check that ZGpp´1 ¨ qq “ ´ZRGpq´1 ¨ pq for Z P tX,Y u. Consequently,
△5pZGpp´1 ¨ qq “ ´△5p ZRGpq´1 ¨ pq “ ´ZR△5p Gpq´1 ¨ pq “ 0, p ‰ q.
This implies the△5-harmonicity of Df . This definition of the double layer potential also
appears in the paper [51] of Ruzhansky and Suragan. The application of the single layer
potential to the △5-Dirichlet problem (1.2) goes back to Jerison [38]. More generally,
the technique of layer potentials has a long history of applications to boundary value
problems, mainly for elliptic and parabolic equations, but also to sub-elliptic equations
in lesser extent. We will scratch the surface of this area in Section 1.4.
Our solution to the Dirichlet problem (1.2) will have the form u “ Dfg for a certain
fg P L2pσq. Similarly, the solution theNeumann problem (1.3) will have the form u “ Sfh
for some fh P L2pσq. To understand how exactly fg, fh P L2pσq should to be chosen, we
need expressions for pDfq|BΩ and∇νSf , given by the following theorem:
Theorem 1.6. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, and let f P Lppσq for some 1 ă p ă 8. Then, Df
and∇Sf have non-tangential limits σ a.e. on BΩ, denoted pDfq|BΩ and p∇Sfq|BΩ. Moreover,
pDfq|BΩ “ p12I `Dqf and ∇νSf :“ xp∇Sfq|BΩ, νy “ p´12I `Dtqf.
To be accurate, the formulae above describe the non-tangential limits of Df and ∇Sf
from within Ω. Similar formulae, with appropriate sign changes, also hold for non-
tangential limits from within R3 zΩ, see Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.10. The symbols
"D" and "Dt" refer to certain principal value operators, see Definition 2.21. Their exis-
tence is a non-trivial matter, and is discussed extensively in Section 3.
From Theorem 1.6, we see that, in order to solve the equations (1.2)-(1.3) as u “ Dfg
and u “ Sfh, respectively, the functions g and h need to satisfy
p1
2
I `Dqfg “ g and p´12I `Dtqfh “ h.
Since g, h P L2pσq are arbitrary, solving fg, fh from these equations is equivalent to prov-
ing that 1
2
I `D and ´1
2
I `Dt are invertible operators on L2pσq:
Theorem 1.7. Let Ω Ă R3 be a flag domain. Then, the operators 1
2
I ˘ D and 1
2
I ˘ Dt are
invertible on L2pσq.
The proof of Theorem 1.7 occupies Sections 8 and 9. A combination of Theorems 1.6
and 1.7 allows us to solve the problems (1.2)-(1.3) in the following sense:
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Theorem 1.8. Let Ω Ă R3 be a flag domain, and g, h P L2pσq. Then, there exist △5-harmonic
functions u, v P C8pΩq with the following properties. First, the non-tangential maximal func-
tions of both u and∇v are in L2pσq, with
}Nθu}L2pσq . }g}L2pσq and }Nθp∇vq}L2pσq . }h}L2pσq, θ P p0, 1q. (1.9)
Second, u and ∇v have interior non-tangential limits σ a.e. on BΩ, denoted u|BΩ and p∇vq|BΩ,
which satisfy
g “ u|BΩ and h “ ∇νv :“ xp∇vq|BΩ, νy. (1.10)
Moreover, u and v have the form u “ Dfg and v “ Sfh, where fg, fh P L2pσq satisfy
p1
2
I `Dqfg “ g and p´12I `Dtqfh “ h. (1.11)
For the definitions of the non-tangential maximal functionNθ, and non-tangential lim-
its, see Section 4.2. Note that once fg, fh have been defined by (1.11), the boundary be-
haviour of u “ Dfg and∇v “ ∇Sfh, stated in (1.10), is a direct consequence of Theorem
1.6. Also the "regularity" estimates (1.9) follow from the form of the solutions u “ Dfg
and v “ Sfh, see Corollary 4.11. So, Theorem 1.8 is a corollary of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7.
1.2. The regularity problem. The reason for using the double layer potential "D" in solv-
ing the Dirichlet problem (1.2) is that the single layer potential S is a "smoothing" oper-
ator: the space of boundary values tpSfq|BΩ : f P L2pσqu is neither contained in, nor
contains, L2pσq, so the equation pSfq|BΩ “ g, with g P L2pσq, does not always have a
solution f P L2pσq. In fact, the following result characterises tpSfq|BΩ : f P L2pσqu:
Theorem 1.12. Let Ω Ă R3 be a flag domain, and f P L2pσq. Then, the non-tangential limits of
Sf exist σ a.e. on BΩ and equal
Sfppq :“
ż
BΩ
Gpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq.
Moreover, S : L2pσq Ñ L2
1,1{2pσq is an invertible operator.
The definition of the (homogeneous) Sobolev space L2
1,1{2pσq is somewhat involved,
so we postpone the full details to Section 10, where also the proof of Theorem 1.12 can
be found. Informally, this space consists of those functions in L2pσq ` L8pσq with a
"tangential horizontal derivative" in L2pσq, and which, additionally, have a 1
2
-order t-
derivative in L2pσq. To make this rigorous, it is most convenient to use the existence of a
canonical "graph map" Γ: R2 Ñ BΩ, defined below (2.8). Then, one may define L2
1,1{2pσq
to consist of those functions f P L2pσq ` L8pσq whose precomposition with Γ lies in a
certain non-isotropic homogeneous Sobolev space, see Definition 10.3.
As a corollary of Theorem 1.12, we obtain the following regularity result for the Dirich-
let problem (1.2) when the boundary values lie in L2
1,1{2pσq:
Theorem 1.13. Let Ω Ă R3 be a flag domain, and g P L2
1,1{2pσq. Then, there exists a △5-
harmonic function u P C8pΩq such that the non-tangential limits of u on BΩ coincide σ a.e. with
g, and the non-tangential maximal function of ∇u is in L2pσq, with
}Nθp∇uq}L2pσq . }g}L2
1,1{2
pσq, θ P p0, 1q. (1.14)
Moreover, u “ Sf for some f P L2pσq with }f}L2pσq . }g}L2
1,1{2
pσq.
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The main news compared to Theorem 1.7 is the regularity of ∇u: the bound (1.14)
follows easily from the representation of u as a single layer potential, see Corollary 4.11.
Theorems 1.8 and 1.13 imply that if the boundary data "g" in the Dirichlet problem (1.2)
is in L2pσq or L2
1,1{2pσq, then the non-tangential maximal function of "u" or "∇u", respec-
tively, lies in L2pσq. It is also true, but takes some extra work to show, that if
g P L21,1{2pσq :“ L2pσq X L21,1{2pσq,
then the estimates for "u" and "∇u" hold simultaneously:
Theorem 1.15. Let Ω Ă R3 be a flag domain, and g P L2
1,1{2pσq. Then, the double layer potential
solution u P C8pΩq to the Dirichlet problem (1.2), whose existence is given by Theorem 1.8,
satisfies
maxt}Nθu}L2pσq, }Nθp∇uq}L2pσqu . }g}L2
1,1{2
pσq θ P p0, 1q.
Here }g}
L
2
1,1{2
pσq :“ }g}L2pσq ` }g}L2
1,1{2
pσq.
The proof of Theorem 1.15 can be found in Section 13. As part of the argument, we
will verify that the operator 1
2
I `D is invertible on L2
1,1{2pσq, see Theorem 13.2.
Example 1.16. Theorem 1.15 applies to the boundary values gppqq :“ Gpq´1 ¨pq, where p P Ω is
fixed. Checking that gp P L2pσq is straightforward, using gppqq „ dpp, qq´2, and we will verify
that gp P L21,1{2pσq in Remark 10.20. Therefore, by Theorem 1.15, there exists a △5-harmonic
function up “ Dfp P C8pΩq, with fp P L21,1{2pσq, whose non-tangential limits exist σ a.e. and
equal gp. Moreover,
maxt}Nθup}L2pσq, }Nθp∇upq}L2pσqu . }gp}L2
1,1{2
pσq θ P p0, 1q.
1.3. Uniqueness in the Dirichlet problem. Theorems 1.8, 1.13, and 1.15 are existence
results. Since the solutions are not continuous up to BΩ, and the domains we consider
are unbounded, the questions of uniqueness are not trivial. We only have a satisfactory
answer for the Dirichlet problem (1.2), contained in the following theorem:
Theorem 1.17. Let Ω Ă R3 be a flag domain, and let u P C8pΩq be △5-harmonic with radial
maximal function Nradu P L2pσq, and with vanishing radial limits σ a.e. on BΩ. Then u ” 0.
The proof can be found in Section 12.
1.4. Previous work. First, an apology: we can only scratch the surface of the literature!
1.4.1. Some history of elliptic and parabolic problems. Themethod of layer potentials was ap-
plied in the late 70s by Fabes, Jodeit, and Rivière [23] to solve the Dirichlet and Neumann
problems for the (elliptic) Laplacian with Lp-boundary values, in bounded subdomains
of Rn with C1-boundaries. The technique was extended to the case of Lipschitz bound-
aries by Verchota [53] in the early 80s. These developments were enabled by nearly
contemporary works of Calderón [8] and Coifman, Macintosh, and Meyer [14], which
established the Lp-boundedness of the Riesz transform, and the double layer potential,
on boundaries of Lipschitz domains. For more information on the case of the standard
Laplacian, and more general elliptic problems, we refer to the book of Kenig [40].
The method of layer potentials was applied to the (parabolic) heat equation first by
Fabes and Rivière [24] and Brown [7] in the cases of C1 and Lipschitz cylinders in Rn`1.
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The cylinder setup is close to our flag domains, with the technical difference that Fabes,
Rivière, and Brown considered cylinders with a compact base. The layer potential tech-
nique was generalised to the case of "time-varying domains" by Lewis and Murray [42]
and Hofmann and Lewis [37] in mid-90s. The Lp-boundedness of the relevant singular
integral operators in full generality was established in a separate paper [36] by Hofmann.
Rather informally, the "time-varying domains" mentioned here are subdomains of Rn`1
bounded by "parabolic Lipschitz graphs". For precise definitions, see [37]. As a more
recent reference where (more general) parabolic equations are solved by means of layer
potentials in time-varying domains, see the paper [16] of Dindoš, Dyer, and Hwang.
1.4.2. Some history of sub-elliptic problems. Layer potentials were applied by Jerison [38,
39] in the early 80s to study the boundary regularity of solutions to the Dirichlet problem
(1.2) in bounded C8-domains Ω Ă R2n`1 – Hn. We also mention the earlier papers of
Derridj [15], and Kohn and Nirenberg [41], where same problem was studied with other
techniques. Jerison’s workmainly concentrated on a phenomenonwhich is characteristic
to sub-elliptic problems: the existence of characteristic points on the boundary. If Ω Ă R3
is a C1-domain, these are the points p P BΩ where the tangent space of BΩ is spanned by
tXp, Ypu. Jerison demonstrated that wheneverΩ Ă R2n`1 is a boundedC8-domain, then
the solutions of the Dirichlet problem (1.2), with β-Hölder continuous boundary values
remain β-Hölder continuous near non-characteristic points, see [38, Theorem (7.1)]. Sim-
ilar results with smooth boundary values are contained in [15, 41]. On the other hand,
Jerison [39, Theorem (3.1)] gave counterexamples to show that the conclusion of [38,
Theorem (7.1)] can fail near characteristic points. The delicate case of regularity near
"isolated" characteristic points was also studied by Jerison [39, §5].
Summarising, Jerison was not trying to solve the Dirichlet problem (1.2) with minimal
assumptions of BΩ and the boundary values g, but rather understand the phenomenon of
characteristic points in the simplest case where BΩ isC8-smooth, and, at least, g P CpBΩq.
The case g P LppBΩq was considered almost simultaneously by Lanconelli and Uguz-
zoni [52] and Capogna, Garofalo, and Nhieu [10] in the late 90s. The domains Ω Ă Hn
studied in [52, 10] were assumed to be bounded, and to satisfy the uniform outer ball con-
dition (UOBC), namely the following: there exists R ą 0 such that each p P BΩ lies on
the boundary of a Korányi ball Bdpq,Rq Ă Hn zΩ. In brief, Korányi balls are (left trans-
lates of) super level sets of the fundamental solution "G" of ´△5. They also happen
to be metric balls in the metric dpp, qq :“ }q´1 ¨ p}, where }pz, tq} :“ 4a|z|4 ` 16t2 for
pz, tq P R2n ˆ R – Hn. This metric will be used throughout the present paper.
For example, all bounded convex set in Hn satisfy the UOBC, see [10, Theorem 2.6]
or [52, Corollary A.3]. The UOBC implies very good properties for the △5-harmonic
measure of Ω (see [52, Theorem 4.3] and [10, Theorem 1.1]), and in particular allows one
to solve the Dirichlet problem (1.2) with g P LppBΩq, 1 ă p ď 8. This was done explicitly
by Capogna, Garofalo, and Nhieu in [11], partially relying on the previous work [9]. The
approach via harmonic measure is not suited for studying the Neumann problem (1.3),
and it has received little attention: see [17, Theorem 4.1], which solves (1.3) in the case
where Ω Ă Hn is a Korányi ball, and the boundary data is (a bit better than) continuous.
For non-smooth, or unbounded, domains, even less is known. We mention the pa-
per [33] of Garofalo, Ruzhansky, and Suragan, where Green’s functions are explicitly
computed for vertical half-spaces, and certain unbounded domains with "l-wedges" in
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Carnot groups. In H – R3, an "l-wedge domain" would be tpx, y, tq : x, y ą 0, t P Ru –
which is in particular a flag domain.
1.4.3. The layer potential approach. We already mentioned that Jerison [38] applied layer
potentials in his work. However, Jerison observed that even if BΩ is C8-smooth, the
"boundary double layer potential" D, which appears in Theorem 1.6, is not a compact
operator on LppBΩq. This is a major difference to the double layer potentials arising from
elliptic and parabolic problems. Even in the case where Ω is a (vertical) half-space, the
operator D is a genuine singular integral operator, and one cannot e.g. use Fredholm
theory to prove the invertibility of 1
2
I ˘D. For comparison, the elliptic boundary double
layer potential is the zero operator if Ω Ă Rn is a half-space.
The situation is actually worse than that: before one even gets to study the invertibility
of 1
2
I ˘ D on LppBΩq, one needs make sure that the principal value operator D is well-
defined, and bounded on LppBΩq. It remains largely an open problem to determine for
which domains Ω Ă Hn this holds. We only solve these problems (in Section 3) for flag
domains inH – R3. The solutions are based on the recent information, due to Fässler and
the first author [25], that the H-Riesz transform is bounded on LppBΩq in this generality.
So, Jerison did not employ the double layer potentialD, and its use in boundary value
problems for△5 has been quite limited, up to now. Two exceptions are the papers [50, 51]
of Ruzhansky and Suragan, where e.g. [51, Theorem 4.4] records the jump relations forDf
in the case where BΩ is smooth, and f P C1pΩq, and [51, Theorem 5.1] solves a sub-elliptic
version of Kac’s boundary value problem.
Jerison only considered the Dirichlet problem (1.2) with Hölder-continuous boundary
values. For this problem, it sufficed to study the invertibility of the single layer potential
S, defined in Theorem 1.12. Jerison did this by first proving the invertibility (between
Hölder classes) of S in the special case where BΩ is a 1-codimensional vertical subgroup
of Hn. Then, using a lifting technique, originally devised by Folland and Stein [29], he
managed to extend the results to small non-characteristic patches of smooth surfaces.
We are interested in L2-boundary values in the Dirichlet and Neumann problems, so
we are forced to study "D". We prove the invertibility of 1
2
I ˘ D on the boundaries of
flag domains by adapting ideas of Verchota [53], Brown [7], and Hofmann and Lewis
[37]. For readers familiar with elliptic or parabolic theory, we say the following. The
argument of Verchota is based on Rellich’s identities, which say that the L2pBΩq-norms of
certain "normal" and "tangential" derivatives of harmonic functions onΩ are comparable,
up to a "lower order term". In the parabolic setting, Rellich’s identities are still useful, but
the "lower order term" becomes more difficult to control. Rellich’s identities for △5 are
also well-known, see [6, p. 81], or Proposition 6.7. Interestingly, the "lower order term"
looks quite similar to the one which one encounters in the parabolic situation. This clue
was essential to us in proving the invertibility of 1
2
I ˘D and 1
2
I ˘Dt.
1.5. Open problems. The "umbrella" open problem is naturally to solve the Dirichlet
and Neumann problems (1.2)-(1.3) in more generality than flag domains in R3 – H. And
even in flag domains, it is reasonable to ask if the problems remain solvable for boundary
values g, h P LppBΩq with p ‰ 2. Besides these generic questions, which have little to do
with the geometry of△5, we pose explicitly the following two problems:
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Question 1. Let Ω Ă Hn be a domain bounded by an intrinsic Lipschitz graph, in the sense of
Franchi, Serapioni, and Serra Cassano [32]. Are the Dirichlet and Neumann problems (1.2)-(1.3)
solvable in Ω in the sense of Theorem 1.8?
As sub-questions, one could ask if the (principal value) operatorsD,Dt exist, and are
bounded on LppBΩq, 1 ă p ă 8. A more basic question, still, is whether the H-Riesz
transform is bounded on LppBΩq. For partial results, see [12, 25, 26]. The argument in
Section 3 has been written so that the following point becomes explicit: the existence
of the principal value Df is easier to prove than the existence of Dtf : the latter result
relies on the structure of flag domains, the former does not. However, to be clear, the
flag domain assumption in the present paper is used for much more than the existence
ofDtf : it is particularly indispensable in Section 8, where the injectivity of the operators
1
2
I ˘Dt is established. The proof employs fractional differentiation operators "Tα" in the
t-variable, which would be ill-defined if Ω and BΩ were not foliated by vertical lines.
The following special case of Question 1 is worth stating separately:
Question 2. Solve Question 1 in case Ω Ă Hn is a flag domain, and n ě 2.
There are two key reasons why we are confined to the case n “ 1. The first one is that,
for n “ 1, boundaries of flag domains Ω Ă H admit a nice "graph map" Γ: R2 Ñ BΩ,
defined below (2.8). This is not the usual graph map "Φ" associated to every intrinsic
Lipschitz graph in Hn, see [32]. Rather, Γ “ Φ ˝ χ, where χ : R2 Ñ R2 is known as
the characteristic straightening map. The map χ, and problems regarding its existence and
regularity, are well-known among specialists in the area, see e.g. [5, 4]. The map Γ plays
a prominent role in our arguments, and we do not know if it exists for boundaries of flag
domains in Hn, n ě 2, let alone more general intrinsic Lipschitz graphs.
The second reason is that proving the surjectivity of 1
2
I ˘ Dt forces us to deal with
rather general singular integral operators on BΩ, not just the H-Riesz transform. To sur-
vive this issue, we rely on the main results of the recent paper [26], which only works in
H. It seems non-trivial to generalise [26] to higher Heisenberg groups. In fact, these two
problems mix nicely together: the explicit form of the map Γ determines in Section 9 the
singular integrals we need to tackle, so without knowing how Γ looks like in Hn, we do
not even know which singular integrals we need to understand!
1.6. Acknowledgements. Wewould like to thank Katrin Fässler for many useful discus-
sions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. The Heisenberg group. While the results described in the introduction can be for-
mulated in R3, they might be best viewed as statements about the first Heisenberg group
H “ pR3, ¨q, where "¨" is the non-commutative group law
px, y, tq ¨ px1, y1, t1q “ px` x1, y ` y1, t` t1 ` 1
2
pxy1 ´ yx1qq, px, y, tq, px1, y1, t1q P H.
We will sometimes abbreviate ωpz, z1q :“ xy1 ´ yx1 for z “ px, yq and z1 “ px1, y1q, so
pz, tq ¨ pz1, t1q “ pz ` z1, t ` t1 ` 1
2
ωpz, z1qq. Metric concepts in the paper, for example
open balls Bpp, rq, the non-tangential maximal functions Nθ introduced in Section 4.2,
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and principal value (singular) integral operators
p.v.
ż
Kpp, qqfpqq dµpqq :“ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
Bpp,ǫqc
Kpp, qqfpqq dµpqq
will be defined with respect to the Korányi metric dpp, qq :“ }q´1 ¨ p}, where
}pz, tq} :“ 4
a
|z|4 ` 16t2, pz, tq P Cˆ R.
The Korányi norm is 1-homogeneous with respect to the Heisenberg dilations
δrpz, tq :“ prz, r2tq, r ą 0, pz, tq P CˆR.
The fundamental solution G P C8pH z t0uq of ´△5, first computed by Folland [28], can
be expressed as
Gppq “ c}p}2 , p P H z t0u, (2.1)
where c ą 0 is a constant. If Ω Ă H is an open set, and 1 ď k ď 8, the notation CkpΩq
means k times continuously Euclidean differentiable functions. In particular, CkpHq “
CkpR3q. Functions f P CkpΩqwith compact support spt f Ă Ω are denoted f P Ckc pΩq.
The left-invariant vector fields X and Y were introduced in (1.1), and their right-
invariant counterparts XR and Y R in (1.5). For f P C1pΩq, we write ∇f :“ pXf, Y fq P
CpΩ,R2q for the horizontal gradient of f . The Euclidean gradient, which very rarely ap-
pears in the paper, will be denoted∇E . If f P C2pΩq, we write△5f :“ X2f`Y 2f P CpΩq.
Somewhat imprecisely, a horizontal vectorfield on Ω will be a vector field of the form
V “ aX ` bY , where a, b : Ω Ñ R are arbitrary coefficient functions. If a, b P C1pΩq, we
define the horizontal divergence div5V :“ Xa ` Y b P CpΩq. Horizontal vector fields with
coefficients in CkpΩq (resp. Ckc pΩq) will be denoted CkpΩ,HHq (resp. Ckc pΩ,HHq).
If pa, bq : Ω Ñ R2 is a function, we frequently identify pa, bq with the horizontal vec-
tor field aX ` bY . This happens particularly often for the horizontal gradient ∇f “
pXf, Y fq : Ω Ñ R2. With this identification in mind, we write div5pa, bq :“ Xa ` Y b P
CpΩqwhenever pa, bq P C1pΩ,R2q. As a special case, div5∇f “ △5f for f P C2pΩq.
If V “ aX ` bY and W “ cX ` dY are two horizontal vector fields, we define their
dot product
xV ppq,W ppqy :“ pappq, bppqq ¨ pcppq, dppqq,
where the RHS refers to the usual dot product in R2. The notation above will frequently
be (ab)used in a situation where one of V,W is an R2-valued function. A typical example
is "x∇f,Xy". Under the identification ∇f – pXfqX ` pY fqY , one finds x∇f,Xy “ Xf .
For a horizontal vector field V , we finally define |V ppq| :“axV ppq, V ppqy.
2.2. Surface measures, normal and tangent vectors. When Ω Ă R3 is a flag domain, a
natural surface measure "σ" on BΩ is the restriction of Euclidean 2-dimensional Haus-
dorff measure, denoted H2E , to BΩ. If the reader has limited background in Heisenberg
groups, for much of the paper (including the introduction) he can think that "σ" refers to
this measure. It is a fortunate coincidence that, for boundaries of flag domains, Euclidean
Hausdorff measure equals a more intrinsic object in the Heisenberg group H.
We recall from [31, p. 482] that a measurable set E Ă H is a H-Caccioppoli set if the
horizontal perimeter σ “ |BE|H is a Radon measure. Whenever this holds, then there exists
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a σ measurable horizontal unit vector field "ν" (i.e. |νppq| “ 1 for σ a.e. p), called the
inward-pointing horizontal normal of E, with the property thatż
E
div5Zppq dp “ ´
ż
xZppq, νppqy dσppq, Z P C1c pH,HHq.
If E “ Ω happens to be a flag domain, then it turns out that σ “ H2E|BΩ, and also ν has a
simple relation to the Euclidean (inward) normal of BΩ:
Proposition 2.2. Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu be a flag domain, with A : R Ñ R Lipschitz.
Then Ω is a H-Caccioppoli set, and |BΩ|H “ H2E |BΩ. Moreover, we have the formula
νppq “ n1pApyq, yqX ` n2pApyq, yqY, p :“ pApyq, y, tq P BΩ,
where n “ pn1, n2q is the Euclidean inward-pointing unit normal of tpx, yq : y ă Apyqu Ă R2:
n1pApyq, yq “ ´1a
1`A1pyq2 and n2pApyq, yq “
A1pyqa
1`A1pyq2 , y P R. (2.3)
In particular, the coordinates of νpz, tq are independent of "t". It follows that if Z “ aX ` bY is
a σ a.e. defined horizontal vector field, then
xZpz, tq, νpz, tqy “ papz, tq, bpz, tqq ¨ npzq for σ a.e. pz, tq P BΩ. (2.4)
Proof. If Ω Ă R3 – H is a general (Euclidean) Lipschitz domain, the relationship between
the horizontal perimeter |BΩ|H and the Euclidean 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure is
described by [31, Proposition 2.14]:
|BΩ|H “ |Cn| ¨H2E|BΩ,
where "n" is the Euclidean (inward-pointing) normal of Ω, and C is the p2 ˆ 3q-matrix
with rows r1, 0, ´1
2
ys and r0, 1, 1
2
xs. In the special case where Ω is a flag domain, the
Euclidean normal "n" evidently has the form pn1, n2, 0q, where n1, n2 are defined in (2.3).
In particular, Cn “ pn1, n2q, and |Cn| “ |pn1, n2q| ” 1. Therefore, σ :“ |BΩ|H “ H2E |BΩ.1
For general Lipschitz domains Ω Ă R3, the relationship between (inward) horizontal
and Euclidean normals is given by ν “ Cn{|Cn|, see [45, (3.3)]. For flag domains we just
observed that |Cn| ” 1, so ν “ Cn “ pn1, n2q, as claimed. 
In addition to the horizontal normal, we also define a horizontal tangent vector field –
only in the case of flag domains:
Definition 2.5 (Tangent vector field). Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu be a flag domain. For
σ a.e. p “ pApyq, y, tq P BΩ, define
τppq :“ n2pApyq, yqX ´ n1pApyq, yqY. (2.6)
The vector field p ÞÑ τppqwill be called the horizontal tangent vector field of BΩ.
Evidently "τ " is a horizontal unit vector field with xν, τy ” 0. We record that the
integral curves of the horizontal vector field τ foliate BΩ, and the perimeter measure σ
satisfies a Fubini-type theorem with respect to these integral curves:
1Of course, such a relation is only true up to a normalising constant forH2E . The constant here is chosen
so that the Euclidean divergence theorem holds in the form
ş
Ω
divF “ ´
ş
BΩ
F ¨ ndH2E for F P C
1
c pR
3q.
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Lemma 2.7. Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu be a flag domain. For every t P R, define the curve
γt : RÑ BΩ,
γtpyq “
ˆ
Apyq, y, t´ y
2
Apyq `
ż y
0
Aprq dr
˙
, (2.8)
and the map Γ: R2 Ñ BΩ, Γpy, tq :“ γtpyq. Then the following area formula holds:ż
g dσ “ c
ĳ
gpΓpy, tqq
a
1`A1pyq2 dy dt, g P L1pσq, (2.9)
where c ą 0 is an absolute constant.
Proof. This is [26, Lemma 7.5]. 
The map "Γ" defined under (2.8) will play a major role in the paper as the natural
"graph map" parametrising the boundary of a flag domain. The equation (2.9) is an
"area" formula for Γ, and it has the following corollary:
Corollary 2.10. Let Ω Ă R3 be a flag domain, and let V P L1pσq be a horizontal vector field.
Then, ż
xV, τy dσ “ c
ĳ
xV pγtpyqq, 9γtpyqy dy dt, (2.11)
where γt : RÑ BΩ is the curve defined in (2.8).
Here " 9γpyq" is an abbreviation for the vector field 9γ1Bx` 9γ2By ` 9γ3Bt evaluated at γtpyq.
It turns out that this vector field is horizontal, so the dot product in (2.11) is well-defined.
Proof. Recall the formula for "τppq" from (2.6), and the formulae for n1, n2 from (2.3):
τpγtpyqq “ A
1pyq?
1`A1pyq2
Xγtpyq ` 1?1`A1pyq2Yγtpyq (2.12)
“ A1pyq?
1`A1pyq2
“Bx ´ y2Bt‰` 1?1`A1pyq2 ”By ` Apyq2 Btı “ 9γtpyqa1`A1pyq2 ,
noting that 9γtpyq “ A1pyqBx`By`r12Apyq´ y2ApyqsBt. In particular, 9γt is a horizontal vector
field, with 9γpyq “ a1`A1pyqτpγtpyqq. Consequently, the "area" formula (2.9) applied to
g “ xV, τy P L1pσq givesż
xV, τy dσ “ c
ĳ
xV pγtpyqq, τpγtpyqqy
a
1`A1pyq dy dt “ c
ĳ
xV pγtpyqq, 9γtpyqy dy dt,
as claimed. 
Remark 2.13. In addition to the "Heisenberg" area formula (2.9), the measure σ “ |BΩ|H “
H2E |BΩ also satisfies a "Euclidean" area formula, since σ is the surface measure on the
graph of the Euclidean Lipschitz function py, tq ÞÑ pApyq, y, tq. More precisely,ż
g dσ “ c
ĳ
gpApyq, y, tq
a
1`A1pyq2 dy dt “ c
ĳ
gpz, tqH1E |BU pzq dt, (2.14)
where U “ tpx, yq : x ă Apyqu is the projection of Ω to the xy-plane. In particular, from
(2.14) we see that σ is a product measure: σ “ cH1E|BU ˆ L1 for some constant c ą 0.
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2.2.1. Regular and upper regular measures. A Radon measure µ on H will be called upper
s-regular if there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
µpBpx, rqq ď Crs, x P H, r ą 0.
It is worth emphasising that "Bpx, rq" here refers to an (open) ball in the metric "d" intro-
duced in Section 2.1. The measure µ is s-regular, if it is upper s-regular, and further
µpBpx, rqq ą crs, x P sptµ, 0 ă r ă diampsptµq
for some constant c ą 0.
Example 2.15. If Ω Ă H is a flag domain, the measure σ :“ |BΩ|H is 3-regular. This is easy
to verify by hand, using that σ “ H2E |BΩ. Alternatively, one can apply the general fact that the
horizontal perimeter of a domain bounded by an intrinsic Lipschitz graph is 3-regular, see [32,
Theorem 3.13] or [30, Theorem 3.9]. Intrinsic Lipschitz graphs will not appear prominently in
this paper, but we note that the boundary of a flag domain tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu can be written
in the form BΩtp0, y, tq ¨ pApyq, 0, 0q : y, t P Ru. This expression shows that BΩ is the intrinsic
graph of the intrinsic Lipschitz function p0, y, tq ÞÑ pApyq, 0, 0q.
2.3. Summary of key operators. We will use a number of integral and singular integral
operators throughout the paper. Their motivation will naturally have to wait until later,
but it may be instructive to see all of them once before the paper really begins.
Definition 2.16 (Single layer potential). Let Ω Ă H be an open set such that σ :“ |BΩ|H is
upper 3-regular, and let 1 ď p ă 3. Then, for f P Lppσq, we define the single layer potential
Sfpxq :“
ż
Gpy´1 ¨ xqfpyq dσpyq, x P H z BΩ.
The integral defining Sfpxq is absolutely convergent for all x P H z BΩ, observing that
y ÞÑ Gpy´1 ¨ xq „ dpx, yq´2 P Lqpσq for all q ą 3
2
and using Hölder’s inequality. Also, S is
formally self-adjoint, since Gpy´1 ¨ xq “ Gpx´1 ¨ yq for x ‰ y. As we verify in Proposition
10.1, the "boundary values" of Sf on BΩ are given by the following operator:
Definition 2.17 (Boundary single layer potential). Let Ω Ă H be a domain such that
σ :“ |BΩ|H is upper 3-regular, and let 1 ď p ă 3. For f P Lppσq, we define the boundary
single layer potential
Sfpxq :“
ż
Gpy´1 ¨ xqfpyq dσpyq, x P BΩ.
It turns out (see Proposition 10.1) that the integral defining Sfpxq is absolutely con-
vergent for σ a.e. x P BΩ, and Sf P Lppσq ` L8pσq. The mapping properties of S (on
boundaries of flag domains) are investigated in Theorem 1.12.
Definition 2.18. Let Ω Ă H be an open set such that σ :“ |BΩ|H is upper 3-regular, and
let 1 ď p ă 8. Then, for a horizontal vector field V P Lppσq, and a point x P H z BΩ, we
define the Riesz transform and the adjoint Riesz transform
RV pxq :“
ż
x∇Gpy´1 ¨ xq, V pyqy dσpyq and RtV pxq :“
ż
x∇Gpx´1 ¨ yq, V pyqy dσpyq.
The integrals definingRV pxq andRtV pxq are absolutely convergent for all x P H z BΩ,
because |∇Gpyq| . }y}´3 for all y P H z t0u, and hence y ÞÑ ∇Gpy´1 ¨ xq P Lqpσq and
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y ÞÑ ∇Gpx´1 ¨ yq P Lqpσq for all 1 ă q ď 8. Furthermore, the adjoint Riesz transform
RtV defines a△5-harmonic function in H zΩ, for the reason explained in Remark 1.4.
The "boundary behaviour" of Rf and Rtf is substantially more delicate than that of
Sf , and we only have a complete result for flag domains, Theorem 5.1. The formulae
involve the following principal value operators:
Definition 2.19. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H. For 1 ă p ă 8, a horizontal
vector field V P Lppσq, and x P BΩ, define
RV pxq :“ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpy´1¨xq, V pyqy dσpyq and RtV pxq :“ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpx´1¨yq, V pyqy dσpyq.
Under the hypotheses of the definition above, we will show in Theorem 3.2 that the
principal values RV pxq andRtV pxq exist for σ a.e. x P BΩ, and }RV }Lppσq`}RtV }Lppσq .
}V }Lppσq. The double layer potential, which appeared prominently in the introduction, can
be expressed in terms of the adjoint Riesz transform:
Definition 2.20 (Double layer potential). Let Ω Ă H be an open set such that σ :“ |BΩ|H
is upper 3-regular, and let 1 ď p ă 8. Then, for f P Lppσq, we define the double layer
potential
Dfpxq :“ Rtpfνq “
ż
x∇Gpx´1 ¨ yq, νpyqyfpyq dσpyq,
where "ν" is the inward-pointing horizontal normal of Ω.
The "boundary behaviour" of Df can be deduced from the boundary behaviour of
Rtpfνq, see Corollary 5.10. The formula involves the principal value operator "D" from
the definition below:
Definition 2.21 (Boundary double layer potential). Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“
|BΩ|H. For 1 ă p ă 8 and f P Lppσq, define the boundary double layer potential
Dfpxq :“ Rtpfνqpxq “ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpx´1 ¨ yq, νpyqyfpyq dσpyq
and the adjoint boundary double layer potential
Dtfpxq :“ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpy´1 ¨ xq, νpxqyfpyq dσpyq “ xRpfXqpxqXx `RpfY qpxqYx, νpxqy.
Under the hypotheses of the definition, it follows from the σ a.e. existence of the
principal values RpfXq, RpfY q, and Rtpfνq, that the principal values defining Df and
Dtf exist σ a.e., and }Df}Lppσq ` }Dtf}Lppσq . }f}Lppσq.
3. PRINCIPAL VALUES OF THE RIESZ TRANSFORM
The purpose of this section is to check that several singular integral operators defined
on the boundaries of flag domains are well-defined and bounded on Lppσq. The bound-
edness questions are fully resolved by a previous result of Fässler and the first author
(see either [25, Theorem 1.8] for a fairly simple argument based on the harmonicity of G,
or [26, Theorem 1.8] for a result for arbitrary horizontally odd 3-dimensional kernels):
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Theorem 3.1. Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu be a flag domain, and let σ :“ H2|BΩ. Then the
maximal (vectorial) Riesz transform
~R˚fppq :“ sup
ǫą0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
t}q´1¨q}ąǫu
∇Gpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , f P Lppσq,
is a bounded operator Lppσq Ñ Lppσq for all 1 ă p ă 8.
We remind the reader that the notation "∇" stands for the horizontal gradient ∇f “
pXf, Y fq P R2 in this paper. The main new result in this section is the following:
Theorem 3.2. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H, let 1 ă p ă 8, and let V P Lppσq be a
horizontal vector field. Then, the principal values
RV ppq :“ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq, V pqqy dσpqq
and
RtV ppq :“ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, V pqqy dσpqq
exist for σ a.e. p P BΩ, andmaxt}RV }Lppσq, }RtV }Lppσqu . }V }Lppσq.
Remark 3.3. The strategy is the following. We will first prove the σ a.e. existence of RV
and RtV for special vector fields of the form V “ fν and V “ fτ , where f P Lppσq is
a complex valued function, and ν and τ are the horizontal normal and tangent vector
fields, respectively, associated to Ω, recall Section 2.2. These vector fields are defined σ
a.e. on BΩ, and tνppq, τppqu is an orthonormal basis for spantXp, Ypu for σ a.e. p P BΩ.
So, once the principal values Rpfνq, Rpfτq, Rtpfνq and Rtpfτq are known to exist for all
f P Lppσq, the theorem follows by decomposing a general vector field V P Lppσq as
V “ xV, νyν ` xV, τyτ “: f1ν ` f2τ,
noting that f1, f2 P Lppσq, and applying the linearity of R and Rt.
It is worth recording (or rather repeating from Section 2.3) the relations
Df “ Rtpfνq and Dtf “ xRpfXqX `RpfY qY, νy, (3.4)
whereDf and Dtf are the (boundary) double layer potential and its adjoint, namely
Dfppq :“ p.v.
ż 〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqq〉 fpqq dσpqq,
Dtfppq :“ p.v.
ż 〈
∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq, νppq〉 fpqq dσpqq.
From the relations (3.4), one sees that Theorem 3.2 implies the σ a.e. pointwise existence
of Df,Dtf P Lppσq for all f P Lppσq (in the setting of flag domains).
The easiest sub-problem turns out to be the existence of Rtpfνq “ Df . The structure
of flag domains is only used in a mild way. In fact, as Lemma 3.21 shows, the principal
values Df exist σ a.e. on BΩ whenever Ω Ă H is a corkscrew domain (see Definition 3.8)
with 3-regular boundary such that the maximal Riesz transform is bounded on Lppσq.
The maximal Riesz transform might always be bounded on Lppσq under these assump-
tions, but this is an open problem. We know the Lppσq boundedness only when Ω is a
flag domain, by Theorem 3.1. In fact, [25] contains a somewhat more general result, and
the existence of Df could indeed be extended to the class of domains treated in [25].
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The other three sub-problems, concerning the existence of Rtpfτq, Rpfνq, and Rpfτq,
require arguments more tied to the structure of flag domains: for example, the area for-
mula (2.11) is needed to survive Rtpfτq, and Rpfνq, Rpfτq require even more ad hoc ar-
guments involving right invariant vector fields.
3.1. Existence ofRtpfνq. The aim of this section is to show thatRtpfνqppq “ Dfppq exists
for σ a.e. p P BΩwhenever f P Lppσq, 1 ă p ă 8, and Ω Ă H is a flag domain. We mainly
keep to the notationDf in this section. For ǫ ą 0 and f P Lppσq, we set
Dǫfppq :“
ż
Bpp,ǫqc
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqq〉 fpqq dσpqq.
Definition 3.5 (Tangent points). LetE Ă H be a set. A point p P E is called a weak tangent
point if βEpp, rq Ñ 0 as r Ñ 0, where βEpp, rq is the vertical β-number
βEpp, rq :“ inf
z,W
sup
!
distpq,z¨Wq
r
: q P E XBpp, rq
)
.
Here the "inf" runs over all z P H and vertical subgroupsW Ă H.
We record the following easy and well-known observations:
Lemma 3.6. A point p P E is a weak tangent point if and only if
inf
W
sup
!
distpq,p¨Wq
r
: q P E XBpp, rq
)
Ñ 0 as rÑ 0.
Proof. The statement means that if βEpp, rq Ñ 0, then the "base point" z P H in the defini-
tion of the β-number can be fixed to be z “ p, and the slightly larger quantities still tend
to 0 as r Ñ 0. The reason is that if βEpp, rq Ñ 0, then the point p P E itself lies at vanish-
ing relative distance from the best-approximating plane zr ¨Wr at scale r ą 0. Hence the
1
r
-normalised Hausdorff distance between rzr ¨Wrs XBpp, rq and rp ¨Wrs XBpp, rq tends
to 0 as r Ñ 0, and the claim follows. We leave further details to the reader. 
In the sequel, we will abbreviate σp,r :“ |BBpp, rq|H and σr :“ σ0,r. It follows by easy
calculations, using the definition of horizontal perimeter, that
σp,r “ r3 ¨ τp7σ1, (3.7)
where τp7 refers to push-forward under the left translation τppqq “ p ¨ q.
Definition 3.8 (Corkscrews). An open set Ω Ă H satisfies the corkscrew condition if there
exists a constant 0 ă c ă 1 (the "corkscrew constant") such that the following holds. For
every p P BΩ and 0 ă r ă diampBΩq, there exist points q1 P Bpp, rqXΩ and q2 P Bpp, rq zΩ
such that
mintdistpq1, BΩq,distpq2, BΩqu ě cr.
Here is one reason why the corkscrew condition is useful:
Proposition 3.9. Let Ω Ă H be an open set of locally finite perimeter satisfying the corkscrew
condition such that the perimeter measure σ :“ |BΩ|H is upper 3-regular. Then σ a.e. point
p P BΩ is a weak tangent point of Ω.
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Proof. The corkscrew condition implies that BΩ equals the measure theoretic boundary of
Ω, see [31, Definition 7.4]. Therefore, [31, Corollary 7.6] implies that σ equals (up to
a multiplicative constant) the 3-dimensional spherical Hausdorff measure S3 restricted
to BΩ. In particular, the assumption that σ is upper 3-regular implies that BΩ is upper
3-regular in the usual sense
H3pBpp, rq X BΩq . r3, p P H, r ą 0.
Consequently, BΩ is a Semmes surface, as in [27, Definition 1.6]. The fact that σ a.e. point
p P BΩ is a weak tangent point then follows immediately from [27, Proposition 5.11]. 
Lemma 3.10. Let Ω Ă H satisfying the corkscrew condition with constant "c" such that 0 P BΩ.
Then, for every η ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 (depending only on c, η) such that the following holds. If
r ą 0, and
inf
W
sup
 
distpq,Wq : q P BΩX B¯prq( ď δr, (3.11)
there exists a half-space H`r bounded by a vertical subgroup Wr such that σrpΩ△H`r q ď ηr3.
Proof. Let η ą 0, and assume that (3.11) holds with a constant δ ą 0 to be specified
in the course of the proof. Let W be a vertical subgroup minimising (3.11), so BΩ X
B¯prq Ă Wpδrq. This implies that the two components U´ and U` of U :“ Bprq zWpδrq
are contained in either Ω or H zΩ. In fact, we claim that one of U´, U` is contained in Ω,
and the other one in H zΩ. If this were not the case, then either U Ă Ω or U Ă H zΩ, and
hence
Bprq zΩ ĂWpδrq or Bprq X Ω ĂWpδrq.
For δ ! c small enough, both options would violate the corkscrew condition at 0 P BΩ.
For example, if the first option took place, pick q2 P Bp r2q zΩwith distpq2, BΩq ě cr2 . Then
Bpq2, cr2 q Ă Bprq zΩ ĂWpδrq (since c ă 1), which is not possible if δ ! c.
So, we may assume U´ Ă H zΩ and U` Ă Ω. We define H` to be the half-space
bounded byW containing U`. Then rΩ△H`sXBBprq ĂWpδrq, and hence σrpΩ△H`q ď
σrpWpδrqqq. But using (3.7), we infer that
σrpΩ△H`q ď r3 ¨ σ1pWpδqq.
Now, it remains to choose δ “ δpηq ą 0 so small that σ1pWpδqq ď η. 
Here is the first result on the existence of principal values:
Lemma 3.12. Let Ω Ă H be an open set of locally finite H-perimeter satisfying the corkscrew
condition. If p P BΩ is a weak tangent point of BΩ, and R ą 0, then
D1Bpp,Rqppq :“ lim
ǫÑ0
Dǫ1Bpp,Rqppq “ 12 ´ rpΩ, R, pq,
where
rpΩ, R, pq :“
ż
Ω
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νp,Rpqqy dσp,Rpqq. (3.13)
We need one more auxiliary result, which is virtually a restatement of the fact that G
is the fundamental solution of ´△5:
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Lemma 3.14. Let Ω Ă H be an open set with finite H-perimeter. Write σ :“ |BΩ|H, and let ν be
the inward-pointing horizontal normal of Ω. Then,ż
BΩ
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqqy dσpqq “ 1, p P Ω. (3.15)
Proof. Define Gǫ :“ ψǫ ˚G, where tψǫuǫą0 is a (compactly supported) approximate iden-
tity, and observe thatGǫ is a smooth function satisfying△
5pψǫ ˚Gq “ ´ψǫ. Consequently,
by the divergence theorem,ż
BΩ
x∇Gǫpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqqy dσpqq “
ż
Ω
ψǫpp´1 ¨ qq dq “ 1
for all ǫ ą 0 so small that sptpq ÞÑ ψǫpp´1 ¨ qqq Ă Ω. On the other hand, the LHS clearly
tends to the LHS of (3.15). 
We are then prepared to prove Lemma 3.12:
Proof of Lemma 3.12. We assume with no loss of generality that p “ 0, so we claim that if
0 P BΩ is a weak tangent point of BΩ, then Dǫ1BpRqp0q Ñ 12 ` rpΩ, R, 0q as ǫ Ñ 0. Set
Ωǫ,R :“ ΩXApǫ,Rq, where Apǫ,Rq :“ BpRq z B¯pǫq. We denote σǫ,R :“ |BΩǫ,R|H, and write
νǫ,R for the inward-pointing horizontal normal of Ωǫ,R. We remark that
‚ σǫ,R|BBpRqXΩ “ σR|Ω and σǫ,R|BBpǫqXΩ “ σǫ|Ω and σǫ,R|BΩ “ σ|BΩ,
‚ νǫ,R|BBpRqXΩ “ νR|Ω and νǫ,R|BBpǫqXΩ “ ´νǫ|Ω and νǫ,R|BΩ “ ν|BΩ,
where σ, ν are the horizontal perimeters and (inward) normals of Ω, and σs, νs are these
objects for the ball Bpsq, as before. These statements follow, most easily, from the locality
of horizontal perimeter, see [1, Corollary 2.5] and [1, Theorem 2.8].
By first applying the divergence theorem in [31], we find that
´
ż
BΩǫ,R
〈∇Gpqq, νǫ,Rpqq〉 dσǫ,Rpqq “
ż
Ωǫ,R
△5Gpqq dq “ 0. (3.16)
Then, using (3.16) and the various relationships between the horizontal perimeters and
normals listed above, we see that
Dǫ1BpRqp0q “
ż
BΩXApǫ,Rq
〈∇Gpqq, νpqq〉 dσpqq “
ż
BBpǫqXΩ
〈∇Gpqq, νǫpqq〉 dσǫpqq
´
ż
BBpRqXΩ
〈∇Gpqq, νRpqq〉 dσRpqq.
The second term equals rpΩ, R, 0q by definition, so it remains to show that the first term,
denoted Iǫ, tends to 1{2 as ǫ Ñ 0. Since 0 is a weak tangent point of BΩ, by Lemma 3.6
we have
lim
ǫÑ0
inf
W
!
distpq,Wq
ǫ
: q P BΩXBpǫq
)
“ 0.
Since Ω and H zΩ were assumed 4-regular, Lemma 3.10 applies for ǫ ą 0 small enough
and yields a half-space H`ǫ , bounded by a vertical subgroupWǫ, such that σǫpΩ△H`ǫ q ď
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ǫ3η. Here η “ ηpǫq Ñ 0 as ǫÑ 0. We may then rewrite Iǫ asż
BBpǫqXΩ
〈∇Gpqq, νǫpqq〉 dσǫpqq “
ż
BBpǫq
p1Ωpqq ´ 1H`pqqq 〈∇Gpqq, νǫpqq〉 dσǫpqq
`
ż
BpǫqXH`
〈∇Gpqq, νǫpqq〉 dσǫpqq “: I1ǫ ` I2ǫ . (3.17)
We first claim that
I2ǫ ”
ż
BBp0,ǫqXH`
〈∇Gpqq, νǫpqq〉 dσǫpqq “ 1
2
. (3.18)
To see this, one recalls (from e.g. Folland’s original work [28]) that Gpqq “ c}q}´2 for
some positive constant c ą 0. Therefore, the sphere BBp0, ǫq can be written as a level set
tG ą κu for some κ “ κpǫq ą 0. It then follows from [31, Theorem 6.5] that the inward-
pointing horizontal normal νǫ can be represented as νǫ “ ∇G{|∇G|, and consequently
x∇Gpqq, νǫpqqy “ x∇G,∇Gy|∇G| “
2c|z|
ǫ4
, q “ pz, tq P BBpǫq,
by direct computation. Next, we note that a 180˝ rotation "O" around the t-axis is an
isometry which preserves the quantity displayed above, and the perimeter measure σǫ.
Therefore,ż
BBpǫqXH`
〈∇Gpqq, νǫpqq〉 dσǫpqq “
ż
BBpǫqXH`
〈∇GpOpqqq, νǫpOpqqq〉 dσǫpqq
“
ż
BBpǫqXH´
〈∇Gpqq, νǫpqq〉 dO7σǫpqq
“
ż
BBpǫqXH´
〈∇Gpqq, νǫpqq〉 dσǫpqq,
which gives (3.18).
For the integral I1ǫ in (3.17), we just need to estimate
|I1ǫ | .
σǫprΩ△H`sq
ǫ3
ď ηpǫq Ñ 0 as ǫÑ 0.
Thus limǫÑ0 Iǫ “ 1{2, and the proof is complete. 
From Lemma 3.12 we infer thatDf exists for f P C8c pHq:
Corollary 3.19. Let f P C8c pHq, and let p is a weak tangent point of BΩ, where Ω Ă H is an
open set with locally finite H-perimeter satisfying the corkscrew condition. Then, the principal
value
Dfppq “ p.v.
ż
Bpp,ǫqc
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqq〉 fpqq dσpqq
exists.
Proof. Choose a radius R ą 0 such that sptpfq Ă Bpp,Rq. Then Dǫf “ Dǫpf1Bpp,Rqq for
all ǫ ą 0, and
Dpf1Bpp,Rqqppq “
ż
Bpp,Rq
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqq〉 pfpqq ´ fppqq dσpqq ` fppq ¨D1Bpp,Rqppq.
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The first integral is absolutely convergent by the smoothness of f , and the second expres-
sion is well-defined by Lemma 3.12. 
We now extend Corollary 3.19 to f P Lppσq, for 1 ă p ă 8, via the following result:
Theorem 3.20 ([19], Theorem 2.2). Let pX,µq be a measure space, 1 ă p, q ă 8, and let
tTtutPR be a family of linear operators on LppX,µq; set
T ˚fpxq “ sup
t
|Ttfpxq|.
If T ˚ is bounded LppXq Ñ Lq,8pXq, then the set!
f P LppX,µq | lim
tÑ0
Ttfpxq exists µ´ a.e.
)
is closed in LppX,µq.
The following lemma proves Theorem 3.2 in the special case Df “ Rtpfνq:
Lemma 3.21. Let Ω Ă H be an open set of locally finite H-perimeter satisfying the corkscrew
condition, such that the perimeter measure σ :“ |BΩ|H is upper 3-regular. Assume that the
maximal (vectorial) Riesz transform
~R˚fppq :“ sup
ǫą0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
t}q´1¨p}ąǫu
∇Gpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , f P Lppσq,
defines a bounded operator on Lppσq, for some 1 ă p ă 8. Then, the principal values Dfppq
exist for f P Lppσq, for σ a.e. p P BΩ. Moreover, Df P Lppσq with }Df}Lppσq . }f}Lppσq (the
implicit constant depends only on the operator norm of ~R˚).
Remark 3.22. Theorem 3.1 states that the hypothesis concerning ~R˚ is valid whenever Ω
is a flag domain, and 1 ă p ă 8.
Proof of Lemma 3.21. By Proposition 3.9, the assumptions of the lemma imply that σ a.e.
p P BΩ is a weak tangent point. HenceDfppq exists for all f P C8c pHq for σ a.e. p P BΩ by
Corollary 3.19. Clearly C8c pHq is dense in Lppσq. So, it remains by Theorem 3.20 to prove
that the maximal operator
D˚fppq :“ sup
ǫą0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bpp,ǫqc
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqqyfpqq dσpqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , f P Lppσq,
is bounded Lppσq Ñ Lppσq. This follows rather immediately from our assumption on
the Lppσq-boundedness of the maximal vectorial Riesz transform ~R˚, since |νpqq| ď 1
for σ a.e. q P BΩ. The only small catch is that, to control D˚, we in fact need to know
that maximal vectorial Riesz transform with the adjoint kernel pp, qq ÞÑ ∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq is
bounded Lppσq Ñ Lppσq. The hypothesis on ~R˚ implies that the ǫ-truncated operators
~Rǫfppq :“
ż
t}q´1¨p}ąǫu
∇Gpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq
are bounded uniformly on Lppσq, and hence are their adjoint operators with kernels
pp, qq ÞÑ ∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq. So, all we need is a Cotlar-type inequality saying that the ad-
joint maximal Riesz transform is also bounded on Lppσq. One option to use [46, Theorem
7.1], which is available by the upper 3-regularity of σ (see also the Remark just under [46,
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Theorem 1.1]). Another possibility is to first observe that σ is actually 3-regular (not just
upper 3-regular) by [27, Proposition 4.1], so pBΩ, d, σq is a space of homogeneous type. In
this setting, any textbook proof of Cotlar’s inequality will work. 
3.2. Existence ofRtpfτq. Aswe discussed under the statement of Theorem 3.2, the proof
consists of verifying separately the existence of
Df “ Rtpfνq, Rtpfτq, Rpfνq, and Rpfτq.
The first problem was solved by Lemma 3.21. In this section we treat the existence of
Rtpfτq “ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ pq, τpqqyfpqq dσpqq, f P Lppσq.
The proof is similar to the one seen above, but we need to restrict attention to flag do-
mains: we have not even defined the tangent vector field "τ " in more generality, and
we will need the area formula (2.11) in the first lemma below. Recall the integral curves
γt : RÑ BΩ (of τ ) which were introduced in (2.8).
Lemma 3.23. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, and let 0 ă ǫ ă R ă 8. Then,ż
App,ǫ,Rq
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, τpqq〉 dσpqq “ 0, p P H,
where App, ǫ,Rq :“ Bpp,Rq z B¯pp, ǫq is an open annulus around p.
Proof. Since q ÞÑ ∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq P L1pApp, ǫ,Rq, σq, we may apply the area formula (2.11):ż
App,ǫ,Rq
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, τpqq〉 dσpqq “ c
ż
R
ż
St
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ γtpyqq, 9γtpyq
〉
dy dt,
where St :“ ty : γtpyq P App, ǫ,Rqu. Let t P R so that St ‰ H. Then St is a bounded
open set in R (boundedness follows from }γyptq} ě |y|), hence a disjoint union of its open
component intervals, denoted It. We may writeż
St
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ γtpyqq, 9γtpyq
〉
dy “
ÿ
IPIt
ż
I
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ γtpyqq, 9γtpyq
〉
dy “:
ÿ
IPIt
EpIq.
Note that γtpBIq Ă BApp, ǫ,Rq for all I P It. Every interval I “ pa, bq P It has, therefore,
one of the following four types:
(1) γtpBIq Ă BBpp, ǫq,
(2) γtpBIq Ă BBpp,Rq,
(3) γtpaq P BBpp,Rq and γtpbq P BBpp, ǫq.
(4) γtpaq P BBpp, ǫq and γtpbq P BBtpp,Rq,
For I P It of type (1), the fundamental theorem of calculus and the radial symmetry of
G show that EpIq “ Gpǫq ´ Gpǫq “ 0, by a slight abuse of notation. The same argument
shows that EpIq “ 0 for I P It of type (2). For intervals of type (3) and (4), the EpIq “
Gpǫq´GpRq and EpIq “ GpRq´Gpǫq, respectively. However, we note that there are only
finitely many (possibly zero) intervals of type (3) Y (4). Indeed, since γt is a Lipschitz
curve, the intervals of type (3) Y (4) have length „ R ´ ǫ, and there is only space for
finitely many of them in the bounded set St. So, the intervals of type (3) Y (4) can be
ordered, from left to right: I1 ă I2 ă . . . ă IN . Now, we leave to the reader to check that
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I1 is of type (3), IN is of type (4), and there is an alternating pattern: whenever Ij is of
type (3), then Ij`1 is of type (4). In particular N P 2N, and
Nÿ
j“1
EpIjq “
N{2ÿ
j“1
rEpIjq ` EpIj`1qs “
N{2ÿ
j“1
rGpǫq ´GpRq `GpRq ´Gpǫqs “ 0.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
The existence of Rtpfτq is an easy corollary:
Corollary 3.24. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, and f P C8c pHq. Then the principal values
Rtpfτqpqq “ p.v.
ż 〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, τpqq〉 fpqq dσpqq
exist for all p P H. If the hypothesis is relaxed to f P Lppσq for some 1 ă p ă 8, then the
principal values Rtpfτqpqq still exist for σ a.e. p P BΩ.
Proof. Assume first that f P C8c pHq. Fix p P H, and let R ą 0 be so large that sptpfq Ă
Bpp,Rq. Then,
p.v.
ż 〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, τpqq〉 fpqq dσpqq “
ż
App,Rq
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq τpqq〉 pfpqq ´ fppqq dσpqq
` fppq ¨ p.v.
ż
App,Rq
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, τpqq〉 dσpqq.
The first integral is absolutely convergent since f P C8c pHq. The second term vanishes by
Lemma 3.23. This completes the case f P C8c pHq. The extension to f P Lppσq follows by
the argument in Lemma 3.21 (since ~R˚ is bounded on Lppσq by Theorem 3.1). 
3.3. Existence of Rpfνq and Rpfτq. Recall that
RV ppq “ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq, V pqqy dσpqq,
whenever the principal values exist. In this section, we show that they do if Ω Ă H is a
flag domain, σ “ |BΩ|H, and V “ fν or V “ fτ with f P Lppσq.
Before the details, a pause: what is the difference between, say, Rpfνq and Rtpfνq?
The key to the existence of Rtpfνq “ Df was Lemma 3.12, whose proof was based on
combining the divergence theorem and the identity
div5rq ÞÑ Gpp´1 ¨ qqs “ △5Gpp´1 ¨ qq “ 0, p ‰ q.
Unfortunately,
div5rq ÞÑ ∇Gpq´1 ¨ pqs ‰ △5Gpq´1 ¨ pq,
so the same approach will no longer work. Getting around this problem is where the
vertical ruling of flag domains gets used most heavily. The key is Lemma 3.26 below.
We denote by XR and Y R the right invariant vector fields
XR “ Bx ` y2Bt and Y R “ By ´ x2Bt.
We also write ∇Rf :“ pXRf, Y Rfq for f P C1pHq. A direct computation reveals the
following relationship between the left and right horizontal gradients of G:
∇Gpp´1q “ ´∇RGppq, p P H z t0u. (3.25)
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Lemma 3.26. Let Ω be a flag domain, and let σ :“ |BΩ|H. Let η “ aX ` bY P L8pσq be a
horizontal vector field with the property that the coefficient functions a, b P L8pσq only depend
on the z-variable, that is, apz, tq “ apzq and bpz, tq “ bpzq. Finally, let ψ : HÑ R be a bounded
compactly supported radially symmetric Borel function with 0 R sptψ. Then, for all p P H,ż
ψpq´1 ¨ pq 〈∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq, ηpqq〉 dσpqq “ ´
ż
ψpq´1 ¨ pq 〈∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, ηpqq〉 dσpqq. (3.27)
Remark 3.28. The relevant examples of "η" will be the normal and tangent vector fields
η “ ν and η “ τ : they satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma by Proposition 2.2, and the
definition of τ , see Definition 2.5. The function ψ is typically the characteristic function
of an annulus. Note that since ψ is radially symmetric, ψpq´1 ¨ pq ” ψpp´1 ¨ qq.
Proof of Lemma 3.26. Note that
X ´XR “ ´yT and Y ´ Y R “ xT, (3.29)
where T “ Bt. Using (3.25) and (3.29), we see that
∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq “ `∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq `∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq˘´∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq
“ `∇´∇R˘Gpq´1 ¨ pq ´∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq
“ “p´py1 ´ yqTGpq´1 ¨ pq, px1 ´ xqTGpq´1 ¨ pqq‰´∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq
for p “ px1, y1, t1q and q “ px, y, tq. Moreover, TG is an odd function (in fact TGpz, tq “
´16t{}pz, tq}6), so TGpq´1 ¨ pq “ ´TGpp´1 ¨ qq. So, to prove (3.27), it suffices to verify thatż
ψpq´1 ¨ pqxp´py ´ y1qTGpp´1 ¨ qq, px´ x1qTGpp´1 ¨ qqq, ηpqqy dσpqq “ 0
for all p “ px1, y1, t1q P H. With no loss of generality, we only prove this at p “ 0. Since
the coefficients of η do not depend on the t-variable, we may use the "product formula"
σ “ cH1E|Γ ˆ L1 (recall (2.14)) to writeż
ψpqqxp´yTGpqq, xTGpqqq , ηpqqy dσpqq “
ż
p´yIpzq, xIpzqq ¨ ηpzq dH1Epzq.
where ηpzq :“ papzq, bpzqq P R2, and
Ipzq :“
ż
ψpz, tqTGpz, tq dt, z P R2. (3.30)
Since ψpz, tq “ ψpz,´tq and TGpz, tq “ ´TGpz,´tq, the integrands in (3.30) are odd, and
hence (3.30) ” 0. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.31. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, and f P C8c pHq. Then the principal values
Rpfνqppq and Rpfτqppq exist at all weak tangent points p P BΩ. If the hypothesis is relaxed to
f P Lppσq, then the conclusion still holds for σ a.e. p P BΩ.
Proof. Fix p P H, and let R ą 0 be so large that sptpfq Ă Bpp,Rq. Let η P tν, τu. Then,
Rpfνqppq “
ż
Bpp,Rq
〈
∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq, ηpqq〉 pfpqq ´ fppqq dσpqq ` fppq ¨Rp1Bpp,Rqηqppq.
The first integral is absolutely convergent since f P C8c pHq. By Lemma 3.26, the second
term equals ´fppq ¨ Rtp1Bpp,Rqηqppq. Furthermore,
‚ Rtp1Bpp,Rqνqppq exists by Lemma 3.12 whenever p P BΩ is a weak tangent point,
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‚ Rtp1Bpp,Rqτqppq “ 0 for all p P H by Lemma 3.23.
This completes the case f P C8c pHq. The extension to f P Lppσq follows as in the proof of
Lemma 3.21. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is now complete, recalling the discussion in Remark 3.3.
3.4. The choice of truncations is irrelevant. Later on, it will be convenient to know that
the principal values RV and RtV , whose existence we have now established in Theorem
3.2, can also be defined via smooth truncations of the kernels∇Gpq´1 ¨pq and∇Gpp´1 ¨qq.
The following proposition shows that this can be done very generally, even so that the
values of RV ppq and RtV ppq remain unchanged (whenever they exist).
Proposition 3.32. Let pX, d, µq be a metric measure space such that µpBpx, rqq ď Crn for
all x P X, r ą 0, for some n ą 0. Let K : X ˆ X z tx “ yu Ñ C be a kernel satisfying
|Kpx, yq| ď Cdpx, yq´n. Let φ : r0,8q Ñ r0, 1s be a non-decreasing function with 0 R sptφ
and limsÑ8 φpsq “ 1. Assume that f P Lppµq for some 1 ă p ă 8, and
p.v.Kfpxq :“ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
tyPX:dpx,yqěǫu
Kpx, yqfpyq dµpyq P C
exists at some point x P X. Then, writing φǫpsq “ φps{ǫq for ǫ ą 0, we have
p.v. Kfpxq “ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
φǫpdpx, yqqKpx, yqfpyq dµpyq.
Proof. Define the probability measure P :“ Pφ on r0,8q by the formula
Prr, ss :“ φpsq ´ φprq, 0 ď r ď s ă 8,
and note that 0 R sptP, since 0 R sptφ. Moreover, for all ǫ ą 0 and s ě 0, we have
φǫpsq “ Pr0, sǫ s “
ż 8
0
1r0,s{ǫsprq dPprq “
ż 8
0
1rǫr,8qpsq dPprq.
Consequently,
lim
ǫÑ0
ż
φǫpdpx, yqqKpx, yqfpyq dµpyq “ lim
ǫÑ0
ż 8
0
ż
tdpx,yqěǫru
Kpx, yqfpyq dµpyq dPprq. (3.33)
The use of Fubini’s theorem (for ǫ ą 0 fixed) was justified, sinceż
tyPX:dpx,yqěǫru
|Kpx, yq||fpyq| dµpyq .C,ǫ,p,φ }f}Lppµq, r P sptP, (3.34)
applying Hölder’s inequality, the growth and decay estimates for µ andK , and 0 R sptP.
On the RHS of (3.33), we observe that
lim
ǫÑ0
ż
tdpx,yqěǫru
Kpx, yqfpyq dµpyq “ p.v.Kfppq P C
for all r P sptP, so in particular
r ÞÑ sup
ǫą0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
tdpx,yqěǫru
Kpx, yqfpyq dµpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ supǫą0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
tdpx,yqěǫu
Kpx, yqfpyq dµpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (3.35)
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is a (finite) constant function on sptP (we also use here the estimate (3.34), which shows
that the only possible singularity of the expression in (3.35) occurs when ǫ Ñ 0). This
justifies applying the dominated convergence theorem to the RHS of (3.33):
lim
ǫÑ0
ż
φǫpdpx, yqqKpx, yqfpyq dµpyq “
ż 8
0
p.v.Kfpxq dPprq “ p.v.Kfpxq,
recalling that P is a probability measure. The proof is complete. 
4. VARIOUS MAXIMAL FUNCTIONS
4.1. Heisenberg cones and intrinsic Lipschitz graphs. Before introducing any maximal
functions, we define Heisenberg cones. There are a number of roughly equivalent defini-
tions in the literature, and we prefer the following as a starting point. Let L Ă tpx, y, tq :
t “ 0u be a line through the origin in the xy-plane (also known as a horizontal subgroup),
and let πL : H – R3 Ñ L be the orthogonal projection. The (open) Heisenberg cone at the
origin with parameter λ P p0, 1q and axis L is
CLpλq :“ tp P H : }πLppq} ą λ}p}u.
These cones get smaller as λÕ 1, and their intersection, over λ P p0, 1q, is the punctured
axis L z t0u. An intrinsic λ-Lipschitz graph with axis L is a set Γ Ă Hwith the property that
p ¨ CLpλq X Γ “ H, p P Γ.
Boundaries of flag domains Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu Ă H are intrinsic λ-Lipschitz
graphs with axis L “ tpx, 0, 0q : x P Ru, for some parameter λ ą 0 depending only on the
Lipschitz constant of A. For much more information on intrinsic Lipschitz graphs, see
for example [27, 30, 32, 48].
On some occasions, it is useful to take the following definition of cones as a starting
point: rCLpλq :“ ď
vPL z t0u
Bpv, λ}v}q.
Rigot [48, Proposition 3.9] has shown that the two notions of cones are equivalent: for
every λ ą 0 there exist λ1, λ2 ą 0 such that
CLpλ1q Ă rCLpλq Ă CLpλ2q (4.1)
for all horizontal subgroups L Ă H (simultaneously). These inclusions lead to the fol-
lowing simple geometric observation:
Lemma 4.2. Let Γ Ă H be an intrinsic Lipschitz graph with axis L. Then, there exist a constants
λ, θ P p0, 1q such that the following holds. If p P Γ and q P p ¨CLpλq, then distpq,Γq ą θdpp, qq.
Proof. By definition of Γ being an intrinsic Lipschitz graph, and the inclusions (4.1), we
may find λ, λ1 P p0, 1q such that CLpλq Ă rCLpλ1{2q, and
p ¨ rCLpλ1q X Γ “ H, p P Γ.
Let q P p ¨ CLpλq Ă p ¨ rCLpλ1{2q, so q P Bpp ¨ v, λ12 }v}q for some v P L, and
dpp, qq ď dpp, p ¨ vq ` dpp ¨ v, qq ď p1` λ1
2
q}v} ď 2}v}.
It follows that
Bpq, λ1
4
dpp, qqq Ă Bpq, λ1
2
}v}q Ă Bpp ¨ v, λ1}v}q Ă p ¨ rCLpλ1q Ă Γc,
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which means that distpq,Γq ě λ1
4
dpp, qq. So, the claim holds with θ “ λ1{4. 
4.2. Non-tangential and radial limits and maximal functions. Let Γ be a set in a metric
space pX, dq, typically the boundary of a domain in H. For p P Γ and θ P p0, 1q, we define
the non-tangential approach region
VΓpp, θq :“ tq P X : distpq,Γq ą θdpp, qqu Ă X zΓ.
Definition 4.3 (Non-tangential maximal function). Let Γ Ă X be a set, and let u : X zΓÑ
B be a function taking values in some normed space pB, | ¨ |q (typically R or R2). For p P Γ
and θ ą 0, we define the quantity
Nθuppq :“ supt|upqq| : q P VΓpp, θqu.
If u is only defined on a subset of X zΓ, we keep the same notation, but the "sup" is only
taken over p P dompuq X VΓpp, θq. The function Nθu is the non-tangential maximal function
of u with aperture θ ą 0.
Definition 4.4 (Non-tangential limit). Let Γ Ă X andB be as above, and let u : X zΓÑ B
be a function. Let F Ă X zΓ be a set, and let b P B. We say that u has non-tangential limit
b at p0 P Γ along F if
lim
pÑp0
pPFXVΓpp0,θq
uppq “ b for all θ P p0, 1q. (4.5)
We do not require that p0 lies in the closure of F X VΓpp0, θq for any θ P p0, 1q. If this
fails, then every b P B is a non-tangential limit of u at p0 along F . In practice, however,
we are only interested in non-tangential limits in a scenario where p0 lies in the closure
of F X VΓpp0, θ0q for some θ0 P p0, 1q, equivalently for all 0 ă θ ď θ0. In this situation,
the non-tangential limit is unique (if it exists). We do not introduce separate notation for
non-tangential limits, but we will always state explicitly (if not clear from the context)
whether a certain limit should be understood in the non-tangential or classical sense.
If Γ Ă H happens to be an intrinsic λ0-Lipschitz graph with axis L, for some λ0 P p0, 1q,
and u is a B-valued function defined on (a subset of) H zΓ, we also define the conical
maximal function with aperture λ P rλ0, 1q,
Cλuppq :“ supt|upqq| : q P p ¨ CLpλqu,
and the radial maximal function
Nraduppq :“ supt|upp ¨ vq| : v P L z t0uu.
Note that the "sup" in the definition of Cλ is only taken over points p P H zΓ by the
intrinsic Lipschitz assumption. Evidently
Nraduppq ď Cλuppq, p P Γ, λ0 ď λ ă 1.
Furthermore, Lemma 4.2 implies that if Γ Ă H is an intrinsic Lipschitz graph, then there
exist λ P p0, 1q and θ ą 0 such that
Nraduppq ď Cλuppq ď Nθuppq, p P Γ. (4.6)
In otherwords, the radial maximal function is trivially dominated by the conical maximal
function, and the conical maximal function is further dominated by the non-tangential
maximal function if "λ" is close enough to 1 and "θ" is close enough to "0".
We record the following standard Cotlar-type inequality:
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Lemma 4.7. Let σ be an k-regular Borel measure on pX, dq, k ą 0, and write Γ :“ sptσ. Let
K : X ˆX z tp “ qu Ñ Rn, n ě 1, be a Borel function satisfying
|Kpp, qq| ď Cdpp, qq´k and |Kpp, qq ´Kpp1, qq| ď Cdpp, p
1qη
dpp, qqk`η (4.8)
for all p, p1, q P X with dpp, p1q ď dpp, qq{2, and for some constants C ě 1 and η ą 0. For
f P Lppσq, 1 ă p ă 8, define
Kfppq :“
ż
Kpp, qqfpqq dσpqq, p P X zΓ.
The integral is absolutely convergent for p R Γ. For p P Γ, define also
K˚fppq :“ sup
ǫą0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
tqPX:dpp,qqąǫu
Kpp, qqfpqq dσpqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Then, for any θ ą 0, there exists a constant A “ ApK,σ, θq ě 1 such that
NθKfpp0q ď AMσfpp0q `K˚fpp0q, p0 P Γ, (4.9)
whereMσf is the centred Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of f , relative to the measure σ.
Proof. Fix p P VΓpp0, θq, and set r :“ dpp, p0q. We start by writing
|Kfppq| ď
ż
Bpp0,2rq
|Kpp, qq||fpqq| dσpqq `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bpp0,2rqc
Kpp, qqfpqq dσpqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “: I1 ` I2. (4.10)
First, we control I1 by the maximal function. Note that dpp, qq ě distpp,Γq ą θr for all
q P Γ, hence |Kpp, qq| ď Cdpp, qq´3 ď Cθ´3r´3. We therefore obtain
I1 .K,θ
1
r3
ż
Bpp0,2rq
|fpqq| dσpqq .σ Mσfp0q.
We next consider I2. First, observe that
I2 ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bpp0,2rqc
rKpp, qq ´Kpp0, qqsfpqq dσpqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ `K˚fpp0q.
So, it remains to estimate the first term on the RHS, denoted I22 . Evidently dpp, p0q “ r ď
dpp0, qq{2 for all q P Bpp0, 2rqc, so the Hölder estimate in (4.8) is applicable:
I22 ď C
ÿ
jě1
ż
App0,2jr,2j`1rq
rη
dpp0, qq3`η fpqq dσpqq .σ Mσfpp0q
ÿ
jě1
rη
p2jrqη „η Mσfpp0q.
Here Apx, r,Rq “ Bpx,Rq z B¯px, rq. This concludes the proof of (4.9). 
We apply the lemma to the vectorial Riesz transform and its adjoint, namely
~Rfppq “
ż
∇Gpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq and ~RtV ppq “
ż
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qqfpqq dσpqq.
Corollary 4.11. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H. Then, the operators
f ÞÑ Nθ ~Rf, f ÞÑ Nθ ~Rtf, f ÞÑ Nrad ~Rf, and f ÞÑ Nrad ~Rtf,
and f ÞÑ Nθp∇Sfq, and f ÞÑ NθpDfq, are bounded on Lppσq for all θ P p0, 1q and 1 ă p ă 8.
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Proof. The kernelsKpp, qq “ ∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq and Ktpp, qq “ ∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq satisfy the assump-
tions of Lemma 4.7 with k “ 3 and η “ 1
2
by [12, Lemma 2.1]. Therefore, we infer from
(4.9) that
Nθ ~Rfpp0q .σ,θ Mσfpp0q ` ~R˚fpp0q, p0 P BΩ,
and a similar inequality holds for Nθ ~R
tf . Here ~R˚ is the maximal vectorial Riesz trans-
form, introduced in Theorem 3.1, which we know to be bounded on Lppσq. Since also
Mσ is bounded on L
ppσq, the proof of is complete (recalling also inequality (4.6) between
radial and non-tangential maximal functions associated with intrinsic Lipschitz graphs.)
The operator f ÞÑ Nθp∇Sfq is just another way of writing f ÞÑ Nθp ~Rfq, and the bound-
edness of f ÞÑ NθDf “ NθRtpfνq follows from the boundedness of f ÞÑ Nθ ~Rtf . 
5. BOUNDARY BEHAVIOUR OF THE RIESZ TRANSFORM
In this section examine the non-tangential limits as pÑ p0 P BΩ of the operators
RV ppq “
ż
x∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq, V pqqy dσpqq and RtV ppq “
ż
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, V pqqy dσpqq,
when Ω Ă H is a flag domain. The integrals above are absolutely convergent for all
horizontal vector fields V P Lppσq, 1 ă p ă 8, and p P H z BΩ. Themain result is Theorem
5.1 below, but as useful consequences, we obtain variants of the classical jump relations for
the double layer potential and the normal derivative of the single layer potential. These
consequences are collected in Corollary 5.10.
Theorem 5.1. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H, let 1 ă p ă 8, and let V “ fν ` gτ P
Lppσq be a horizontal vector field. Then, for σ-almost all p P BΩ, the non-tangential limits ofRV
andRtV along Ω and H zΩ exist. Their values are given by
lim
qÑp
qPΩ
RV pqq “ ´1
2
fppq `RV ppq and lim
qÑp
qPH zΩ
RV pqq “ 1
2
fppq `RV ppq, (5.2)
and
lim
qÑp
qPΩ
RtV pqq “ 1
2
fppq `RtV ppq and lim
qÑp
qPH zΩ
RtV pqq “ ´1
2
fppq `RtV ppq. (5.3)
It is worth emphasising the asymmetric role of the functions f and g in the relations
(5.2)-(5.3). This will be important in Corollary 5.10. We start by treating a special case:
Lemma 5.4. Theorem 5.1 holds for V “ fν ` gτ , where f, g P C8c pHq. In fact, then the
non-tangential limits (5.2) exist at all weak tangent points p P BΩ.
Proof. Let p P BΩ be a weak tangent point of BΩ, so all the principal values Rtpfνqppq,
Rtpgτqppq and Rpfνqppq, and Rpgτqppq exist by Corollaries 3.19, 3.24, and 3.31. The plan
of the proof is to first treat Rtpfνq and Rpfνq, which are a little more difficult, and then
Rtpgτq and Rpgτq.
Fix θ ą 0, and consider a sequence tpjujPN Ă Ω X VBΩpp, θq such that pj Ñ p as
j Ñ 8. (We will deal with the "exterior" case tpjujPN Ă H zΩ later). For each j P N,
there exists ǫj P p0, 1q such that Bppj, ǫjq Ă Ω. Moreover, there exists R ě 1 such that
sptpfq Ă Bppj, Rq for all j P N. Now set
Ej “ pΩXBppj, Rqq zBppj, ǫjq, j P N,
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so
BEj “ rBΩ XBppj, Rqs Y rΩX BBppj , Rqs Y BBppj, ǫjq.
The perimeter measure |BEj |H restricted to these three pieces equals σ, σpj ,R, and σpj ,ǫj ,
respectively, using the locality of horizontal perimeter (see [1]), as we already did in the
proof of Lemma 3.12. Therefore, using that q ÞÑ Gpp´1j ¨ qq is △5-harmonic in Ej , and
q ÞÑ ∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq P C8pE¯jq, we infer from the divergence theorem that
0 “ ´
ż
Ej
△5Gpp´1j ¨ qq dq “
ż
BEj
〈
∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νEj pqq
〉
dσEjpqq
“
ż
BΩXBppj ,Rq
xGpp´1j ¨ qq, νpqqy dσpqq
`
ż
ΩXBBppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νpj ,Rpqqy dσp,Rpqq
´
ż
BBppj ,ǫjq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νpj ,ǫjpqqy dσpj ,ǫjpqq.
Rearranging terms, and recalling from (3.15) that the last term above equals "1", we haveż
BΩXBppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νpqqy dσpqq
“ 1´
ż
ΩXBBppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νpj ,Rpqqy dσp,Rpqq. (5.5)
Since dppj , qq ě R{2 for all q P BBpp,Rq and j P N large enough, we may let j Ñ 8 on
the RHS of (5.5) to deduce that
lim
jÑ8
ż
BΩXBppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νpqqy dσpqq “ 1´ rpΩ, R, pq, (5.6)
where the constant rpΩ, R, pq ď 1was defined in (3.13). Recalling that Ω is a flag domain,
we also infer from (5.6) and Lemma 3.26 (with ψ :“ 1Bp0,Rq) that
lim
jÑ8
ż
BΩXBppj ,Rq
x∇Gpq´1 ¨ pjq, νpqqy dσpqq “ rpΩ, R, pq ´ 1. (5.7)
(The assumption 0 R sptψ in that lemma can be omitted here, since pj R BΩ.) Now
we are prepared to compute the limits of Rpfνqppjq and Rtpfνqppjq as j Ñ 8. The
proofs are virtually the same, so we only give full details for Rtpfνqppjq. Recall that
sptpfq Ă Bppj, Rq for all j P N. For j P N fixed, we may therefore write
Rtpfνqppjq “
ż
Bppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νpqqy pfpqq ´ fppqq dσpqq
` fppq ¨
ż
Bppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νpqqy dσpqq “ I1ppjq ` I2ppjq.
Since f P C8c pHq, and
dpp, qq ď dpp, pjq ` dppj , qq ď θ´1 distppj , BΩq ` dppj , qq ď p1` θ´1qdppj , qq
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for pj P VBΩpp, θq, we have
|∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq||fpqq ´ fppq| .θ dpp, qq´3|fppq ´ fpqq| . dpp, qq´2.
The RHS is σ-integrable for q P Bppj, Rq Ă Bpp, 2Rq, so dominated convergence applies:
lim
jÑ8
I1ppjq “
ż
Bpp,Rq
〈
∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqq〉 pfpqq ´ fppqq dσpqq (5.8)
“ Rtpfνqppq ´ fppq `1
2
´ rpΩ, R, pq˘ .
We used Lemma 3.12 in the last equation. On the other hand, (5.6) gives
lim
jÑ8
I2ppjq “ fppq p1´ rpΩ, R, pqq .
All in all we obtain
lim
jÑ8
Rtpfνqppjq “ Rtpfνqppq´fppq
`
1
2
´ rpΩ, R, pq˘`fppqp1´rpΩ, R, pqq “ 1
2
fppq`Rtpfνqppq,
as desired. Regarding Rpfνqppjq, one needs to replace "∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq" by "∇Gpq´1 ¨ pjq"
in the definitions of I1ppjq and I2ppjq. For I1ppjq, dominated convergence can be applied
for the same reasons as above, and this time
lim
jÑ8
I1ppjq “ Rpfνqppq ´ fppq ¨ p.v.
ż
Bpp,Rq
x∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq, νpqqy dσpqq.
Recalling that Ω is a flag domain, one may then apply Lemma 3.26 to turn "q´1 ¨ p" into
"p´1 ¨ q" in the latter principal value, at the cost of changing the sign. After this one finds
from Lemma 3.12 that
lim
jÑ8
I1ppjq “ Rpfνqppq ´ fppq ¨
`
rpΩ, R, pq ´ 1
2
˘
.
The limit limjÑ8 I2ppjqwas already computed in (5.7), and all in all we find that
lim
jÑ8
Rpfνqppjq “ Rpfνqppq´fppq
`
rpΩ, R, pq ´ 1
2
˘`fppqprpΩ, R, pq´1q “ ´1
2
fppq`Rpfνqppq,
as desired.
We have now dealt with the "interior approach" for vector fields of the form V “ fν.
Before turning to V “ gτ , let us indicate the small changes needed for the "exterior
approach". Let tpjujPN Ă H zΩ X VBΩpp, θq be a sequence with pj Ñ p as j Ñ 8. This
time one defines Ej :“ rBppj, Rq zΩs zBppj , ǫjq Ă H zΩ. This has the effect that
νEj |BΩ “ ´ν,
so (5.6)-(5.7) are consequently replaced by
lim
jÑ8
ż
BΩXBppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, νpqqy dσpqq “ ´1` rpH zΩ, R, pq “ ´rpΩ, R, pq
and
lim
jÑ8
ż
BΩXBppj ,Rq
x∇Gpq´1 ¨ pjq, νpqqy dσpqq “ rpΩ, R, pq.
The splitting of Dfppjq to the parts I1ppjq and I2ppjq is carried out as above. Eventually,
lim
jÑ8
Rtpfνqppjq “ Rtpfνqppq´fppqp12 ´rpΩ, R, pqq´fppqrpΩ, R, pq “ ´12fppq`Rtpfνqppq,
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and
lim
jÑ8
Rpfνqppjq “ Rpfνqppq ´ fppqprpΩ, R, pq ´ 12q ` fppqrpΩ, R, pq “ 12fppq `Rtpfνqppq,
as claimed.
We have now proven (5.2)-(5.3) for V “ fν with f P C8c pHq. Fortunately the case
V “ gτ , with g P C8c pHq, is much simpler, and in particular the cases tpjujPN Ă Ω and
tpjujPN Ă H zΩ can be combined. So, as before, fix a weak tangent point p P BΩ, and
θ ą 0, and pick a sequence tpjujPN Ă rH z BΩs X VBΩpp, θqwhich tends to p as j Ñ 8. As
before, take R ą 0 so large that sptpgq Ă Bppj, Rq for all j P N. Then,
Rtpgτqppjq “
ż
Bppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, τpqqypgpqq ´ gppqq dσpqq
` gppq ¨
ż
Bppj ,Rq
x∇Gpp´1j ¨ qq, τpqqy dσpqq “: I1ppjq ` I2ppjq.
The term I2ppjq vanishes identically by Lemma 3.23 (where one may let ǫÑ 0 since pj R
BΩ). For the first term, we use the assumption g P C8c pHq and dominated convergence
exactly as in (5.8) to deduce that
lim
jÑ8
I1ppjq “ Rtpgτqppq ` gppq ¨ p.v.
ż
Bpp,Rq
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, τpqqy dσpqq.
The second term vanishes by another application of Lemma 3.23, and we have shown, as
desired, that
lim
jÑ8
Rtpgτqppjq “ Rtpgτqppq.
The same formula holds ifRt andRt are replaced byR andR, respectively. Indeed, after
decomposing Rpgτqppjq “ I1ppjq ` I2ppjq as above, one infers that I2ppjq ” 0 by first
applying Lemma 3.26, and only then Lemma 3.23. By applying the same two lemmas
once more, one also sees that limjÑ8 I1ppjq “ Rpgτqppq. This completes the proof of the
lemma. 
We then record the extension to V P Lppσq.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Fix a horizontal vector field V P Lppσq, 1 ă p ă 8. Since tνppq, τppqu
is an orthonormal basis for tXp, Ypu at σ a.e. p P BΩ, we may rewrite
V “ xV, νyν ` xV, τyτ “: fν ` gτ
for some f, g P Lppσq. Choose sequences tfkukPN, tgkukPN Ă C8c pHq converging to f and
g, respectively, in Lppσq and σ a.e. Set Vk :“ fkν ` gkτ , so Vk Ñ V in Lppσq. It follows
from the boundedness of R,Rt in Lppσq that also RVk Ñ RV and RtVk Ñ RtV in Lppσq.
Passing to further subsequences, we may assume that the convergence also occurs σ a.e.
For the argument below, there is no difference betweenR andRt, so we only consider
R. Also, there is no conceptual difference between interior and exterior approaches, so
we only consider the former. Fix θ ą 0, and infer from Lemma 5.4 that
lim
kÑ8
lim
qÑp
RVkpqq “ lim
kÑ8
´1
2
fkppq `RVkppq “ ´12fppq `RV ppq
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for σ a.e. p P BΩ. Here "p Ñ q" is an abbreviation for "q Ñ p in Ω X VBΩpp, θq". Conse-
quently, for any λ ą 0 and σ a.e. p P BΩ,
lim sup
qÑp
|RV pqq ` 1
2
fppq ´RV ppq| ą λ ùñ lim inf
kÑ8
NθRrV ´ Vksppq ą λ.
If the set of points p P BΩ satisfying the LHS condition is denoted "Bλ", it follows that
σpBλq ď λ´p lim inf
kÑ8
ż
NθRrV ´ Vksp dσ . λ´p lim inf
kÑ8
}V ´ Vk}pLppσq “ 0,
applying Corollary 4.11 in the only non-trivial inequality. It follows that limqÑpRV pqq “
1
2
fppq ´RV ppq for σ a.e. p P BΩ, as claimed. 
As a corollary of Theorem 5.1, the following non-tangential limits exist for all f P
Lppσq, 1 ă p ă 8, and for σ a.e. p P BΩ (when Ω Ă H is a flag domain):
Z`Sfppq :“ lim
qÑp
qPΩ
ZSfpqq “ lim
qÑp
qPΩ
RpfZqpqq and Z´Sfppq :“ lim
qÑp
qPH zΩ
ZSfpqq,
where Z P tX,Y u, and
D`fppq :“ lim
qÑp
qPΩ
Dfpqq “ lim
qÑp
qPΩ
Rtpfνqpqq and D´fppq :“ lim
qÑp
qPH zΩ
Dfpqq.
We define
∇˘Sfppq :“ pX˘Sfppq, Y ˘Sfppqq. (5.9)
The values of the limits above are easy to extract from Theorem 5.1, and they can be
expressed in terms of the principal values
Df “ Rtpfνq and Dtf “ RpfXqxν,Xy `RpfY qxν, Y y,
whose existence occupied Section 3. We record the formulae for future reference:
Corollary 5.10. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, and let f P Lppσq for some 1 ă p ă 8. Then, the
following relations hold σ a.e:
(1) D˘f “ p˘1
2
I `Dqf ,
(2) ∇˘ν Sf :“ x∇˘Sf, νy “ p¯12I `Dtqf ,
and
∇τSf :“ x∇˘Sf, τy “ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpq´1¨q, τp¨qyfpqq dσpqq. (5.11)
Notably, even though ∇`Sfppq ‰ ∇´Sfppq in general, (5.11) states that the dot prod-
ucts with τ have the same value σ a.e.
Proof of Corollary 5.10. Part (1) is a restatement of (5.3), applied to the horizontal vector
field V “ fν P Lppσq. To prove (2) and (5.11), we first decompose fZ in the tν, τu-frame,
ZSfpqq “ RpfZqpqq “ Rpxν, Zyfν ` xτ, Zyfτqpqq, Z P tX,Y u, q P H z BΩ,
and then use (5.2) (with "f “ xν, Zyf " and "g “ xτ, Zyf ") to deduce that
Z˘Sf “ ¯1
2
xν, Zyf `RpfZq
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σ a.e. on BΩ. Consequently, writing ν “ xν,XyX ` xν, Y yY , we have
x∇˘Sf, νy “ pX˘Sfqxν,Xy ` pY ˘Sfqxν, Y y
“ ¯1
2
f
“xν,Xy2 ` xν, Y y2‰` rRpfXqxν,Xy `RpfY qxν, Y ys
“ ¯1
2
f `Dtf.
This proves (2). Finally, (5.11) follows by a similar computation, decomposing instead
τ “ xτ,XyX ` xτ, Y yY , and noting xν,Xyxτ,Xy ` xν, Y yxτ, Y y “ xν, τy ” 0. Therefore,
x∇˘Sf, τy “ RpfXqxτ,Xy `RpfY qxτ, Y y,
which is another way of expressing the RHS of (5.11). 
6. THE DIVERGENCE THEOREM AND SOME COROLLARIES
This section contains a few auxiliary results which easily follow from the horizontal
divergence theorem in [31]. We recall that a measurable set E Ă H is a H-Caccioppoli set
if the horizontal perimeter σ “ |BE|H is a locally finite measure.
Theorem 6.1 (Divergence theorem). LetE Ă H be aH-Caccioppoli set and letZ P C1pE¯,HHq
be a horizontal vector field satisfying
(1) div5Z P L1pEq,
(2) Z P L1pσq X L1pEq.
Then the usual divergence theorem holds:ż
E
div5Zppq dp “ ´
ż
xZ, νy dσ. (6.2)
Remark 6.3. (i) The notation Z P C1pE¯q means that for every p P E¯, there is an open
neighbourhood U Q p such that Z P C1pUq. This implies, by a standard partition-of-
unity argument, the existence of a function ϕ P C8pHq with }ϕ}L8 ď 1 such that ϕ ” 1
on a neighbourhood of E¯, and ϕZ P C1pHq.
(ii) The proof shows that the condition Z P L1pEq could be replaced by the somewhat
weaker hypothesisR´1 ¨ }Z}L1pEXrBp2Rq zBpRqsq Ñ 0 as RÑ8.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We just check that the obvious limiting procedure works. First, let
ϕ P C8pHq be a function as mentioned in the previous remark. Then, let ψR :“ ψ ˝ δ1{R
be a smooth cut-off at scale R, with 1BpRq ď ψR ď 1Bp2Rq. Note that
|∇ψR| . R´1 ¨ 1Bp2Rq zBpRq. (6.4)
Then ψRϕZ P C1c pHq, so by definition of σ and ν (see [31, p. 482]), we haveż
E
div5pψRϕZqppq dp “ ´
ż
ψRϕxZ, νy dσ.
We can now drop "ϕ" from both sides of the equation above, since ϕ ” 1 on a neighbour-
hood of E¯ Ą sptσ. Since Z P L1pσq, the RHS converges to the RHS of (6.2) asRÑ8. For
the LHS, we note that div5pψRZq “ x∇ψR, Zy ` ψR ¨ div5Z . The E-integral of the second
term converges to the LHS of (6.2), since div5E P L1pEq, whereas the integral of the first
term satisfies ˇˇˇˇż
x∇HψRppq, Zppqy dp
ˇˇˇˇ
. R´1 ¨ }Z}L1pEXBp2Rq zBpRqq Ñ 0
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by (6.4). This completes the proof. 
We record three corollaries. The first one is an integration-by-parts formula:
Proposition 6.5. Let E Ă H be a H-Caccioppoli set, write σ :“ |BE|H, let Z P tX,Y u, and let
ϕ,ψ P C1pE¯q such that pϕψqZ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1. Then,ż
E
Zpϕq ¨ ψ dp “ ´
ż
E
ϕ ¨ Zpψq ´
ż
pϕψqxZ, νy dσ. (6.6)
Proof. Note that
div5rpϕψqZs “ Zpϕψq “ Zpϕq ¨ ψ ` ϕ ¨ Zpψq.
Consequently, by Theorem 6.1, we haveż
pϕψqxZ, νy dσ “ ´
ż
E
Zpϕq ¨ ψ dp´
ż
E
ϕ ¨ Zpψq dp.
Re-arrange terms to complete the proof. 
The second corollary is an analogue of the Rellich identity:
Proposition 6.7. Let E Ă H be a H-Caccioppoli set, write σ :“ |BE|H, and assume that u P
C2pE¯q satisfies the following properties:
(1) △5uppq “ 0 for all p P E,
(2) ∇u P L2pσq X L2pEq,
(3) pZ1uqpZ2Z3uq P L1pEq for all Z1, Z2, Z3 P tX,Y u.
Then, ż
|∇u|2xX, νy dσ “ 2
ż
Xux∇u, νy dσ ´ 2
ż
E
pY uqppq pTuqppq dp. (6.8)
Proof. We start with the following computation which works for ϕ P C2pR3q:
1
2
X|∇ϕ|2 “ XϕX2ϕ` Y ϕXY ϕ
“ p2XϕX2ϕ` Y ϕY Xϕ`XϕY 2ϕq
` pY ϕXY ϕ´ Y ϕY Xϕ´XϕX2ϕ´XϕY 2ϕq
“ div5pXϕ∇ϕq ` Y ϕrX,Y sϕ´Xϕ△5 ϕ
“ div5pXϕ∇ϕq ` Y ϕTϕ´Xϕ△5 ϕ.
We then specialise to ϕ “ u P C2pE¯q. By the△5-harmonicity assumption (1), and noting
that div5pϕXq “ Xϕ, the previous computation shows that
´ div5p|∇u|2Xqppq “ ´2 ¨ div5pXu∇uqppq ´ 2Y uppqTuppq, p P E. (6.9)
We integrate this equation over p P E, and then apply the divergence theorem, Theorem
6.1, to both vector fields Z “ |∇u|2X and Z “ Xu∇u. We note that
div5pXu∇uq “ x∇Xu,∇uy P L1pEq and Y uTu “ Y urXY ´ Y Xsu P L1pEq
by the assumption (3), which implies the first condition (div5Z P L1pEq) of Theorem
6.1. The second condition (Z P L1pσq P L1pEq) follows immediately from the present
assumption (2). Now (6.8) is a consequence of (6.9) and (6.2). 
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The third corollary is a "Fubini theorem" for Lebesgue measure on the super- or sub-
graph of an intrinsic Lipschitz function, recall the definition from Section 4.1. For a much
more general result, but with slightly different hypotheses, see Montefalcone’s work [44,
Theorem 2.2].
Lemma 6.10. Let W :“ tp0, y, tq : y, t P Ru and V :“ tpx, 0, 0q : x P Ru. Let φ : W Ñ V
be an intrinsic Lipschitz function with intrinsic graph Γ “ tw ¨ φpwq : w P Wu Ă H. Write
Γ` :“ tw ¨ v : v ą φpvqu, and let σ :“ |BΓ`|H. Let g : H Ñ R be non-negative and L3
measurable, or g P C1c pHq. Then, r ÞÑ gpw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq is L1|r0,8s measurable for σ a.e. w P Γ, and
w ÞÑ
ż 8
0
gpw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq dr
is σ measurable, andż
Γ`
gppq dp “
ż
Γ
ż 8
0
gpw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq dr xX, νpwqy dσpwq. (6.11)
Here ν is the inward-pointing horizontal normal of Γ`.
Proof. We start by proving (6.11) for g P C1c pHq, in which case the measurability state-
ments are obvious. We define the auxiliary function G P C1pR3q,
Gppq :“
ż 8
0
gpp ¨ pr, 0, 0qq dr.
This is well-defined, since p ¨ pr, 0, 0q P Γ` for all p P Γ` and r ě 0. Moreover,
div5pGXq “ XG “ ´g. (6.12)
The easiest way to see this is to define the path γppsq :“ p ¨ ps, 0, 0q, and note thatXfppq “
pf ˝ γpq1p0q for any f P C1pR3q (in particular f “ G). On the other hand,
pG ˝ γpqpsq “
ż 8
0
gpp ¨ pr ` s, 0, 0qq dr “
ż 8
s
gpp ¨ pr, 0, 0qq dr,
so XGppq “ pG ˝ γpq1p0q “ ´gppq. Now we apply the divergence theorem, Theorem 6.1,
to the H-Caccioppoli set E “ Γ` and the vector field GX P C1pE¯,HHq. Note that the
support of G intersected with E¯ is compact. Hence, there is no problem in verifying the
hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, and, recalling (6.12), the conclusion isż
Γ`
gppq dp “
ż
Γ
GpwqxX, νpwqy dσpwq “
ż
Γ
ż 8
0
gpw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq dr xX, νpwqy dσpwq,
as claimed.
The extension to non-negative measurable functions follows the standard proof of Fu-
bini’s theorem, with one non-trivial step in the middle. One first argues that the mea-
surability statements and the formula (6.11) remain valid for linear combinations and
limits of monotone sequences of non-negative functions (for decreasing sequences, one
adds the hypothesis that the first element is Lebesgue integrable). As a corollary, one
obtains the theorem for open sets (their characteristic functions are increasing limits of
C1c -functions), and then for bounded Gδ-sets. After this, one is prepared to treat char-
acteristic functions of bounded L3-null sets E Ă H, since each of these is contained in a
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bounded Gδ-set B Ă Hwith L3pBq “ 0. Applying (6.11) to g “ 1B , one finds that
0 “ L3pBq “
ż
Γ
ż 8
0
1Bpw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq dr xX, νpwqy dσpwq. (6.13)
Here is the non-trivial step: [13, Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 4.2] imply that xX, νpwqy ą 0
for σ a.e. w P Γ. From this and (6.13), it follows that 1Bpw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq “ 0 for L1 a.e.
r P r0,8s for σ a.e. w P Γ. Since E Ă B, one infers that 1Epw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq “ 0 for L1 a.e.
r P r0,8s for σ a.e. w P Γ. Consequently r ÞÑ 1Epw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq is L1|r0,8s measurable and
w ÞÑ IEpwq :“
ż 8
0
1Epw ¨ pr, 0, 0qq dr “ 0
for σ a.e. w P Γ. Therefore IE is σ measurable, and
ş
IEpwqxX, νpwqy dσpwq “ 0, which
completes the case of bounded null sets. The remaining steps contain no surprises: first
characteristic functions of bounded L3 measurable sets, then simple functions, and fi-
nally non-negative measurable functions. 
7. VERTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND T -MULTIPLIERS
In the arguments for the invertibility of the operators 1
2
I ˘D and 1
2
I ˘Dt, we will use
fractional differentiation operators, and other Fourier multipliers, in the t-variable. The
purpose of this section is to develop a framework to treat these objects rigorously.
Definition 7.1 (Vertically tempered distributions). Let U Ă R2 be open, and let Ω :“
U ˆ R Ă R3. Write BpΩq for functions ψ P C8pΩq such that }ψ}L8pR3q ď 1, and tz P U :
ψz ‰ 0u is compactly contained in U , where ψzptq :“ ψpz, tq. We define S 1pΩq to be the
collection of distributions u P D1pΩq such that ψu P S 1pR3q for all ψ P BpΩq.
Here D1pΩq refers to distributions in Ω, and S 1pR3q to tempered distributions in R3.
The typical example of a vertically tempered distribution will be a smooth function on
Ω “ U ˆRwhich blows up near BΩ, but lies in L8pK ˆRq for every compact setK Ă U .
Definition 7.2 (Vertical Schwartz class). Let Ω :“ U ˆ R, as above. We say that ϕ is a
vertical Schwartz function in Ω, denoted SpΩq, if ϕ P SpR3q, and tz P R2 : ϕz ‰ 0u is
compactly contained in U .
For ϕ P SpΩq, we define the vertical Fourier transform
pϕpz, τq :“ ż
R
e´2πitτϕpz, tq dt, pz, τq P Ω. (7.3)
We will not emphasise the "verticality" in the notation; this is the only sort of Fourier
transformwhich will appear in a longwhile. Once the "full" Fourier transform eventually
appears, we will make the distinction clear in the notation. Clearly pϕ P SpΩq for every
ϕ P SpΩq, and the vertical Fourier transform is invertible on SpΩq: the inverse map is
given by changing the sign in (7.3).
Definition 7.4 (Vertical Fourier transform of distributions). Let u P S 1pΩq. Then, we
define the vertically tempered distribution uˆ P S 1pΩq by uˆpϕq :“ pψuqppϕq for ϕ P SpΩq,
where ψ P BpΩq is an arbitrary function satisfying ψpϕ “ pϕ (such ψ P BpΩq exists, becausepϕ P SpΩq, and the definition is evidently independent on the particular choice of ψ).
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Since we will not need this fact, we leave it to the reader to check that uˆ P S 1pΩq. Dif-
ferentiation, andmultiplication by polynomials, preserve the class of vertically tempered
distributions, with the obvious definitions Bβupϕq “ p´1q|β|upBβϕq and Pupϕq :“ upPϕq.
As usual, the vertical Fourier transform turns polynomials into derivatives and deriva-
tives into polynomials. We record the formulae, but omit the proofs:
Lemma 7.5. Let u P S 1pΩq, and let P pzq be a polynomial in the z-variables. Then,
(1) {P pzqu “ P pzquˆ and yBmx u “ Bmx uˆ and yBny u “ Bny uˆ, and
(2) xBtu “ p2πiτquˆ, and {p´2πitqu “ Btuˆ.
7.0.1. Fourier multipliers in the τ -variable. As before, let U Ă R2 be open, and let Ω :“
U ˆ R. For suitable distributions u P S 1pΩq, and for suitable functions m P L1locpRq, the
purpose of this section is to define the vertical Fourier multipliers mpT qu, and show that
ZpmpT quq “ mpT qpZuq for all horizontal derivatives Z . Applications will include the
functions mpτq “ |τ |α, and mpτq “ |τ |{τ .
Definition 7.6 (Class GpΩq). Let GpΩq consist of those u P S 1pΩq such thatxBu P L1pKˆRq
for all compact setsK Ă U , and for all (distributional) derivatives B “ BkxBmy Bnt .
We start by observing that GpΩq, in fact, consists of smooth functions:
Lemma 7.7. GpΩq Ă C8pΩq.
Proof. Fix u P GpΩq, let k,m, n P N, and let B “ BkxBmy Bnt . Note that the function h : ΩÑ C,
hpz, tq :“
ż
R
e2πitτxBupz, τq dτ,
satisfies h P L1pK ˆ IqwheneverK Ă U and I Ă R are compact. Indeed,ż
KˆI
|hpz, tq| dz dt ď
ż
I
ż
K
ż
R
|xBupz, τq| dτ dz dt ă 8.
Therefore, the following application of Fubini’s theorem is legitimate for all ϕ P C8c pΩq:
Bupϕq “: xBupqϕq :“ ż
Ω
xBupz, τqˆż
R
e2πitτϕpz, tq dt
˙
dz dτ “
ż
Ω
hpz, tq ¨ ϕpz, tq dz dt.
This means that Bu “ h P L1locpΩq for all derivatives B. It now follows from the standard
Sobolev embedding theorem, see [22, Theorem 6, p. 2.70], that u P C8pΩq. 
Lemma 7.8. Let u P GpΩq. Then any derivative of u lies in GpΩq. Also, if P “ P pzq is a
polynomial in the z-variables, then Pu P GpΩq.
Proof. The first claim is clear from the definition. The second claim requires a little case-
chase. One needs to check that yBPu P L1pK ˆ Rq for all compact sets K Ă U and all
possible derivatives B “ BkxBmy Bnt . For example,zBxPu “ BxpPuˆq “ pBxP quˆ` P pBxuˆq P L1pK ˆ Rq.
A similar argument works more generally for Bkx and Bmy . Finally,{Bnt Pu “ PyBnt u P L1pK ˆRq,
since u P GpΩq, and P does not depend on the t-variable. 
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Remark 7.9. How about multiplication by t? Here is a counterexample. Consider upz, tq “
p1 ` t2q´1{2 P S 1pR3q. Then the vertical Fourier transform uˆ is (up to some constants) the
modified Bessel function pz, τq ÞÑ K0pτq, and one may verify that u P GpΩq. However,
the Fourier transform of tu would be the τ -derivative ofK0, which has a non-integrable
singularity over the origin.
Corollary 7.10. Let u P GpΩq, and let Z be a horizontal derivative, that is, an arbitrary linear
combination of concatenations of the X and Y vector fields. Then Zu P GpΩq.
Proof. One may re-write Zu as a finite linear combination Zupz, tq “ řβ PβpzqBβupz, tq,
with Bβ referring to any derivative, and then apply the previous lemma. 
We then define the relevant class of multipliers:
Definition 7.11 (ClassM). A Lebesgue measurable function m : R3 Ñ R lies in the class
M if m only depends on the third variable (this is denoted by writing "mpτq" in place of
mpz, τq"), and there exists k P N such that |mpτq| ď p1` |τ |qk for a.e. τ P R.
Example 7.12. Clearly τ ÞÑ |τ |α PM for all α ě 0, and τ ÞÑ |τ |{τ PM.
For u P GpΩq and m PM, we may then define mpT qu:
Definition 7.13 (mpT qu). Let u P GpΩq and m PM. We define
pmpT quqpz, tq :“
ż
R
e2πitτmpτquˆpz, τq dτ, for a.e. pz, tq P Ω.
Remark 7.14. Note that if u P GpΩq, then p2πiτqkuˆ “ yBnt u P L1pK ˆ Rq for all n ě 0 and
for all compact K Ă U . In particular,ĳ
KˆR
|uˆpz, τq| dz dτ ă 8 and
ĳ
KˆR
|τ |k|uˆpz, τq| dz dτ ă 8.
Consequently, ĳ
KˆR
|mpτq||uˆpz, τq| dτ dz ă 8, u P GpΩq, (7.15)
for all compact setsK Ă U . It follows that the integral defining mpT qu converges for a.e.
z P U for all t P R, and in fact defines a function in L1locpΩq.
Lemma 7.16. Let u P GpΩq, and m PM. Then mpT qu P GpΩq Ă C8pΩq.
Proof. We first observe that mpT qu P S 1pΩq. Indeed, if ψ P BpΩq is fixed, and we write
K :“ tz P U : ψz ‰ 0u (a compact subset of U by definition), then
|pψ ¨mpT quqpϕq| ď
ż
R
sup
zPR2
|ϕpz, tq|
¨˝ ĳ
KˆR
|mpτq||uˆpz, τq| dτ dz‚˛dt ă 8, ϕ P SpR3q,
using (7.15), and noting that supzPR2 |ϕpz, tq| . p1 ` |t|q´2. This calculation shows that
ψ ¨ mpT qu P S 1pR3q, and consequently mpT qu P S 1pΩq. It is now easy to verify that the
vertical Fourier transform of mpT qu is the locally integrable function m ¨ uˆ:{mpT qu “ m ¨ uˆ. (7.17)
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With this information in hand, one may compute{BkxBkympT qu “ BkxBmy {mpT qu “ BkxBmy m ¨ uˆ “ . . . “ m ¨ {BkxBmy u P L1pK ˆ Rq
for any compact K Ă U , applying (7.15) to BkxBmy u P GpΩq, and noting that multiplication
by m commutes with x and y derivatives. Similarly,{Bnt mpT qu “ rp2πiτqn ¨ms ¨ uˆ P L1pK ˆ Rq,
this time applying (7.15) to τ ÞÑ p2πiτqnmpτq P M. These computations show that
mpT qu P GpΩq, as claimed, and the inclusion GpΩq Ă C8pΩqwas already Lemma 7.7. 
We then package the information above into a useful proposition:
Proposition 7.18. Let Ω “ U ˆ R, with U open, let u P GpΩq as in Definition 7.6, and let
m PM. If Z is any finite linear combination of concatenations of the X and Y vector fields (or
their right invariant counterparts X˜ and Y˜ ), then
Zu,mpT qu P GpΩq Ă C8pΩq and mpT qpZuq “ ZpmpT quq.
Proof. It only remains to prove the last claim. As observed in the proof of Corollary 7.6,
the vector field Z can be written in the form
Z “
ÿ
PβpzqBβ ,
where Bβ “ BkxBmy Bnt is an arbitrary derivative, and Pβpzq is a polynomial in only the z-
variables. To prove the formula mpT qpZuq “ ZpmpT quq, it then suffices to consider the
case of a single summand, that is, Z “ P pzqBkxBmy Bnt . Applying (7.17) first to Zu, then us-
ing Lemma 7.5, then using that multiplication by m commutes with P pzq, p2πiτqn, Bx, By ,
and finally applying (7.17) once again to u, one has{mpT qpZuq “ m ¨ xZu
“ m ¨ P pzqp2πiτqnBkxBmy uˆ
“ P pzqp2πiτqnBkxBmy ¨ {mpT qu
“ {ZpmpT quq.
This completes the proof. 
The machinery above will mainly be applied to functions of the form u “ Sf :
Proposition 7.19. Let Ω “ U ˆ R be a flag domain, and let f P C8c pHq. Then Sf P GpΩq.
Proof. In Section 14, we compute the following explicit formula for the (distributional)
Fourier transform of Sf P S 1pΩq:zpSfqpz, τq “ c ż
BU
eπiωpz,wqτK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2qfˆpw, τq dH1Epwq, pz, τq P R3. (7.20)
The function K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of index 0. It has a
mild singularity at 0, and decays rapidly at infinity. From these observations, and similar
facts about higher order derivatives ofK0, it will follow that Sf P GpΩq. The full proof is
a little technical, and hence postponed to Corollary 14.35. 
Corollary 7.21. Let Ω be a flag domain, let f P C8c pHq, and let m P M. Then mpT qpSfq is
△5-harmonic in Ω.
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Proof. Since△5 “ X2`Y 2, Proposition 7.18 is applicable, and implies that△5pmpT qSfq “
mpT qp△5Sfq “ 0, since△5Sf “ 0 in Ω. 
8. THE OPERATORS 1
2
I ˘Dt ARE INJECTIVE AND HAVE CLOSED RANGE
We now begin the proof of Theorem 1.7, stating that the operators 1
2
I ˘D and 1
2
I `Dt
are invertible on L2pσq whenever Ω is a flag domain and σ “ |BΩ|H “ H2E |BΩ. It follows
from Theorem 3.1 that both operators are bounded L2pσq Ñ L2pσq, so the remaining
tasks are to establish injectivity and surjectivity.
The strategy is the following. In Theorem8.1, we prove that }f}L2pσq . }p12I˘Dtqf}L2pσq
for all f P L2pσq. This shows that 1
2
˘ Dt is injective. Then, we recall a standard result
in functional analysis, see [49, Theorem 4.15]: a bounded operator T : L2pσq Ñ L2pσq is
surjective if and only if the adjoint T t satisfies }T tf}L2pσq & }f}L2pσq for all f P L2pσq.
Since 1
2
I ˘ Dt is the adjoint of 1
2
I ˘ D, we infer that 1
2
I ˘ D is surjective. In Section
9, we prove separately that 1
2
I ˘ Dt is surjective. By applying [49, Theorem 4.15] once
more, this implies that 1
2
I ` D is injective, and completes the proof of Theorem 1.7. In
particular: to prove Theorem 1.7, we only need to prove the invertibility of 1
2
I ˘Dt.
Theorem 8.1. Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu Ă R3 be a flag domain, and let σ “ |BΩ|H “
H2E |BΩ. Then the operators 12I ˘Dt are injective and have closed range in L2pσq. In fact,
}f}L2pσq . mint}p12I ´Dtqf}L2pσq, }p12I `Dtqf}L2pσqu, f P L2pσq, (8.2)
where the implicit constant only depends on the Lipschitz constant of A.
Remark 8.3. The injectivity of the operators 1
2
I ˘Dt is immediately clear from (8.2). The
closed range also follows easily. If, for example, p1
2
I `Dtqfj Ñ g, then tp12I `DtqfjujPN
is a bounded sequence in L2pσq, and hence also tfjujPN is bounded in L2pσq by (8.2).
Therefore, one may pick a subsequence converging weakly to some f P L2pσq, and now
it is easy to check (using duality) that p1
2
I `Dtqf “ g.
Since 1
2
I ` Dt is a bounded operator on L2pσq, it suffices to establish (8.2) for a priori
f P C8c pHq. Fix such a function f . We start by writing
}f}L2pσq ď }p12I `Dtqf}L2pσq ` }p´12I `Dtqf}L2pσq,
by the triangle inequality. So, to establish (8.2), it will suffice to prove that
}p´1
2
I `Dtqf}L2pσq . }p12I `Dtqf}L2pσq ` }f}
1{2
L2pσq
}p1
2
I `Dtqf}1{2
L2pσq
` }f}3{4
L2pσq
}p1
2
I `Dtqf}1{4
L2pσq
. (8.4)
Formally, one should also prove the same inequality with the roles of "`" and "´" re-
versed, but this is clear by symmetry. To prove (8.4), we write u :“ Sf , and recall from
the jump relations in Corollary 5.10 that
p1
2
I `Dtqf “ ∇´ν u and p´12I `Dtqf “ ∇`ν u. (8.5)
As in Corollary 5.10, the notation ∇`ν uppq and ∇´ν uppq refer to the interior and exterior,
respectively, non-tangential limits of q ÞÑ x∇upqq, νppqy. In particular, they coincide σ a.e.
with the radial limits
∇`ν uppq “ lim
rÑ0`
x∇upp ¨ p´r, 0, 0qq, νppqy and ∇´ν uppq “ lim
rÑ0`
x∇upp ¨ pr, 0, 0qq, νppqy.
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We also recall from Corollary 5.10 that
∇τuppq :“ lim
qÑp
qPH z BΩ
x∇upqq, τppqy “ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpq´1 ¨ pq, τppqyfpqq dσpqq,
for σ a.e. p P BΩ, where τppq is the horizontal tangent vector at p P BΩ, introduced in
Definition 2.5. The proof of (8.4) consists of two parts. First, we show that
}∇`ν u}L2pσq . }∇τu}L2pσq ` }f}1{2L2pσq}T 1{2u}
1{2
L2pσq
, (8.6)
(the interpretation of }T 1{2u}L2pσq will be clarified in (8.33)), and then#
}T 1{2u}L2pσq . }f}1{2L2pσq}∇´ν u}
1{2
L2pσq
.
}∇τu}L2pσq . }∇´ν u}L2pσq ` }f}1{2L2pσq}∇´ν u}
1{2
L2pσq
.
(8.7)
Combining the estimates (8.6)-(8.7), we see that
}∇`ν u}L2pσq . }∇´ν u}L2pσq ` }f}1{2L2pσq}∇´ν u}
1{2
L2pσq
` }f}3{4
L2pσq
}∇´ν u}1{4L2pσq,
which is equivalent to (8.4) by (8.5).
8.0.1. Proof of (8.6). Recall that Ω “ U ˆ R, where U “ tpx, yq P R2 : x ă Apyqu, and
A : RÑ R is Lipschitz. We begin by introducing a sequence of auxiliary domainsΩj Ă Ω,
which are, in fact, just translates of Ω. For j P N, we define the map Φj : H Ñ H as the
right translation Φjppq “ p ¨ p´2´j , 0, 0q. Then, we set
Ωj :“ ΦjpΩq.
We list some basic properties of the domains Ωj and the maps Φj :
(a) Ωj is also a flag domain, indeed Ωj “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyq ´ 2´ju, so in particular
the horizontal normals νj and tangents τj are well-defined (see Section 2.2).
(b) The following relation holds between the (coordinates of the) horizontal normals
and tangents of BΩ and BΩj :
νjpΦjppqq “ νppq and τjpΦjppqq “ τppq for σ a.e. p P BΩ. (8.8)
(c) The Φj-push-forward of σ coincides with σj “ H2|BΩj , that is, σj “ Φj7σ.
Properties (b) and (c) use essentially the flag domain assumption, which guarantees that
left- and right-invariant horizontal perimeter measures coincide (with Euclidean H2-
measure), and the coordinates of the left and right horizontal normals also coincide (as
vectors in S1, recall Proposition 2.2). With this in mind, (b) and (c) follow by noting
that the right translation Φj preserves right-invariant objects, which in the flag domain
setting happen to coincide with their left-invariant counterparts.
Remark 8.9. Why do we use the right translation Φj here? The reason is that∇upΦjppqq is
dominated by radial maximal functionNradp∇uqppq defined in Section 4.2, and the same
would not (necessarily) be true of upp´2´j , 0, 0q ¨ pq.
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Armed with the properties (a)-(c), we start from the LHS of (8.6). The first equation
below is by dominated convergence, noting that |∇upΦjppqq| ď Nradp∇uqppq for j ě 1:
}∇`ν u}2L2pσq “ lim
jÑ8
ż
|x∇upΦjppqq, νppqy|2 dσppq
(b)“ lim
jÑ8
ż
|x∇upΦjppqq, νjpΦjppqqy|2 dσppq
(c)“ lim
jÑ8
ż
|x∇uppq, νjppqy|2 dσjppq “ lim
jÑ8
}x∇u, νjy}2L2pσj q. (8.10)
There are two key reasons to work in the domains Ωj instead of Ω: first, u P C8pΩjq, so
the divergence theorem, Theorem 6.1 and its corollaries in Section 6 becomes applicable.
Second, functions of the form ZpTαuq are well-defined and smooth in Ωj .
We start by applying the Rellich identity, Proposition 6.7, to the function u “ Sf , so
let us check the conditions (1)-(3). The harmonicity of u in Ωj is clear. Second, we have
∇u P L2pσjqXL2pΩjq, recalling that∇uppq “
şp∇Gqpq´1 ¨pqfpqq dσpqq, where f P C8c pHq.
This implies that∇u is bounded onΩj with |∇uppq| .f,j mint1, }p}´3u for p P Ωj . Finally,
if Z1, Z2, Z3 P tX,Y u, we note that Z2Z3u is bounded on Ωj with |pZ1Z2uqppq| . }p}´4
for p P Ωj . Consequently
|pZ1uqppqpZ2Z3uqppq| .f,j mint1, }p}´7u, p P Ωj ,
so certainly pZ1uqpZ2Z3uq P L1pΩjq.
With the conditions verified, we apply (6.8) to deduce thatż
|∇u|2xX, νjy dσj “ 2
ż
Xux∇u, νjy dσj ´ 2
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp. (8.11)
To benefit from this information, we expand |∇u|2 in the tνj , τju-basis as
|∇uppq|2 “ x∇uppq, νjppqy2 ` x∇uppq, τjppqy2. (8.12)
The equation (8.12) follows from the fact that tτjppq, νjppqu is an orthonormal basis for
spantXp, Ypu, so∇u “ x∇u, νjyνj ` x∇u, τjyτj . We may also use this expansion to write
Xu “ x∇u,Xy “ x∇u, νjyxX, νjy ` x∇u, τjyxX, τjy. (8.13)
Now, combining (8.11), (8.12), and (8.13), we obtain the identityż ´
|x∇u, νjy|2 ` |x∇u, τjy|2
¯
xX, νjy dσj “ ´2
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
` 2
ż ´
|x∇u, νjy|2xX, νjy ` x∇u, τjyxX, τjyx∇u, νjy
¯
dσj.
Rearranging terms, we obtainż
|x∇u, νjy|2xX, νjy dσj “
ż
|x∇u, τjy|2xX, νjy dσj
´ 2
ż
x∇u, νjyx∇u, τjyxX, τjy dσj (8.14)
` 2
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp.
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To proceed, we remark that the dot product p ÞÑ xX, νjppqy has constant negative sign σj
a.e. on BΩj and is bounded from below in absolute value: indeed xX, νjy “ p1, 0q¨pn1, n2q,
where
pn1py,Apyq ´ 2´jq, n2py,Apyq ´ 2´jqq “
˜
´1a
1` |A1pyq|2 ,
A1pyqa
1` |A1pyq|2
¸
, y P R.
Therefore, taking absolute values of (8.14) (and using Cauchy-Schwarz if themiddle term
happens to dominate), we obtain
}x∇u, νjy}2L2pσjq . }x∇u, τjy}2L2pσjq `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . (8.15)
For later reference, we note that the roles of τj and νj could be reversed, by the same
argument:
}x∇u, τjy}2L2pσjq . }x∇u, νjy}2L2pσjq `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . (8.16)
Comparing (8.15) with (8.10), we have shown that
}∇`ν u}2L2pσq . lim inf
jÑ8
«
}x∇u, τjy}2L2pσjq `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ff
. (8.17)
For the first term on the RHS in (8.17), the limit exists and equals }∇τu}L2pσq. In fact,
}x∇u, τjy}2L2pσj q “
ż
BΩ
|x∇upΦjppqq, τppqy|2 dσppq,
by the properties (b) and (c) of the domains Ωj . Furthermore,
|∇upΦjppqq| “ |∇upp ¨ p´2´j , 0, 0qq| ď Nradp∇uqppq, p P BΩ.
Since Nradp∇uq P L2pσq by Corollary 4.11, it follows from dominated convergence that
lim
jÑ8
}x∇u, τjy}2L2pσj q “ }∇τu}2L2pσq. (8.18)
We then consider the second term on the RHS of (8.17). First a remark about notation:
Remark 8.19. Next, we will use the formalism of vertical Fourier multipliers introduced
in Section 7.0.1. We will only need mαpτq “ |τ |α, with α ě 0, and msgnpτq “ |τ |{τ , so we
assign special notation for these two types of multiplier:
Tαu :“ mαpT qu and Hu :“ msgnpT qu, u P GpΩq.
The letter "H" stands for "Hilbert transform" (in the vertical direction). It may be worth
noting that T 1u ‰ Tu, in fact T 1u “ THu. Propositions 7.18 and 7.19 imply that
Tαu,Hu P C8pΩq X GpΩq, and ZpTαuq “ TαpZuq in Ω for horizontal derivatives Z .
Here is the estimate for the second term on the RHS of (8.17):
Lemma 8.20. With the previous notation,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . }T 1{2u}L2pσjq}x∇u, νjy}1{2L2pσjq}∇u}1{2L2pσjq, j P N.
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Proof of Lemma 8.20. Let us start by mentioning that Y u ¨ Tu P L1pΩjq, since Y u and Tu
are bounded functions on Ωj with |Y uppq| . }p}´3 and |Tuppq| . }p}´4 for p P Ωj . So, it
is legitimate to use Fubini’s theorem and writeż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp “
ż
Uj
ż
R
Y upz, tq ¨ Tupz, tq dt dz, (8.21)
where Uj “ tpx, yq : x ă Apyq ´ 2´ju. It is also clear that t ÞÑ Y upz, tq P L1pRq and
t ÞÑ Tupz, tq P L1pRq for z P Uj fixed, so the Fourier transforms in the t-variable exist in
the classical sense, and Plancherel’s theorem may be applied:ż
R
Y upz, tqTupz, tq dt .
ˆż
R
|τ |1{2|xY upz, τq|2 dτ˙1{2 ¨ ˆż
R
|τ |3{2|uˆpz, τq|2 dτ
˙1{2
(8.22)
for z P Uj . Here, the notation pϕpz, τq refers to the Fourier transform of the function
t ÞÑ ϕpz, tq evaluated at τ . Now, plugging (8.22) to the RHS of (8.21), and using Cauchy-
Schwarz, we find thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
˜ż
Uj
ż
R
|τ |1{2|x∇upz, τq|2 dτ dz¸1{2
ˆ
˜ż
Uj
ż
R
|τ |3{2|uˆpz, τq|2 dτ dz
¸1{2
“: I1 ˆ I2.
We will show that
I1 ď }T 1{2u}1{2L2pσjq}x∇u, νjy}
1{2
L2pσj q
(8.23)
and
I2 . }T 1{2u}1{2L2pσjq}∇u}
1{2
L2pσjq
, (8.24)
which combined prove the lemma. Note that (8.23) is slightly sharper than (8.24). We
begin with (8.23), first applying Plancherel in the τ -variable to find that I1 equals the
L2pΩjq-norm of T 1{4p∇uq. Then, we apply Propositions 7.18 and 7.19 to deduce that
T 1{4p∇uq “ ∇pT 1{4uq pointwise in Ω, so in fact
I1 “
˜ż
Ωj
|∇pT 1{4uqppq|2 dp
¸1{2
.
From Corollary 7.21, we know that△5pT 1{4uqppq “ 0 for p P Ω, hence
|∇pT 1{4uqppq|2 “ div5rpT 1{4uq ¨∇pT 1{4uqsppq, p P Ω. (8.25)
With this in mind, we define the vector field
Z :“ pT 1{4uq ¨∇pT 1{4uq.
To apply the divergence theorem, Theorem 6.1, we need to know the following facts:
‚ div5Z P L1pΩjq, because of the relation (8.25), and because ∇pT 1{4uq P L2pΩjq.
This is a special case of Corollary 14.35.
‚ Z P L1pΩjq X L1pσjq by first using Cauchy-Schwarz, and then using Corollary
14.35 to deduce that that T 1{4u P L2pMq and∇pT 1{4uq P L2pMq with either
M “ L2|Uj ˆ L1 “ L3|Ωj or M “ cH1|BUj ˆ L1 “ σj.
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After these preliminaries, Theorem 6.1 shows thatż
Ωj
|∇pT 1{4uqppq|2 dp “
ż
pT 1{4uq ¨ x∇pT 1{4uq, νjy dσj (8.26)
“ c
ż
BUj
ż
R
pT 1{4uqpz, tqrT 1{4p∇uqpz, tq ¨ njpzqs dt dH1pzq.
To arrive at the second line, we used again Proposition 7.18 to infer that ∇pT 1{4uqppq “
T 1{4p∇uqppq for p P BΩj Ă Ω. Then we recalled from (2.4) that νjpz, tq “ njpzq, and also
used that σj “ cH1|BUj ˆ L1. Next, fix z P BUj , and note that the dot product with njpzq
contributes only a multiplication by a constant relative to the t-integration. Hence, we
may use Plancherel’s theorem twice to deduce thatż
R
pT 1{4uqpz, tqrT 1{4p∇uqpz, tq ¨ njpzqs dt “
ż
R
p|τ |1{2uˆpz, τqqrx∇upz, τq ¨ njpzqs dτ
“
ż
R
pT 1{2upz, tqqx∇upz, tq, νjpzqy dt.
Integrating over z P BUj , and using Cauchy-Schwarz, (8.23) follows.
Next, we prove the estimate (8.24) for the factor I2, repeated below:
I2 “
˜ż
Uj
ż
R
|τ |3{2|uˆpz, τq|2 dτ dz
¸1{2
. }T 1{2u}1{2
L2pσj q
}∇u}1{2
L2pσj q
.
We start by fixing z P Uj and re-writing the inner integral asż
R
|τ |1{2uˆpz, τqrτ ¨ |τ |
τ
uˆpz, τqs dτ “ p2πiq
ż
R
pT 1{2uqpz, tq ¨ T pHuqpz, tq dt,
using Plancherel. Next, we expand T “ XY ´ Y X, and estimate separately the terms
I21 :“
ż
Ωj
pT 1{2uqppq¨XY pHuqppq dp and I22 :“
ż
Ωj
pT 1{2uqppq¨Y XpHuqppq dp. (8.27)
Formally, we use the integration-by-parts formula (6.6) to the vector field Z “ X and the
functions
ϕ “ T 1{2u P C8pΩjq and ψ “ Y Hu P C8pΩjq
as follows:
I21 “ ´
ż
Ωj
pXT 1{2uqppq ¨ pY Huqppq dp ´
ż
pT 1{2uqpY HuqxX, νjy dσj . (8.28)
The justifications of using (6.6) are very similar to the justifications needed to apply the
divergence theorem at (8.26). The relevant facts are
pXϕqψ,ϕXψ P L1pΩjq and ϕψ P L1pσjq X L1pΩjq,
and each can be verified by applying Cauchy-Schwarz and Corollary 14.35 (also note that
Y Hu “ HY u and Y u have the same norms in L2pΩjq and L2pσjq by Plancherel).
With (8.28) in hand, we may then estimate
I21 ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
pXT 1{2uqppq ¨ pY Huqppq dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` }T 1{2u}L2pσjq}∇u}L2pσjq. (8.29)
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To evaluate the first term on the RHS, we write XT 1{2u “ T 1{2Xu and Y Hu “ HY u,
using Proposition 7.18, and then apply Plancherel in the t-variable:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
pXT 1{2uqppq ¨ pY Huqppq dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ż
Uj
ż
R
|τ |1{2|yXupz, τq| ¨ |xY upz, τq| dτ dz
ď
ż
Uj
ż
R
|τ |1{2|x∇upz, τq|2 dτ dz.
Now, it remains to note that the RHS is the square of I1, and we already obtained a good
estimate for this factor in (8.23). It follows from this, and (8.29) that
I21 . }T 1{2u}L2pσj q}∇u}L2pσj q.
The term I22 from (8.27) can be handled in the same way, just swapping the roles of X
and Y in the calculations above. So, we have established (8.24), and hence completed the
proof of Lemma 8.20. 
Recalling (8.17) and (8.18), and noting also that
}∇u}L2pσjq “
ż
|∇upΦjppqq|2 dσppq ď
ż
|Nradp∇uqppq|2 dσppq . }f}L2pσq (8.30)
for all j ě 1, we may now deduce from Lemma 8.20 that
}∇`ν u}2L2pσq . }∇τu}L2pσq ` }f}1{2L2pσq ¨ lim infjÑ8 }T
1{2u}1{2
L2pσj q
. (8.31)
To proceed further, we need to know the limit on the RHS:
Lemma 8.32. Let f P C8c pHq, and let u :“ Sf . Then,
lim
jÑ8
}T 1{2u}2L2pσjq “
ż
BΩ
|τ ||uˆpz, τq|2 dσpz, τq “: }T 1{2u}2L2pσq. (8.33)
Remark 8.34. Although it is not strictly needed here, it may be clarifying to remark that
f ÞÑ T 1{2u defines an operator bounded on L2pσq. This follows from Theorem 10.34
and Proposition 10.24. We also recall here that σ “ H2E |BΩ “ cH1E |BU ˆ L1, where U “
tpApyq, yq : y P Ru. Also, the proof below will show that the RHS of (8.33) is finite.
Proof. The RHS of (8.33) is an integral of the vertical distributional Fourier transform of
u “ Sf , which is a tempered distribution in H, and not only Ω. As will be justified in
Lemma 14.1, this Fourier transform turns out to be a function in C8pH z tτ “ 0uq, so its
σ-integral makes sense. Let us also record the formula for uˆ here:
pupz, τq “ c ż
BU
eπiωpz,wqτK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2qfˆpw, τq dH1pwq, τ P R z t0u,
where BU “ tpApyq, yq : y P Ru. Since uˆ P C8pH z tτ “ 0uq, we haveż
BΩ
|τ ||uˆpz, τq|2 dσpz, τq “
ż
BΩ
lim
jÑ8
|τ ||uˆpz ´ p2´j , 0q, τq|2 dσpz, τq.
On the other hand, recalling that σj “ H2|BΩj , σ “ H2|BΩ, and BΩj “ BΩ ´ p2´j , 0, 0q, we
have, using Plancherel in the t-variable,
lim
jÑ8
}T 1{2u}2L2pσjq “ limjÑ8
ż
BΩ
|τ ||uˆpz ´ p2´j , 0q, τq|2 dσpz, τq.
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So, proving (8.33) boils down to justifying the use of the dominated convergence theo-
rem, that is, verifying that
upz, τq :“ sup
0ď|ǫ|ď1
|τ ||uˆpz ` ǫ, τq|2 P L1pσq.
To accomplish this, we employ the decay estimates for uˆ established in Lemma 14.26,
and which we copy here for the reader’s convenience: for all 0 ă β ă 1
2
, we have
|uˆpz, τq| .f
#
}fˆp¨, τq}L8pR2q|τ |´β , for pz, τq P H, τ ‰ 0,
e´
π
2
|τ |distpz,Kf q
2
, for |τ | ě distpz,Kf q´2,
where Kf :“ tw P R2 : fw ‰ Hu. Since Kf is a bounded set by the assumption f P
C8c pHq, we assume with no loss of generality that Kf Ă Bp0, 12q Ă R2. We estimate the
L1pσq-norm of u as follows:ż
u dσ “
ż
R
ż
ΓXBp2q
u dσ `
ÿ
kě1
ż
R
ż
ΓXAk
u dσ “: I0 `
ÿ
kě1
Ik. (8.35)
Here Bprq :“ Bp0, rq Ă R2 and Ak :“ Bp2k`1q z B¯p2kq for k ě 1. The term I0 is easy:
I0 .f
ż
R
}fˆp¨, τq}2L8pR2q|τ |1´2β dτ ă 8,
since |fˆpz, τq| . p1` |τ |q´2 by our assumption f P C8c pHq. Next, to estimate the series in
(8.35), fix k ě 1, and write further
Ik .f
ż
t|τ |ď2´k`3u
|τ |
ż
ΓXAk
|τ |´β dσpz, τq
`
ż
t|τ |ě2´k`3u
|τ |
ż
ΓXAk
sup
0ď|ǫ|ď1
|uˆpz ` ǫ, τq|2 dσpz, τq.
The point of this splitting is that if z P Ak, k ě 1, and |τ | ě 2´k`3, then also
|τ | ě 22p2´kq ě sup
0ď|ǫ|ď1
distpz ` ǫ,Kf q´2, (8.36)
which is needed for the second decay bound on uˆpz, τq. With implicit constants depend-
ing on the Lipschitz constant of Γ, we first note thatż
t|τ |ď2´k`3u
|τ |
ż
ΓXAk
|τ |´β dσpz, τq ď H1pΓXBp2k`1qq
ż
t|τ |ď2´k`3u
|τ |1´β dτ . 2´p1´βqk,
which is certainly summable in k whenever 0 ă β ă 1
2
. To deal with the second term in
the bound for Ik, we apply the second decay bound for uˆ, which is available by (8.36):ż
t|τ |ě2´k`3u
|τ |
ż
ΓXAk
sup
0ď|ǫ|ď1
|uˆpz ` ǫ, τq|2 dσpz, τq .f 2k ¨
ż
t|τ |ě2´k`3u
|τ |e´π2 |τ |22pk´2q dτ.
By making a change-of-variable τ ÞÑ ξ ¨ 2´2k , it is easy to see that the terms on the RHS
are summable over k ě 1. This concludes the verification that u P L1pσq, and proves the
lemma. 
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Combining the previous lemma with (8.31), we have now shown that
}∇`ν u}L2pσq . }∇τu}L2pσq ` }f}1{2L2pσq}T 1{2u}
1{2
L2pσq
,
as claimed in (8.6).
8.0.2. Proof of (8.7). Recall the claims:#
}T 1{2u}L2pσq . }f}1{2L2pσq}∇´ν u}
1{2
L2pσq
.
}∇τu}L2pσq . }∇´ν u}L2pσq ` }f}1{2L2pσq}∇´ν u}
1{2
L2pσq
.
(8.37)
In the previous section, we extensively used the approximating domains Ωj “ Uj ˆ R “
tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyq´2´ju, which were images ofΩ under themap Φjppq “ p¨p´2´j , 0, 0q.
In this section, we redefine the notation as follows:
Ωj :“ Uj ˆ R “ tpx, y, tq : x ą Apyq ` 2´ju and Φjppq “ p ¨ p2´j , 0, 0q.
We also denote the inward-pointing horizontal normal of Ωj by νj . In particular, the
computations from (8.10), (8.18), and (8.33) now show that
}∇´ν u}L2pσq “ lim
jÑ8
}x∇u, νjy}L2pσjq, (8.38)
}∇τu}L2pσq “ lim
jÑ8
}x∇u, τjy}L2pσjq, (8.39)
and
}T 1{2u}L2pσq “ lim
jÑ8
}T 1{2u}L2pσjq. (8.40)
We then begin proving the first part of (8.37). Motivated by (8.40), we start with the
following lemma:
Lemma 8.41. For j P N, we have
}T 1{2u}L2pσj q . }x∇u, νjy}1{2L2pσjq ¨ }∇u}
1{2
L2pσjq
.
Proof. We, again, use the observation that xX, νjy has constant sign and stays bounded
away from 0 in absolute value. Therefore, we may estimate, and then use the divergence
theorem (Theorem 6.1), as follows:
}T 1{2u}2L2pσjq .
ż
x|T 1{2u|2X, νjy dσj “ 2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
XpT 1{2uqppq ¨ pT 1{2uqppq dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . (8.42)
The justification for the use of the divergence theorem is very similar to the one seen at
(8.26), so we will not repeat the details; what needs to be checked is that
T 1{2u P L2pΩjq X L2pσjq and XpT 1{2uq ¨ T 1{2u P L1pΩjq,
these facts can be inferred from Corollary 14.35. We then proceed with (8.42) with the
familiar tricks of commuting XpTαuq “ TαpXuq, and moving one-quarter T -derivative
across (by applying Plancherel in the t-variable):
(8.42) ď }∇pT 1{4uq}L2pΩjq ¨ }T 3{4u}L2pΩjq. (8.43)
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But we have seen the factors on the RHS before, within the proof of Lemma 8.20; they
are exactly the factors I1 and I2, except that the domain Ωj is now contained in H zΩ.
Therefore, the (proof of the) estimates (8.23)-(8.24) show that
(8.43) . }T 1{2u}L2pσjq}x∇u, νjy}1{2L2pσjq}∇u}
1{2
L2pσjq
.
Plugging this estimate back into (8.42), and dividing by }T 1{2u}L2pσjq completes the proof
of the lemma. 
Combining the lemma with (8.38), (8.40), and }∇u}L2pσjq . }f}L2pσq (as observed in
(8.30)), we arrive at the first part of (8.37). To prove the second part, we apply a corollary
of the Rellich identity, which we already recorded in (8.16):
}x∇u, τjy}2L2pσjq . }x∇u, νjy}2L2pσjq `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , j ě 1.
Consequently, applying (8.38)-(8.39), we arrive at
}∇τu}2L2pσq . }∇´ν u}2L2pσq ` lim inf
jÑ8
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
and finally an application of Lemma 8.20, (8.38), and (8.40) shows that
lim inf
jÑ8
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωj
Y u ¨ Tu dp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . }T 1{2u}L2pσq}∇´ν u}1{2L2pσq}f}1{2L2pσq.
To complete the proof the second part of (8.37), it remains to estimate the factor }T 1{2u}L2pσq
by the first part of (8.37).
Summary. We have now completed the proofs of the estimates (8.6)-(8.7). As explained
right after these estimates were first claimed, they imply (8.4), and hence Theorem 8.1.
9. THE OPERATORS 1
2
I ˘Dt ARE SURJECTIVE
If Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu is a flag domain, we denote byDtA the adjoint double layer
potential associated to BΩ, or more precisely σ :“ |BΩ|H. In this section, we prove that
the operators 1
2
I ˘DtA are surjective for all Lipschitz functions A : RÑ R, and we begin
by treating the case A ” 0. Then, BΩ “W “ tp0, y, tq : y, t P Ru.
Proposition 9.1. The operators 1
2
I ˘Dt0 are invertible on L2pWq.
Proof. The inward horizontal normal tpx, y, tq : x ă 0u is the constant vector p´1, 0q (in
the tX,Y u-basis). Therefore,
Dt0fppq “ p.v.
ż
´XGpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq.
Recall that Gpz, tq “ c}pz, tq}´2 “ cp|z|4 ` t2q´1{2 for some positive constant c ą 0. It
follows by explicit computation that for px, y, tq PW z t0u, we have
XGpx, y, tq “ ´ 8cyt}px, y, tq}6 “ ´
8cp´yqp´tq
}p´x,´y,´tq}6 “ XGp´x,´y,´tq,
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that is, the restriction of XG toW is even. Therefore, using again that ν ” p´1, 0q,
Dt0fppq “ p.v.
ż
´XGpp´1 ¨ qqfpqq dσpqq “ p.v.
ż
x∇Gpp´1 ¨ qq, νpqqyfpqq dσpqq “ D0fppq,
and hence 1
2
I ˘ Dt0 “ 12I ˘ D0. We already verified in the previous section that the
operators 1
2
I ˘D0 are surjective on L2pσq (recall the discussion just above Theorem 8.1).
It follows that the operators 1
2
I ˘ Dt0 are surjective, and they are injective by Theorem
8.1. 
To show that the operators 1
2
I ˘ DtA are invertible for a general Lipschitz function
A : RÑ R, we employ a standard tool, the method of continuity. It is based on the follow-
ing well-known lemma, whose proof we include for completeness:
Lemma 9.2. Let B be a Banach space, and let V be a normed space. Let tTsusPr0,1s Ă BpB,V q
be a parametrised family of bounded linear operators satisfying
(a) }Tsf}V ě c}f}B for all f P B and for some c ą 0 independent of s,
(b) s ÞÑ Ts is continuous r0, 1s Ñ BpB,V q,
(c) T0 is surjective.
Then T1 is surjective B Ñ V .
Proof. Note that s ÞÑ Ts is uniformly continuous on the compact set r0, 1s, so there exists
δ ą 0 such that
|s´ t| ă δ ùñ }Ts ´ Ts}BÑV ă c2 .
Split the interval r0, 1s into consecutive subintervals I1, . . . , IN of length ă δ{2. We claim
that if Ts is surjective for some s P Ij , then Tt is surjective for all t P Ij`1. Since T0 is
surjective, this will imply that T1 is surjective by induction.
To check the claim, fix s P Ij such that Ts is surjective. Clearly Ts is injective by (a), so
T´1s : V Ñ B exists, is linear, and }T´1s }VÑB ď c´1. Fix t P Ij`1 (so |s´ t| ă δ) and g P V .
Consider the map Ψg : B Ñ B,
Ψgpfq :“ T´1s g ` T´1s pTs ´ Ttqf, f P B.
Since }Ts ´ Tt}BÑV ă c{2, we see that Φg is a contraction:
}Ψgf1 ´Ψgf2}B “ }T´1s pTs ´ Ttqpf1 ´ f2q}B ď 12}f1 ´ f2}, f1, f2 P B.
It follows from the Banach fixed point theroem that there exists f P B with Ψgpfq “ f .
This is equivalent to Ttf “ g, so Tt is surjective. 
To apply the lemma, we define the Lipschitz maps As : R Ñ R for all s P R (not just
s P r0, 1s) by Aspyq :“ sApyq, and the associated flag domains Ωs :“ tpx, y, tq : x ă
Aspyqu. We abbreviate Dts :“ DtAs . Lemma 9.2 is not directly applicable to the operators
Dts, as they are not defined on a common space "B". To fix this, we need to use the
parametrisations of BΩs by R2, which we already encountered in Lemma 2.7. Recall
from Lemma 2.7 the map Γs : R
2 Ñ BΩs defined by
Γspy, tq :“
ˆ
Aspyq, y, t´ y2Aspyq `
ż y
0
Asprq dr
˙
, py, tq P R2, s P R. (9.3)
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We then define the auxiliary operators Rs,ǫfpwq :“ x~Rs,ǫfpwq, νspΓspwqqy, where
~Rs,ǫfpwq :“
ż
p∇GqǫpΓspvq´1 ¨ ΓspwqqJspvqfpvq dv, w P R2, f P L2pR2q.
In the definition above,
‚ νs refers to the inward pointing horizontal normal of Ωs,
‚ p∇Gqǫ “ ψǫppq∇Gppq is a smooth radial truncation of the kernel∇G, and
‚ Jspy, tq :“
a
1`A1spyq2 for the "Jacobian" of the parametrisation Γs.
As we have seen in Proposition 3.32, principal values are not affected by the particular
choice of (radial) truncations, so
Dtsgppq “ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
xp∇Gqǫpq´1 ¨ pq, νsppqygpqq dσspqq, g P L2pσsq,
for σs a.e. p P BΩs. Consequently, using also the area formula (2.9), we may infer that the
limit
Rsfpwq :“ lim
ǫÑ0
Rs,ǫfpwq “ Dtspf ˝ Γ´1s qpΓspwqq (9.4)
exists for all f P L2pR2q and for a.e. w P R2. Also, noting that Js „A 1 for all 0 ď s ď 1,
it is clear from (9.4), and the area formula (2.9), that Rs defines a bounded operator on
L2pR2q, and 1
2
I ˘Dts is invertible on L2pσsq if and only if
Ts :“ 12I ˘Rs (9.5)
is invertible on L2pR2q (indeed Tsfpwq “ p12I ˘Dtqpf ˝ Γ´1s qpΓspwqq for a.e. w P R2).
So, it remains to verify the conditions (a)-(c) of Lemma 9.2 for the operators Ts. Theo-
rem 8.1 applied to the flag domain Ωs shows that (a) is satisfied, sinceż
|Tsfpwq|2 dw “
ż ˇˇp1
2
I ˘Dtsqpf ˝ Γ´1s qpΓspwqq
ˇˇ2
dw &A }f ˝ Γ´1s }2L2pσsq „A }f}22
for f P L2pR2q. The invertibility of T0 follows from Lemma 9.1, since Γ0 “ Id (under the
identification R2 – W), and T0 “ 12I ˘Dt0. So, it remains to verify condition (b), and we
will prove a fortiori that
}Tr ´ Ts}L2pR2qÑL2pR2q .A |r ´ s|, r, s P r0, 1s. (9.6)
This will follow if we can show that }Rr,ǫ ´ Rs,ǫ}L2pR2qÑL2pR2q .A |r ´ s| with bounds
independent of ǫ ą 0. To show this, fix f P C8c pR2q, w P R2, ǫ ą 0, and expand
Rr,ǫfpwq ´Rs,ǫfpwq “
A
~Rs,ǫfpwq ´ ~Rr,ǫfpwq, νspΓspwqq
E
(9.7)
`
A
~Rr,ǫfpwq, rνspΓspwqq ´ νrpΓrpwqqs
E
. (9.8)
Writing w :“ py, tq, we have Γspwq “ pAspyq, y, τq for some τ P R which will not affect
our calculations. Since Ωr and Ωs are both flag domains, we can apply the formula (2.3)
to find their horizontal normals, and the result is |νspΓspwqq ´ νrpΓrpwqq| “ˇˇˇˇˆ
´1?
1`s2A1pyq2
,
sA1pyq?
1`s2A1pyq2
˙
´
ˆ
´1?
1`r2A1pyq2
,
rA1pyq?
1`r2A1pyq2
˙ˇˇˇˇ
.A |r ´ s|, r, s P r0, 1s.
Therefore,
}(9.8)}2 .A |r ´ s|}f}2,
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also using that }~Rs,ǫ}L2pR2qÑL2pR2q ď C for some C ą 0 independent of s P r0, 1s or ǫ ą 0
(this follows by another application of the area formula (2.9), and the L2-boundedness of
the maximal Riesz transform on boundaries of flag domains, recall Theorem 3.1).
To show that also }(9.7)}2 . |r ´ s| ¨ }f}2, we need to introduce one more "cross term":
~Rr,ǫfpwq ´ ~Rs,ǫfpwq “
ż
p∇GqǫpΓspvq´1 ¨ ΓspwqqrJrpvq ´ Jspvqsfpvq dv (9.9)
`
ż
rp∇GqǫpΓrpvq´1 ¨ Γrpwqq ´ p∇GqǫpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqqsgrpvq dv,
(9.10)
where gr :“ Jrf . Relying again on the L2-boundedness of ~Rs,ǫ, we have
}(9.9)}2 .A }pJr ´ Jsqf}2 .A |r ´ s|}f}2, r, s P r0, 1s,
using also that }Jr ´ Js}8 .A |r ´ s| (recall Jspy, tq “
a
1` sA1pyq). To treat (the most
difficult) term (9.10), we will eventually apply the following result:
Theorem 9.11. LetK P C8pHq be a horizontally odd kernel satisfying
|∇nKppq| ď Cn}p}´3´n, p P H, n ě 0. (9.12)
Let Γs : R
2 Ñ BΩs, s P R, be the maps from (9.3). For every s P R, define the kernel Ks : R2 ˆ
R
2 Ñ C,
Kspw, vq :“ BsKpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqq, v, w P R2,
Then, there exists a constant C ě 1, depending only on the kernel constants "Cn" in (9.12), and
the Lipschitz constant of A such thatż
R2
ˇˇˇˇż
R2
Kspw, vqfpvq dv
ˇˇˇˇ2
dw ď C}f}22, f P L2pR2q, 0 ď s ď 1.
Before proving the Theorem 9.11, let us apply it to treat the term (9.10). Theorem 9.11,
applied withK :“ p∇Gqǫ P C8pHq, shows that the operator
~Rs,ǫgpwq :“
ż
Bsp∇GqǫpΓ´1s pvq ¨ Γspwqqgpvq dv, g P L2pR2q,
satisfies } ~Rs,ǫg}2 . }g}2 with implicit constant independent of s P r0, 1s and ǫ ą 0.
Moreover, for g P C8c pR2q and ǫ ą 0 fixed, it is easy to check that
~Rs,ǫg ´ ~Rr,ǫg
s´ r á
~Rs,ǫg (9.13)
as r Ñ s (the harpoon refers to weak* convergence). We will give some details after the
proof of Theorem 9.11, see Remark 9.18; by then we will have an explicit expression for
~Rs,ǫg, which will be helpful for verifying (9.13). Taking (9.13) for granted, we find that
if ϕ P C8c pR2q is a fixed test function with }ϕ}2 “ 1, and we define the auxiliary path
γg,ϕ : r0, 1s Ñ R2 by
γg,ϕpsq :“
ż
p~Rs,ǫgqpwqϕpwq dw, s P r0, 1s,
then
lim sup
rÑs
|γg,ϕpsq ´ γg,ϕprq|
|s´ r| ď
ˇˇˇˇż
p ~Rs,ǫgqpwqϕpwq dw
ˇˇˇˇ
. }g}2.
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It follows by a standard argument, which we record in Lemma 9.14 below, that γg,ϕ is a
Lipschitz map r0, 1s Ñ R2 with Lipschitz constant . }g}2. This implies that the operator
norm of ~Rs,ǫ ´ ~Rr,ǫ on L2pR2q is bounded from above by . |r ´ s|. Indeed, we have just
shown that
}r~Rs,ǫ ´ ~Rr,ǫsg}2 “ sup
}ϕ}2“1
|γg,ϕpsq ´ γg,ϕprq| . |s´ r|}g}2
for g P C8c pR2q, and the bound extends to all g P L2pR2q. In particular, it may be applied
with g “ gr:
}(9.10)}2 . }r~Rs,ǫ ´ ~Rr,ǫsgr}2 . |r ´ s|}gr}2 .A |r ´ s|}f}2
for all 0 ď r, s ď 1. This completes the verification of the hypotheses of Lemma 9.2, and
the lemma then shows that the operators 1
2
I ˘R1 and 12I ˘Dt1 “ 12I ˘DtA are invertible.
Before moving to the proof of Theorem 9.11, let us record the "local to global Lipschitz"
lemma used right above. We claim no originality for this argument, see for example [18,
Lemma 2.3] for a very similar result.
Lemma 9.14. Let pX, dq be a metric space, and let γ : r0, 1s Ñ X be a map satisfying
lim sup
rÑs
dpγpsq, γprqq
|r ´ s| ď C, 0 ď s ď 1.
Then γ is C-Lipschitz.
Proof. Fix ǫ ą 0, 0 ď r0 ă s0 ď 1, and definerEi :“ ts P rr0, s0s : dpγpsq, γprqq ă pC ` ǫq|r ´ s| for all r P Bps, 1{iqu, i ě 1.
Then the sets rEi, i ě 1, cover rr0, s0s, and so do the disjoint sets
Ei :“ rEiz ď
jăi
rEj , i ě 1.
If the sets Ei are further decomposed into disjoint subsets Eij of diameter ă 1{i, then it
is clear from Eij Ă rEi that γ|Eij is pC ` ǫq-Lipschitz for all i, j P N. It follows that
dpγpr0q, γps0qq ď H1pγprr0, s0sqq ď
ÿ
i,j
H1pγpEijqq ď pC ` ǫq
ÿ
i,j
H1pEijq “ pC ` ǫq|s0´ r0|.
Letting ǫÑ 0 completes the proof. 
We then prove Theorem 9.11, which follows rather easily from [26, Theorem 7.8]. We
copy the statement of [26, Theorem 7.8] here for the reader’s convenience:
Theorem 9.15. Let A,B : R Ñ R be Lipschitz functions, and let K P C8pHq be a horizontally
odd kernel satisfying (9.12). Let
Γpy, tq :“
ˆ
Bpyq, y, t´ y
2
Bpyq `
ż y
0
Bprq dr
˙
, py, tq P R2,
and writeKΓpw, vq :“ KpΓpvq´1 ¨Γpwqq. Then, the kernels KΓDA,1 andKΓDA,2 define opera-
tors bounded on L2pR2q, where
DA,1pw, vq :“ Apxq ´Apyq
x´ y and DA,2pw, vq :“
ż y
x
Apxq `Apyq ´ 2Apθq
2px´ yq2 dθ (9.16)
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for w “ px, sq and v “ py, sq. The norms }KΓDA,j}L2pR2qÑL2pR2q only depend on the Lipschitz
constants of A,B and the kernel constants (9.12).
We can then prove Theorem 9.11:
Proof of Theorem 9.11. Weneed to compute an explicit expression for the kernelKspw, vq “
BsKpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqq. To this end, start by computing that
Γspy, rq´1 ¨ Γspx, tq “
ˆ
Aspxq ´Aspyq, x´ y, t´ r `
ż y
x
„
Aspxq `Aspyq ´ 2Aspθq
2

dθ
˙
.
Recalling that As “ sA, writing w :“ px, tq and v :“ py, rq, and applying the chain rule,
this yields
Kspw, vq “ K1,spw, vq ¨DA,1pw, vq `K2,spw, vq ¨DA,2pw, vq, (9.17)
where
K1px, y, tq “ yBxKpx, y, tq and K2px, y, tq “ y2BtKpx, y, tq,
Kj,spw, vq :“ KjpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqq, and the factors DA,j are as in (9.16). The horizontal
oddness of the kernel K implies that the kernels K1 and K2 are both horizontally odd.
Also, applying the chain rule, recalling thatK satisfies (9.12), and and using
Bt “ XY ´ Y X and Bx “ X ` py{2qpXY ´ Y Xq,
it is easy to verify that K1,K2 also satisfy (9.12), with possibly different constants. Con-
sequently, Theorem 9.15 applied to both kernels K1 and K2, and with "B “ As", now
concludes the proof of Theorem 9.11. 
Remark 9.18. We close the section by giving some details for the claim
~Rs,ǫg ´ ~Rr,ǫg
s´ r á
~Rs,ǫg
whenever g P C8c pR2q, which appeared in (9.13). Fix s ‰ r, w P R, abbreviate K :“
p∇Gqǫ, and write
~Rs,ǫgpwq ´ ~Rr,ǫgpwq
s´ r ´
~Rs,ǫgpwq
“ 1
s´r
ż s
r
ż
R2
”
BξKpΓ´1ξ pvq ¨ Γξpwqq ´ BsKpΓ´1s pvq ¨ Γspwqq
ı
gpvq dv dξ.
Now, recall the explicit expression (9.17) for the kernels BsKpΓ´1s pvq ¨ Γspwqq, and note
that the factorsDA,1pw, vq andDA,2pw, vq are uniformly bounded, and do not depend on
s or ξ. Therefore, the difference of the kernels in square brackets is bounded (in absolute
value) by the sum of two differences of the form
|KpΓξpvq´1 ¨ Γξpwqq ´KpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqq|, (9.19)
whereK P tyBxK, y2BtKu is another kernel satisfying the 3-dimensional kernel estimates
(9.12). Moreover, since K was supported away from 0, the same is true for K. So, it
remains to show that
lim
ξÑs
ĳ
|KpΓξpvq´1 ¨ Γξpwqq ´KpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqq||gpvq||ϕpwq| dv dw “ 0
for any ϕ P C8c pR2q. Since also g P C8c pR2q, and 0 R sptK, this follows easily from the
fact that the differences in (9.19) tend to zero for all pv,wq P R2 ˆ R2 as ξ Ñ s.
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10. INVERTIBILITY OF THE SINGLE LAYER POTENTIAL
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.12, which characterises the set of boundary values
tpSfq|BΩ : f P L2pσqu as a homogeneous Sobolev space defined on BΩ. Before getting to
the details, we verify that the boundary values exist in the non-tangential sense:
Proposition 10.1. Let Ω Ă H be an open set with locally finite H-perimeter, σ :“ |BΩ|H, and
assume that σ is upper 3-regular. Let f P Lppσq with 1 ď p ă 3. Then, Sf has non-tangential
limit equal to
Sfpp0q :“
ż
Gpq´1 ¨ p0qfpqq dσpqq (10.2)
at p0 P BΩ along H z BΩ whenever the integral above is absolutely convergent. This is true σ a.e.,
and Sf P Lppσq ` L8pσq.
Proof. To see that the integral defining Sfppq is absolutely convergent for σ a.e. p P BΩ,
decompose
Sfppq :“
ż
Glocpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq `
ż
Gglopq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq “: Slocfppq ` Sglofppq,
where Gloc :“ G1Bp1q, and Gglo :“ G ´ Gloc (both non-negative kernels). Since Gloc P
L1pσq by the upper 3-regularity of σ, Schur’s test impliesż ˆż
Glocpq´1 ¨ pq|fpqq| dσpqq
˙p
dσppq . }f}p
Lppσq, 1 ď p ă 8.
In particular, the integral defining Slocf is absolutely convergent σ a.e. and Slocf P Lppσq.
On the other hand Gglo P Lqpσq for all q ą 32 , which implies by Hölder’s inequality, and
f P Lppσq with 1 ď p ă 3, that the integral defining Sglofppq converges absolutely for all
p P BΩ, and Sglof P L8pσq. Hence, Sf converges absolutely whenever Slocf does.
Now, fix θ P p0, 1q, and let p0 P BΩ be a point where Sfpp0q converges absolutely, and
which lies in the closure of rH z BΩs X VBΩpp0, θq. Fix p P rH z BΩs X VBΩpp0, θq, and use
the triangle inequality to find that dpp0, qq ď p1 ` θ´1qdpp, qq for all q P BΩ. Recalling
that Gppq „ }p}´2, it follows that Gpq´1 ¨ pq .θ Gpq´1 ¨ p0q for all q P BΩ, hence q ÞÑ
Gpq´1 ¨ p0q|fpqq| is a σ-integrable dominating function for q ÞÑ Gpq´1 ¨ pq|fpqq|, with
constants independent of p P rH z BΩs X VBΩpp0, θq. By dominated convergence,
lim
pÑp0
Sfppq “ lim
pÑp0
ż
Gpp´1 ¨ qqfpqq dσpqq “
ż
Gpp´10 ¨ qqfpqq dσpqq “ Sfpp0q,
where the limit naturally refers to non-tangential approach. This concludes the proof. 
It may be worth emphasising that the small technicalities in defining Sfppq are absent
if, say, f P L8pσq X L1pσq. This generality will suffice for most of this section. The
homogeneous Sobolev space L2
1,1{2pσq will be defined as a "Γ-lift" of the following non-
isotropic homogeneous Sobolev space on R2:
Definition 10.3. The homogeneous Sobolev space L2
1,1{2pR2q consists of those tempered
distributions T P S 1pR2q such that pT P L1locpR2q, and
}T }1,1{2 :“
ˆĳ
}pξ, τq}2 ¨ | pT pξ, τq|2 dξ dτ˙1{2 .
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Here }pξ, τq} :“ |ξ| `
a
|τ |, and pT refers to the full Fourier transform in R2.
Remark 10.4. For a clear treatment of homogeneous Sobolev spaces, see [3, §1.3]. Here
is what we need: using that }pξ, τq}´2 P L1pBp0, 1qq, we have the inclusion L2
1,1{2pR2q Ă
L2pR2q`L8pR2q, and pL2
1,1{2pR2q, }¨}1,1{2q is, in fact, a Hilbert space. In particular, }¨}1,1{2
is a proper norm in L2
1,1{2pR2q (this uses the a priori assumption pT P L1locpR2q, which
excludes Dirac masses at 0).
Since L2
1,1{2pR2q is a Hilbert space, we have the following useful property:
Lemma 10.5. Let tTjujPN Ă L21,1{2pR2q be a bounded sequence. Then there exists T P L21,1{2pR2q
such that Tj á T and
}T }1,1{2 ď lim inf
jÑ8
}Tj}1,1{2. (10.6)
Here the symbol "á" may refer to either weak convergence w.r.t. the inner product in L1,1{2pR2q,
or the convergence of tempered distributions (i.e. both types of convergence hold simultaneously).
Proof. Every bounded sequence in a Hilbert space has a weakly convergent subsequence,
so there exists an element T P L2
1,1{2pR2q satisfying (10.6) such that
lim
jÑ8
ĳ
}pξ, τq}2 ¨ pTjpξ, τq ¨ pT 1pξ, τq dξ dτ “ĳ }pξ, τq}2 ¨ pT pξ, τq ¨ pT 1pξ, τq dξ dτ
for all T 1 P L2
1,1{2pR2q. It follows that
lim
jÑ8
ĳ pTjpξ, τq ¨ ϕpξ, τq dξ dτ “ĳ pT pξ, τq ¨ ϕpξ, τq dξ dτ, ϕ P SpR2q, (10.7)
because we can factorise
ϕpξ, τq “ }pξ, τq}2 ¨ ϕpξ, τq}pξ, τq}2 “: }pξ, τq}
2 ¨H, pξ, τq ‰ 0,
and note that the inverse Fourier transform of H P L1pR2q is an element of L2
1,1{2pR2q.
Now (10.7) means that pTj á pT in the sense of distributions, and hence Tj á T . 
We proceed to define the space L2
1,1{2pσq via the familiar map ΓA : R2 Ñ BΩ,
ΓApy, tq :“
ˆ
Apyq, y, t´ y
2
Apyq `
ż y
0
Aprq dr
˙
, py, tq P R2. (10.8)
Definition 10.9. The space L2
1,1{2pσq consists of those functions f P L2pσq ` L8pσq such
that f ˝ ΓA P L21,1{2pR2q. We define the norm }f}1,1{2,σ :“ }f ˝ ΓA}1,1{2.
The area formula (2.9) for the map ΓA is used here implicitly to make sure that f ˝ΓA P
L2pR2q ` L8pR2q Ă S 1pR2q. The main result in this section is the following:
Theorem 10.10. The operator S is bounded and invertible L2pσq Ñ L2
1,1{2pσq. In other words,
whenever f P L2pσq, then the σ a.e. convergent integral Sf from (10.2) defines an element of
L2
1,1{2pσq with }Sf}L21,1{2pσq . }f}L2pσq. Moreover, every g P L
2
1,1{2pσq can be represented as
g “ Sf for some f P L2pσq with }f}L2pσq „ }g}1,1{2,σ.
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Theorem 10.10 and Proposition 10.1 combined imply that if g P L2
1,1{2pσq, then g coin-
cides with the non-tangential limits of Sf for some f P L2pσq. This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.13.
Example 10.11. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, and let p P Ω. Then, q ÞÑ gp :“ Gpq´1 ¨ pq P
L2
1,1{2pσq by Lemma 10.18 (see Remark 10.20 for details). Consequently, Theorem 1.13 implies
that there exists fp P L2pσq with the property that gp coincides σ a.e. with the non-tangential
limits of up :“ Sfp on BΩ. Further, Corollary 4.11 implies that
}Nθp∇upq}L2pσq . }fp}L2pσq „ }gp}1,1{2, θ P p0, 1q.
However, this approach does not seem to give }Nθup}L2pσq . }gp}L2pσq, although clearly gp P
L2pσq. For this reason, it is preferable to find the harmonic function up, instead, as a double layer
potential of some fp P L21,1{2pσq, as explained in Example 1.16.
For technical reasons (similar to those encountered in Section 9), we will not prove
Theorem 10.10 directly, but rather the following variant:
Theorem 10.12. Let A : RÑ R be Lipschitz, and f P L2pR2q. Then, the integral
SAfpwq :“
ż
GpΓApvq´1 ¨ ΓApwqqJApvqfpvq dv (10.13)
converges absolutely for Lebesgue a.e. w P R2, and SAf P L21,1{2pR2q with }SAf}1,1{2 . }f}2.
Moreover, the map SA : L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q is invertible.
To motivate the definition of "SAf”, we record that
pSfq ˝ ΓA “ SApf ˝ ΓAq, f P L2pσq. (10.14)
This follows easily from the area formula (2.9).
Remark 10.15. Let us a briefly remark that Theorem 10.10 follows from Theorem 10.12.
Once Theorem 10.12 is known, we have can use the formula (10.14) to deduce that
}Sf}1,1{2,σ :“ }pSfq ˝ ΓA}1,1{2 “ }SApf ˝ ΓAq}1,1{2 „A }f ˝ ΓA}2 „ }f}L2pσq.
The invertibility of S also follows from the invertibility of SA: if h P L21,1{2pσq, then
h˝ΓA P L21,1{2pR2q by definition, so h˝ΓA “ SAf for some f P L2pR2q by the invertibility
of SA. Now, one defines g :“ f ˝ Γ´1A P L2pσq and uses (10.14) to show that Sg “ h.
Remark 10.16. We make some initial remarks on the proof of Theorem 10.12. The kernel
GApw, vq :“ GpΓApvq´1 ¨ΓApwqq is a 2-dimensional standard kernel on R2 equipped with
the parabolic metric dparppy, tq, py1, t1qq “ |y´ y1| `
a|t´ t1|. This follows from the obser-
vations that Gppq „ }p}´2 is a 2-dimensional standard kernel in H, and ΓA : pR2, dparq Ñ
pBΩ, dq is bilipschitz, see [26, Lemma 7.5]. In particular, since Lebesgue measure on R2
is 3-regular in pR2, dparq, we have GA P L1locpR2 ˆ R2q. This implies, following the local-
global decomposition argument in Proposition 10.1, that the integral in (10.13) converges
absolutely Lebesgue a.e. (for f P L2pR2q), and
SAf P L2pR2q ` L8pR2q Ă S 1pR2q.
To prove that a fortiori SAf P L21,1{2pR2q with }SAf}1,1{2 . }f}2, it suffices to show the
same under the additional assumption f P C8c pR2q. Indeed, it is easy to check that if
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tϕjujPN Ă C8c pR2q converge to f P L2pR2q in L2pR2q, then SAϕj á SAf as tempered
distributions. Then, assuming that the boundedness of SA on C
8
c pR2q is already known,
Lemma 10.5 implies that
}SAf}1,1{2 ď lim inf
jÑ8
}SAϕj}1,1{2 . lim inf
jÑ8
}ϕj}2 “ }f}2.
So, we may concentrate on proving the boundedness of SA on C
8
c pR2q. The invertibility
will, again, be established by the method of continuity, see Section 10.3 for more details.
10.1. Some preliminary lemmas. The main purpose of this section is to quantify the
intuition that the space L2
1,1{2pσq consists of functions on BΩ with one tangential "τ -
derivative" in L2pσq, and additionally a 1
2
-order t-derivative in L2pσq. See Lemma 10.18
for a more precise statement. The proofs in this subsection are quite routine, so we sug-
gest that the reader just skims through the statements and moves on to Section 10.2. We
start with a technical observation:
Lemma 10.17. Let f P L2pR2q, and let fyptq :“ fpy, tq for y P R. Then,ĳ
ρpτq ¨ | pfypτq|2 dτ dy “ĳ ρpτq ¨ |fˆpξ, τq|2 dξ dτ
for any non-negative ρ P L8locpRq.
Note: the value of both integrals may be infinity.
Proof. Define gτ pyq :“ pfypτq. For f P SpR2q, we have the pointwise relation
pgτ pξq “ ż e´2πiyξgτ pyq dy “ĳ e´2πipξ,τq¨py,tqfpy, tq dy dt “ fˆpξ, τq, pξ, τq P R2.
Consequently, we infer from Fubini’s theorem and Plancherel thatĳ
ρpτq ¨ | pfypτq|2 dτ dy “ ż ρpτq ż | pfypτq|2 dy dτ “ ż ρpτq ż | pgτ pξq|2 dξ dτ
“
ĳ
ρpτq ¨ |fˆpξ, τq|2 dξ dτ,
as desired. Now, if f P L2pR2q is arbitrary, choose a sequence tϕiuiPN Ă C8c pR2q such
that ϕi Ñ f in L2. Since fy P L2pRq for a.e. y P R, we infer from Plancherel that
lim
iÑ8
ĳ
ρpy, τq ¨ |xϕiypτq ´ pfypτq|2 dτ dy ď }ρ}L8pR2q ¨ lim
iÑ8
}ϕi ´ f}2L2pR2q “ 0
for any weight ρ P L8pR2q. Finally, for non-negative ρ P L8locpRq, we define ρrpτq :“
|τ | ¨ 1|τ |ďr P L8pRq for r ą 0. Then, by dominated convergence and the previous steps,ĳ
ρpτq ¨ | pfypτq|2 dτ dy “ lim
rÑ8
ĳ
ρrpτq ¨ | pfypτq|2 dτ dy
“ lim
rÑ8
lim
iÑ8
ĳ
ρrpτq ¨ |xϕiypτq|2 dτ dy
“ lim
rÑ8
lim
iÑ8
ĳ
ρrpτq ¨ | pϕipξ, τq|2 dξ dτ
“ lim
rÑ8
ĳ
ρrpτq ¨ |fˆpξ, τq|2 dξ dτ “
ĳ
ρpτq ¨ |fˆpξ, τq|2 dξ dτ.
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This concludes the proof. 
We now give a sufficient condition for ϕ P L2
1,1{2pσq. We make a few remarks to clarify
the statement. Recall that if Ω Ă H is a flag domain, then the perimeter measure σ “
|BΩ|H has a product form σ “ cH1E|graphpAq ˆ L1. In particular, if ϕ P L2pσq, then t ÞÑ
ϕpz, tq P L2pRq for H1E a.e. z P graphpAq, and hence τ ÞÑ pϕpz, τq P L2pRq for the same
z P graphpAq. Here pϕpz, τq refers to the Fourier transform of t ÞÑ ϕpz, tq evaluated at τ .
If ϕ P C1pBΩq (i.e. ϕ is continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of BΩ), we write
∇τϕppq :“ x∇ϕppq, τppqy, where "τ " is the tangential vector field from Definition 2.5.
Lemma 10.18. Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H, and let
ϕ P C1pBΩq X L2pσq be such that ∇τϕ P L2pσq, and
}T 1{2ϕ}2L2pσq :“
ĳ
|τ | ¨ |pϕpz, τq|2 dσpz, τq ă 8. (10.19)
Then, ϕ P L2
1,1{2pσq, and }ϕ}1,1{2,σ „ }∇τϕ}L2pσq ` }T 1{2ϕ}L2pσq.
Remark 10.20. Following up on Example 10.11, we check that the hypotheses of Lemma
10.18 are satisfied for ϕppqq :“ Γpq´1 ¨ pq, where p P Ω. Clearly ϕ P C1pH z tpuq, and
∇ϕp P L2pσq follows from |∇ϕppqq| .p mint1, }q}´3u, q P BΩ. The condition (10.19)
follows from an explicit expression for the vertical Fourier transform of G, computed in
(14.8). Writing p “ pz0, t0q and q “ pz, tq, one finds from this formula that
|xϕppz, τq| “ 12K0pπ2 |z ´ z0|2|τ |q, pz, τq P BΩ.
The (modified Bessel) function K0 has a logarithmic singularity at 0, and decays expo-
nentially at8, see (14.9)-(14.10). In particular, pz, τq ÞÑ |τ | ¨ |xϕppz, τq|2 P L1pσq.
Proof of Lemma 10.18. Write ϕA :“ ϕ ˝ ΓA P L2pR2q. By definition of the } ¨ }1,1{2,σ-norm,
and Lemma 10.17,
}ϕA}21,1{2,σ „
ĳ
|ByϕApy, tq|2 dy dt`
ĳ
|τ | ¨ |{pϕAqypτq|2 dy dτ “: I1 ` I2.
Here ByϕApy, tq formally refers to the distributional y-derivative of ϕA, but y ÞÑ ϕApy, tq
is locally Lipschitz under the assumptions: indeed, ϕAp¨, tq “ ϕ ˝ γt is the composition
of the C1-function ϕ with the horizontal (Lipschitz) curve γt :“ ΓAp¨, tq. We already
computed in (2.12) that 9γtpyq “ τpγtpyqq ¨ JApy, tq, so
ByϕApy, tq “ pϕ ˝ γtq1pyq “ x∇ϕpγtpyqq, 9γtpyqqy “ ∇τϕpΓApy, tqq ¨ JApy, tq (10.21)
for a.e. y P R. Consequently, by the area formula (2.9), we have I1 „LippAq }∇τϕ}2L2pσq. To
treat I2, we recall from the definition of ΓA that
pϕAqyptq “ ϕ pApyq, y, t` IApyqq with IApyq :“ ´y2Apyq `
ż y
0
Aprq dr.
Consequently, for all y P R such that t ÞÑ ϕpApyq, y, t ` IApyqq P L2pRq, we have{pϕAqypτq “ e2πiτIApyq pϕpApyq, y, τq (10.22)
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as L2-functions, and in particular |{pϕAqy| “ |pϕpApyq, y, ¨q|. Recalling once more that σ „
H1E |graphpAq ˆ L1, and using the (Euclidean) area formula, it follows that
I2 “
ĳ
|τ | ¨ |pϕpApyq, y, τq|2 dy dτ „LippAq ĳ |τ | ¨ |pϕpz, τq|2 dσpz, τq, (10.23)
as claimed. 
The next proposition is almost a consequence of the lemma above, since Sϕ P L2pσq
for ϕ P C8c pHq. However, a little care is needed with the details, since Sϕ R C1pBΩq.
Proposition 10.24. Let ϕ P C8c pHq. Then, Sϕ P L21,1{2pσq, and
}Sϕ}1,1{2,σ „LippAq }∇τSϕ}L2pσq ` }T 1{2Sϕ}L2pσq, (10.25)
where ∇τSϕ refers to the principal value defined in (5.11) (or (10.27) below), and
}T 1{2Sϕ}2L2pσq :“
ż
|τ | ¨ |xSϕpz, τq|2 dσpz, τq.
Here xSϕ is the vertical distributional Fourier transform of the single layer potential Sϕ, as in
Definition 7.4. Lemma 14.1 verifies that xSϕ P C8pH z tτ “ 0uq, so the σ-integral makes sense.
Recall that the finiteness of }T 1{2Sϕ}L2pσq was already established during the proof of
(8.33), and }∇τSϕ}L2pσq . }ϕ}L2pσq ă 8 by Theorem 3.1. So, the relation (10.25) implies
the finiteness of }Sϕ}1,1{2,σ.
Proof. It is easy to check that Sϕ P L2pσq, so also pSϕq ˝ ΓA P L2pR2q by the area formula
(2.9). Moreover, we recall from (10.14) that pSϕq ˝ ΓA “ SAϕA where ϕA :“ ϕ ˝ ΓA. So,
SAϕA P L2pR2q Ă S 1pR2q. To prove (10.25), we need to show that
}SAϕA}1,1{2 „LippAq }∇τSϕ}L2pσq ` }T 1{2Sϕ}L2pσq. (10.26)
Recall that∇τSϕ is the σ a.e. defined principal value
∇τSϕppq “ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
x∇Gǫpq´1 ¨ pq, τppqyϕpqq dσpqq, (10.27)
where Gǫ is a smooth radially symmetric truncation ofG; by Proposition 3.32, the partic-
ular choice of truncation does not affect the principal value.
Since SAϕA P L2pR2q, we may use Lemma 10.17:
}SAϕA}21,1{2 „ }BySAϕA}22 `
ĳ
|τ | ¨ | {pSAϕAqypτq|2 dτ dy “: I1 ` I2. (10.28)
Here BySAϕA refers to the distributional y-derivative, and {pSAϕAqy refers, for a.e. y, to
the Fourier transform of the L2pRq-function t ÞÑ pSAϕAqpy, tq. The main task is to show
that I1 „ }∇τSϕ}2L2pσq. We also need to know that I2 „ }T 1{2Sϕ}2L2pσq, but this can be
done exactly as in the proof of Lemma 10.18. Indeed SAϕA “ pSϕq ˝ ΓA “ pSϕqA in the
lemma’s notation. Hence (10.22) shows | {pSAϕAqy| “ |xSϕpApyq, y, ¨q| for a.e. y P R, and
then a repetition of (10.23) gives the claim.
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To show that I1 „ }∇τSϕ}2L2pσq, we wish to relate the distributional y-derivative
BySAϕA to the principal value ∇τSϕ. We claim thatż
∇τSϕpΓApwqqJApwq ¨ ψpwq dw “ ´
ż
pSAϕAqpwq ¨ Byψpwq dw, ψ P C8c pR2q. (10.29)
Abbreviate Γ :“ ΓA and J :“ JA, and let w :“ py, tq P R2 be a point such that the
principal value ∇τSpΓpwqq exists, and
Byry ÞÑ GǫpΓpvq´1 ¨ Γpwqqs “ x∇GǫpΓpvq´1 ¨ Γpwqq, τpΓpwqqyJpwq, v P R2.
Both properties holds at a.e. w P R2 (recall (10.21)). Then, using the area formula (2.9),
we see that
∇τ pSϕqpΓpwqqJpwq “ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
x∇Gǫpq´1 ¨ Γpwqq, τpΓpwqqyJpwqϕpqq dσpqq
“ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
x∇GǫpΓpvq´1 ¨ Γpwqq, τpΓpwqqyJpwqϕpΓpvqqJpvq dv
“ lim
ǫÑ0
By
ż
GǫpΓpvq´1 ¨ ΓpwqqϕpΓpvqqJpvq dv.
Consequently,ż
r∇τSpΓpwqqJpwqs ¨ ψpwq dw
“ lim
ǫÑ0
ż „ż
x∇Gǫpq´1 ¨ Γpwqq, τpΓpwqqyJpwqϕpqq dσpqq

ψpwq dw
“ ´ lim
ǫÑ0
ż „ż
GǫpΓpvq´1 ¨ ΓpwqqϕpΓpvqqJpvq dv

¨ Byψpwq dw “ ´
ż
pSAϕAqpwq ¨ Byψpwq dw,
as claimed. Taking the limit outside the integral on the second line can be justified by
noting that
w ÞÑ sup
ǫą0
ˇˇˇˇż
x∇Gǫpq´1 ¨ Γpwqq, τpΓpwqqyJpwqϕpqq dσpqq
ˇˇˇˇ
is dominated by the maximal Riesz transform of ϕ evaluated at Γpwq, and so defines an
L2-function by Theorem 3.1. The second interchange of limits and integration is more
straightforward, since SAϕA P L8pR2q and ψ P C8c pR2q.
With (10.29) in hand, and using that w ÞÑ ∇τSϕpΓpwqqJpwq P L2pR2q by another
application of the area formula, we also see that BySAϕA P L2pR2q, and
I1 “ }BySAϕA}L2pR2q „LippAq }∇τSϕ}L2pσq ă 8.
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
10.2. The case A ” 0. We now treat the case A ” 0 of Theorem 10.12. This special case
should also follow from Jerison’s result [38, Theorem (6.1)], which works inHn for all n ě
1, and in particular implies that the inverse of S0 is a homogeneous distribution which
is smooth away from the origin. Since Jerison’s proof is rather involved (the problem is
harder in higher dimensions), we repeat the details for the special case n “ 1.
Proposition 10.30. The map S0 is invertible L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q.
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Proof. Since GpΓ0py1, t1q´1 ¨ Γ0py, tqq “ cppy ´ y1q4 ` 16pt ´ t1q2q´1{2, the operator S0 is
simply a convolution operator on R2 with kernel Gpy, tq “ cpy4 ` 16t2q´1{2. Noting thatxSϕpξ, τq “ pϕpξ, τq pGpξ, τq,
the invertibility of S : L2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2qwill follow once we manage to show that
pGpξ, τq „ 1}pξ, τq} . (10.31)
To prove (10.31), we infer from the homogeneity of G, thatpGprξ, r2τq “ 1
r
pGpξ, τq, r ą 0.
This (with r “ }pξ, τq}´1) will prove (10.31) once we manage to show that
0 ă min
}pξ,τq}“1
pGpξ, τq ď max
}pξ,τq}“1
pGpξ, τq ă 8. (10.32)
In (14.8), we will show that the (distributional) Fourier transform of t ÞÑ Gpy, tq, y ‰ 0, is
given by τ ÞÑ c
2
K0pπ2 |τ ||y|2q, whereK0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order zero, namely
K0psq “
ż 8
0
e´s cosh r dr.
The function K0 has a logarithmic singularity at 0 and exponential decay, see (14.9)-
(14.10), so y ÞÑ K0pπ2 |τ ||y|2q P L1pRq with norm . |τ |´1{2. Using this, it is not difficult to
justify that the full (distributional) Fourier transform of G is given by the function
pGpξ, τq “ c
2
ż
R
e´2πiyξK0pπ2 |τ ||y|2q dy “ c2
ż 8
0
„ż
R
e´2πiyξe´
π
2
|τ ||y|2 cosh r dy

dr, τ ‰ 0.
But the integral in brackets is the Fourier transform of a Gaussian:ż
R
e´2πiyξe´
π
2
|τ ||y|2 cosh r dy “ exp
ˆ ´2πξ2
|τ | cosh r
˙ ?
2a|τ | cosh r ,
and hence
pGpξ, τq “ c?
2
ż 8
0
exp
ˆ ´2πξ2
|τ | cosh r
˙
1a|τ | cosh r dr, τ ‰ 0.
Given this formula, it is evident that (10.32) holds on all compact subsets of tpξ, τq :
}pξ, τq} “ 1 and τ ‰ 0u. So, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that pGpξ, τq stays in a
compact subset of p0,8q as pξ, τq Ñ p1, 0q. Fix τ ‰ 0, and change variables |τ | cosh r ÞÑ u,
so
du “ |τ | sinh r dr “
b
τ2 cosh2prq ´ τ2 dr “
a
u2 ´ τ2 dr,
and consequently (noting that |τ | cosh 0 “ |τ |)
pGpξ, τq “ c?
2
ż 8
|τ |
exp
´
´2πξ2
u
¯
?
u
du?
u2 ´ τ2 .
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Now, split the integration into the pieces where |τ | ă u ď 2|τ | and u ě 2|τ |. It is straight-
forward to see that the first piece tends to 0 as τ Ñ 0, while
1tuě2|τ |upuq
exp
´
´2πξ2
u
¯
?
u
1?
u2 ´ τ2 ď
?
2
exp
´
´2πξ2
u
¯
u3{2
.
So, the dominated convergence theorem yields
pGpξ, τq Ñ c?
2
ż 8
0
exp
´
´2πξ2
u
¯
u3{2
du as τ Ñ 0.
Evidently the quantity on the right stays in a compact subset of p0,8q for |ξ| „ 1, which
suffices for (10.32). For those interested, Maple tells that the value of the integral above
is c
2
. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
10.3. The checklist. To prove the invertibility of SA for a general Lipschitz A : R Ñ R,
we again resort to the method of continuity. Copying the notation from Section 9, we
consider the family of Lipschitz functions tAsusPR given byAspyq “ sApyq. We abbreviate
Γspy, tq :“ ΓAspy, tq, Gspw, vq :“ GpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqq, Jspvq :“ JAspvq, and
Ssϕpwq :“ SAsϕpwq “
ż
Gspw, vqJspvqϕpvq dv, s P R, ϕ P C8c pR2q. (10.33)
We have already seen in Proposition 10.30 that S0 : L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q is invertible,
and our goal will be to show that S1 : L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q is also invertible. Recalling
Lemma 9.2, here are the things that we need to check:
(1) }Ss}L2pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q ď C and }Ss ´ St}L2pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q ď C|s´ t|,
(2) }Ssf}1,1{2 ě c}f}2 for all f P L2pR2q.
Here c, C ą 0 are constants which should be uniform (depend only only LippAq) when
s, t range in a fixed compact subinterval of R.
10.4. Verifying (1). The property (1) will be deduced from the following general result,
whose proof we postpone until the end of the section:
Theorem 10.34. Let K P C8pH z t0uq be a horizontally even (i.e. Kpz, tq “ Kp´z, tq) kernel
satisfying
|∇nKppq| ď Cn}p}´2´n, p P H z t0u, n ě 0. (10.35)
Then, if B : RÑ R is a Lipschitz function, the kernelKBpw, vq :“ KpΓBpvq´1 ¨ΓBpwqq defines
a bounded operator L2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q. This, in particular, applies when K “ G.
Assume, in addition, that
sup
zPR2 z t0u
ż
|Kpz, tq| dt ď C‹ ă 8, (10.36)
let A : RÑ R be another Lipschitz function, and write
DA,1pw, vq :“ Apxq ´Apyq
x´ y and DA,2pw, vq :“
ż y
x
Apxq `Apyq ´ 2Apθq
2px´ yq2 dθ. (10.37)
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Then, the kernels KBDA,1 and KBDA,2 define bounded operators L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q. The
norms }KB}L2pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q and }KBDA,j}L2pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q in the statements above only de-
pend on the Lipschitz constants of A,B, and the kernel constants (10.35)-(10.36).
The fist part of (1) on our checklist is an immediate consequence of the (first part of
the) theorem, applied with K “ G and B “ As, since LippAsq .I LippAq when s ranges
in a compact interval I Ă R. We next turn to the second part, namely verifying that
}Ss ´ St}L2pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q ď C|s´ t|, s, t P r0, 1s. (10.38)
As a first reduction, note that
Ssϕ´ Stϕ “ S1sprJs ´ Jtsϕq ` rS1spJtϕq ´ S1tpJtϕqs, ϕ P C8c pR2q, (10.39)
where
S1rψpwq :“
ż
Grpw, vqψpvq dv.
Since Theorem 10.34 implies that S1s is bounded L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q, the first term in
(10.39) satisfies }S1sprJs´Jtsϕq}1,1{2 . }Js´Jt}8 ¨ }ϕ}2 . |s´ t| ¨ }ϕ}2. Therefore, to prove
(10.38), it suffices to verify that
}S1s ´ S1t}L2pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q ď C|s´ t|, s, t P r0, 1s. (10.40)
As in Section 9, we plan to use Lemma 9.14 to deduce bounds for }S1sf ´S1tf}L2
1,1{2
pR2q,
for f P C8c pR2q. For s P R, we define the operator
pBSqsf :“
ż
BsGspw, vqfpvq dv, f P C8c pR2q.
To apply Lemma 9.14, the main task is to show that pBSqs defines a bounded operator
L2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q. Repeating the calculation in (9.17), we find that
BsGspw, vq “ G1,spw, vq ¨DA,1pw, vq `G2,spw, vq ¨DA,2pw, vq, (10.41)
whereDA,1pw, vq,DA,2pw, vq are L8-factors as in (10.37),
G1px, y, tq :“ yBxGpx, y, tq and G2px, y, tq :“ y2BtGpx, y, tq, (10.42)
and of course Gj,spw, vq “ GjpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqq. So, to prove that pBSqs : L2pR2q Ñ
L2
1,1{2pR2q is bounded, it suffices to show the boundedness of the operators with kernels
Gs,1pw, vq ¨DA,1pw, vq and G2,spw, vq ¨DA,2pw, vq
separately. The necessary pieces of information will be that
‚ G1 and G2 are horizontally even kernels satisfying |∇nGjppq| .n }p}´2´n for all
p P H z t0u and n ě 0 (this is immediate from (10.42)),
‚ we have the uniform boundsż
|G1pz, tq| dt ď C1 and
ż
|G2pz, tq| dt ď C2, z P R2 z t0u. (10.43)
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Perhaps surprisingly, the property (10.43) is not implied by the 2-dimensional decay as-
sumption in the first point, since it fails for Gpz, tq “ cp|z|4 ` 16t2q´1{2. However, one
may explicitly compute that
G1px, y, tq “ ´2xy|z|
2a|z|4 ` 16t23 and G2px, y, tq “ ´16y
2ta|z|4 ` 16t23 .
From these expressions, one sees that t ÞÑ Gjpz, tq P L1pRq for every z P R2 z t0u, and
homogeneity considerations yield the uniform bounds required in (10.43). For example,
changing variables t ÞÑ |z|2u and estimating y2 ď |z|2, we haveż
|G2pz, tq| dt ď 16|z|6
ż
R
u dua|z|4 ` 16|z|4u23 “ 16
ż
R
u du?
1` 16u23
. 1.
With these properties of the kernels Gj in hand, the L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q boundedness
of pBSqs follows from the second part of Theorem 10.34.
So, we know that the operators pBSqs are bounded L2pR2q Ñ L21,1{2pR2q, but how does
this imply (10.40)? We introduce the doubly truncated operators
S1ǫ,R,sfpwq :“
ż
pψǫ,RGqpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqqfpvq dv, f P C8c pR2q
where ψǫ,R is a smooth radially symmetric cut-off function with
ψǫ,R|Bpǫ{2q ” 0, ψǫ,R|BpRq zBpǫq ” 1, and ψǫ,R|Bp2Rqc ” 0.
We note that S1ǫ,R,sf is continuous and compactly supported for f P C8c pR2q, so its
Fourier transform can be computed in the classical sense. For f P C8c pR2q fixed, more-
over
rS1ǫ,R,s ´ S1ǫ,R,tsf á rS1s ´ S1tsf
as tempered distributions as ǫ Ñ 0 and R Ñ 8. So, by Lemma 10.5, it will suffice to
show that }S1ǫ,R,sf ´S1ǫ,R,tf}1,1{2 ď C|s´ t| ¨ }f}2 with C ą 0 independent of ǫ,R. Further,
by the density of C8c pR2q in L2p}pξ, τq}2 dξ dτq, it will suffice to show thatĳ
ϕpξ, τq ¨ }pξ, τq}2 ¨ p{S1ǫ,R,sfpξ, τq ´ {S1ǫ,R,tfpξ, τqq dξ dτ ď C|s´ t| ¨ }f}2 (10.44)
uniformly for all ϕ P C8c pR2qwith
ť }pξ, τq}2|ϕpξ, τq|2 dξ dτ “ 1. We write
γpsq :“
ĳ
ϕpξ, τq ¨ }pξ, τq}2 ¨ {S1ǫ,R,sfpξ, τq dξ dτ, s P R.
By Lemma 9.14, the inequality (10.44) will follow once we manage to establish that
lim suptÑs |γpsq ´ γptq|{|s ´ t| ď C}f}2. This statement will follow from
lim
tÑs
ˇˇˇˇ
γptq ´ γpsq
t´ s ´
ż
ϕpξ, τq ¨ }pξ, τq}2 ¨ {pBSqǫ,R,sfpξ, τq dξ dτ ˇˇˇˇ “ 0, (10.45)
since the operator
pBSqǫ,R,sfpwq “
ż
Bspψǫ,RGqpΓspvq´1 ¨ Γspwqqfpvq dv
is bounded L2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q as a consequence of Theorem 10.34 (the smooth trun-
cation of the kernel G does not affect the conclusion). So, it remains to prove (10.45).
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We will suppress "ǫ" and "R" from the notation. Note, then, that the difference of the
operators appearing in (10.45) can be written as
Zs,tpwq :“ S
1
sfpwq´S
1
tfpwq
s´t ´ pBSqsfpwq “
1
s´ t
ż s
t
ż
R2
rBξGξpw, vq ´ BsGspw, vqs fpvq dv dξ.
After computing the derivatives BξGξ and BsGs explicitly as in (10.41), one finds that
Zs,tpwq Ñ 0 for every w P R2 as tÑ s. Also, for 0 ă ǫ ă R ă 8 fixed, the functions Zs,t,
s, t P r0, 1s, are uniformly compactly supported and bounded, so their Fourier transforms
are uniformly in L8pR2q, and converge pointwise to 0 as t Ñ s. Therefore, (10.45) is a
consequence of the dominated convergence theorem for any fixed ϕ P C8c pR2q. This
concludes the proof of (10.40), that is, }S1s ´ S1t}L2pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q ď C|s´ t|.
10.5. Verifying (2). Before turning to the proof of Theorem 10.34, we establish the point
(2) on our checklist in Section 10.3, namely that }Ssf}1,1{2 ě c}f}2 for all s P r0, 1s and
f P L2pR2q. Since we already know that Ss : L2pR2q Ñ L21,1{2pR2q is bounded, it suffices
to verify the lower bound for all "f " in a dense subset of L2pR2q. Functions of the form
ϕs :“ ϕ ˝ Γs with ϕ P C8c pHq are a comfortable choice, because during the proof of
Proposition 10.24 (more precisely (10.26)) we showed that
}Ssϕs}1,1{2 „LippAq }∇τSϕ}L2pσsq ` }T 1{2Sϕ}L2pσsq, s P r0, 1s. (10.46)
Since }ϕs}2 „ }ϕ}L2pσsq by the area formula (2.9), we also have
}ϕs}2 . }p12I `Dtsqϕ}L2pσsq ` }p´12I `Dtsqϕ}L2pσsq “ }∇´ν Sϕ}L2pσsq ` }∇`ν Sϕ}L2pσsq.
Here we used the jump relations in Corollary 5.10 for the interior and exterior normal
derivatives of Sϕ. In (8.6), we already established that
maxt}∇´ν Sϕ}L2pσsq, }∇`ν Sϕ}L2pσsqu . }∇τSϕ}L2pσsq ` }ϕ}1{2L2pσsq}T
1{2Sϕ}1{2
L2pσsq
.
Now the inequality }ϕs}2 .LippAq }Ssϕs}1,1{2, for s P r0, 1s, is an immediate consequence
of }ϕ}L2pσsq „ }ϕs}2 and (10.46). This completes the proof of (2) on our checklist.
10.6. Proof of Theorem 10.34. To prove the invertibility of SA : L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q,
and hence (by Remark 10.15) the invertibility of S : L2pσq Ñ L2
1,1{2pσq, it only remains to
prove Theorem 10.34. Fix ϕ P C8c pR2q, and write
Tjϕpwq :“
ż
KBpw, vqDA,jpw, vqϕpvq dv, j P t1, 2u.
The integral is absolutely convergent since the kernel KB is locally integrable, follow-
ing the argument in Remark 10.16. If Kǫ,Rppq “ ψǫ,RppqKppq is any (smooth double)
truncation ofK , it then follows from dominated convergence that
T
ǫ,R
j ϕpwq :“
ż
K
ǫ,R
B pw, vqDA,jpw, vqϕpvq dv Ñ Tjϕpwq, a.e. w P R2,
which implies that T ǫ,Rj ϕ á Tjϕ in the sense of distributions as ǫ Ñ 0 and R Ñ 8. So,
if we manage to show that }T ǫ,Rj ϕ}1,1{2 .A,B,Cn,C‹ }ϕ}2, it will follow from Lemma 10.5
that also Tjϕ P L21,1{2pR2q, and
}Tjϕ}1,1{2 ď sup
0ăǫăRă8
}T ǫ,Rj ϕ}1,1{2 .A,B,Cn,C‹ }ϕ}2.
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Therefore, we may assume that sptK is a compact subset of H z t0u. This will be (im-
plicitly) used to justify applications of Fubini’s theorem and differentiations under the
integral sign. Also, if both sptK Ă H z t0u and sptϕ Ă R2 are compact, then Tjϕ is a
bounded compactly supported continuous function.
Under this a priori assumption, we will show thatĳ
|ByTjϕpy, tq|2 dy dt “
ĳ
|ByyTjϕpy, τq|2 dτ dy .A,B,Cn,C‹ }ϕ}22 (10.47)
and ĳ
|τ | ¨ |yTjϕpy, τq|2 dτ dy .A,C1,C2 }ϕ}22. (10.48)
Here yTjϕ refers to the partial Fourier transform ot Tjϕ in the t-variable, i.e. yTjϕpy, τq :“{pTjϕqypτq. Note that these estimates imply }Tjϕ}1,1{2 . }ϕ}2 by Lemma 10.17.
For as long as possible, we work under the (kernel decay) assumption (10.35) alone.
Also, to make the proof a little shorter, we will combine some arguments regarding
the two terms in (10.47)-(10.48). We recall that ΓBpy, tq “ γpyq ¨ p0, 0, tq, where γpyq “
pBpyq, y,´y
2
Bpyq ` şy
0
Bprq drq. With this notation, we may calculate
yTjϕpy, τq “ ż e´2πitτ ĳ KpΓBpy1, t1q´1 ¨ ΓBpy, tqqDA,jpy, y1qϕpy1, t1q dy1 dt1 dt
“
ż
e´2πitτ
ĳ
Kpγpy1q´1 ¨ γpyq ¨ p0, 0, t ´ t1qqDA,jpy, y1qϕpy1, t1q dy1 dt1 dt
“
ĳ
ϕpy1, t1qDA,jpy, y1q
„ż
e´2πitτKpγpy1q´1 ¨ γpyq ¨ p0, 0, t ´ t1qq dt

dt1 dy1
“
ĳ
ϕpy1, t1qDA,jpy, y1q
„ż
e´2πipu`t
1qτKpγpy1q´1 ¨ γpyq ¨ p0, 0, uqq du

dt1 dy1
“
ż pϕpy1, τqDA,jpy, y1q„ż e´2πiuτKpγpy1q´1 ¨ γpyq ¨ p0, 0, uqq du dy1, (10.49)
where pϕpy1, τq “ xϕypτq is the Fourier transform of t ÞÑ ϕpy, sq at τ . Motivated by final
line above, we define the horizontally even kernels
kK,τ ppq :“
ż
e´2πiuτKpp ¨ p0, 0, uqq du, τ P R, (10.50)
so that ż
e´2πiuτKpγpy1q´1 ¨ γpyq ¨ p0, 0, uqq du “ kK,τ pγpy1q´1 ¨ γpyqq. (10.51)
It turns out that the τ -dependence leads to technical issues, so we wish to reduce it. To
this end, for r ą 0, define the auxiliary kernels Krpz, tq :“ r´2Kpr´1z, r´2tq, and note
that Kr satisfies the same kernel estimates (10.35)-(10.36) as K does, and with constants
independent of r ą 0. With this notation, plus writing ρ :“a|τ | and changing variables
from u to u{|τ |, we have
kK,τ ppq “
ż
e´2πiu sgnpτqpKρqpδρppq ¨ p0, 0, uqq dθ “ kKρ,sgnpτqpδρppqq. (10.52)
The right hand side refers to a kernel of the same type as kK,τ above, with τ “ 1, and
with K replaced by the "renormalised" kernel Kρ. Combining (10.49)-(10.52), we find
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that yTjϕpy, τq “ ż pϕpy1, τqDA,jpy, y1qkKρ,sgnpτqpδρpγpy1q´1 ¨ γpyqqq dy1,
and consequently (changing variables y ÞÑ x{ρ and y1 ÞÑ x1{ρ),
(10.47) “
ż
1
ρ
ż ˇˇˇˇ
Bx
ż pϕ´x1
ρ
, τ
¯
DA,j
´
x
ρ
, x
1
ρ
¯
kKρ,sgnpτqpδρpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqqq dx1 dx1
ˇˇˇˇ2
dx dτ.
We remark that, repeating the arguments above verbatim, one sees that (10.48) also
equals the displayed formula above, except that the "Bx" should be removed. This ex-
pression looks unwieldy, but it can be substantially simplified. First, we fix τ ‰ 0 and
define ψτ pxq :“ pϕ px{ρ, τq. We then claim, for τ ‰ 0 fixed, thatż ˇˇˇˇ
Bx
ż
ψτ px1qDA,j
´
x
ρ
, x
1
ρ
¯
kρ´1K,sgnpτqpδρpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqqq dx1 dy1
ˇˇˇˇ2
dx . }ψτ }22, (10.53)
where the implicit constants may depend onA,B,Cn, C‹. Once (10.53) has been verified,
we may infer that
(10.47) .A,B,Cn,C‹
ż
1
ρ
ż
|ψτ pxq|2 dx dτ “
ĳ
|pϕpx, τq|2 dx dτ “ }ϕ}22,
as desired. To deal with (10.48), the same argument as above shows that it suffices to
prove the following estimate:ż ˇˇˇˇż
ψτ px1qDA,j
´
x
ρ
, x
1
ρ
¯
kρ´1K,sgnpτqpδρpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqqq dx1 dy1
ˇˇˇˇ2
dx . }ψτ }22. (10.54)
The only difference between (10.47) and (10.54) is the presence, or lack, of "Bx". Heuris-
tically, this makes (10.53) into a rather delicate statement regarding singular integrals,
whereas (10.54) can be, eventually, handled by maximal function estimates.
To prove (10.53)-(10.54), we abbreviate ψτ “: ψ and k :“ kKρ,sgnpτq. It might look like
we are completely sweeping the τ -dependence under the carpet, but all we will use is
that k is a kernel of the form kK,1 or kK,´1 (as in (10.50)) associated to some horizontally
even kernelK satisfying (10.35) (and (10.36) in the second part of the theorem).
By direct computation, we moreover observe that
DA,j
´
x
ρ
, x
1
ρ
¯
“ DAρ,jpx, x1q, j P t1, 2u, x, x1 P R,
where Aρpxq “ ρ ¨Apx{ρq, and
δρpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqq “ γρpx1q´1 ¨ γρpxq, x, x1 P R,
where
γρpxq “
ˆ
Bρpxq, x,´x2Bρpxq `
ż x
0
Bρprq dr
˙
.
SinceAρ, Bρ have the same Lipschitz constants asA andB, and this is all the information
our bounds will depend on, we may further abbreviate DAρ,j :“ DA,j and γρ :“ γ.
With this notation, (10.53) and (10.54) are equivalent toż ˇˇˇˇ
Bx
ż
ψpx1qDA,jpx, x1qkpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqq dx1
ˇˇˇˇ2
dx .A,B,Cn,C‹ }ψ}22 (10.55)
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and ż ˇˇˇˇż
ψpx1qDA,jpx, x1qkpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqq dx1
ˇˇˇˇ2
dx .A,C1,C2 }ψ}22, (10.56)
respectively.
To make further progress, we examine the kernel k more closely. We claim that k is a
horizontally even kernel (this is immediate from the definition) satisfying
|∇nkpz, tq| . Cn|z|´n, pz, tq P H z t|z| “ 0u (10.57)
for all n ě 1, and
|kpz, tq| . pC1 ` C2qmintln` 1|z| ` 1, |z|´2u. (10.58)
If (10.36) is assumed, then (10.58) can be further upgraded to
|kpz, tq| . mintC‹, C2|z|´2u. (10.59)
In fact, the decay for |z| " 1 could be much improved, but we will not need this.
The cases n ě 1 are completely straightforward, using the uniform kernel estimates
(10.35) forK “ Kρ:
|∇nkpz, tq| ď
ż
|∇nKpz, t` uq| du ď Cn
ż
du
}pz, t` uq}n`2
u ÞÑ|z|2v“ Cn
ż |z|2 dv
p|z|4 ` 16|z|4v2qpn`2q{4 (10.60)
“ Cn|z|n
ż
dv
p1` 16v2qpn`2q{4 .
The final integral is uniformly bounded for n ě 1, and this gives (10.57) for n ě 1. We
note that, as a corollary, also
|Bykpz, tq|, |Bxkpz, tq| . pC1 `C2q|z|´1, (10.61)
using that Bx “ X ` py{2qBt “ X ` py{2qpXY ´ Y Xq and By “ Y ´ px{2qBt.
To handle the case n “ 0, we first integrate by parts:
|kpz, tq| ď 1
2π
ż
|BtKpz, t` uq| du ď 1
2π
ż
|∇2Kpz, t` uq| du . C2|z|2 . (10.62)
This gives the decay at infinity claimed in (10.58)-(10.59). The uniform bound claimed
in (10.59) is immediate from the definition of the constant C‹, so it remains to verify
the logarithmic blow-up at 0 stated in (10.58). We already know from (10.62) that if
|z0| “ 1, then |kpz0, tq| . C2, and on the other hand |∇zkpz, tq| . pC1 ` C2q|z|´1 by
(10.61). Therefore, if z “ |z|z0 P Bp1q z t0u with 0 ă |z| ă 1, we may write
|kpz, tq ´ kpz0, tq| ď
ż 1
|z|
|∇zkprz0, tq| dr . pC1 ` C2q
ż 1
|z|
dr
r
“ pC1 ` C2q ln 1|z| .
This completes the proof of the estimate (10.58).
The proof of (10.56) is now rather immediate: we simply put absolute values inside
and first estimate }DA,j}L8pRˆRq . LippAq. Then, we note that the z-component of
γpx1q´1 ¨ γpxq is at least |x´ x1|, so
(10.56) .A,C1,C2
ż ˆż
|ψpx1q|mintln` 1|x´x1| ` 1, |x´ x1|´2u dx1
˙2
dx.
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But x ÞÑ mintln` |x|´1 ` 1, |x|´2u P L1pRq, so the RHS is dominated by }ψ}22 by Young’s
convolution inequality. This completes the proof of (10.56), and hence (10.48). Note that
this estimate did not involve the constant C‹, so it holds as long as K satisfies (10.35).
Now we move to the more delicate estimate (10.55), where the first task will be to
calculate the derivative
Bx
“
kpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqqDA,jpx, x1q
‰ “ rBxkpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqqs ¨DA,jpx, x1q (10.63)
` kpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqq ¨ rBxDA,jpx, x1qs. (10.64)
Note that if DA,jpx, x1q ” 1 (this corresponds to the first part of the theorem, where
we only consider the kernel KB , and not KBDA,j), the term on line (10.64) vanishes
identically. And, as we will see immediately below, handling the term (10.64) is the only
place in the proof where the stronger "C‹"-kernel assumption (10.36) is required.
We note that the derivative BxDAjpx, x1q is a linear combination of
A1pxq
x´ x1 ,
DA,1px, x1q
px´ x1q and
DA,2px, x1q
x´ x1
for a.e. x P R (where in fact A “ Aρ). This means that once the term coming from (10.64)
is placed into the LHS of (10.55), we will face the sum of expressions of the formż ˇˇˇˇż
ψpx1qkpγpx
1q´1 ¨ γpxqq
2px´ x1q DApx, x
1qDA,jpx, x1q dx1
ˇˇˇˇ2
dx, (10.65)
whereDApx, x1q P tA1pxq,DA,1px, x1q,DA,2px, x1qu. Recalling from (10.59) that k P C8pH z t|z| “
0uq is a horizontally even L8-function, the kernel
px, x1q ÞÑ kpγpx
1q´1 ¨ γpxqq
2px´ x1q DApx, x
1qDA,jpx, x1q
in (10.65) is essentially of the type treated by [26, Theorem 4.3]; we recall the result, and
what "essentially" means in Remark 10.69. This theorem then states that
(10.65) .A,B,Cn,C‹ }ψ}22. (10.66)
Of course, it is critical here that the Lipschitz constants of Aρ and Bρ (hiding in the defi-
nition of γ “ γρ) are no larger than those of A and B, respectively.
Next, we consider the term coming from (10.63). We claim that this term can be han-
dled without the "C‹" kernel assumption. Unwrapping the definitions (in particular,
recall that k “ kKρ,sgnpτq is a kernel of the type defined in (10.50)), and differentiating
under the integral sign, we find Bxkpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqq “ż
e´2πiu sgnpτqBx
«
x ÞÑ K
˜
Bpxq ´Bpx1q, x´ x1, u`
ż x1
x
Bpxq`Bpx1q´2Bpθq
2
dθ
¸ff
du,
where in fact γ “ γρ, K “ Kρ, and B “ Bρ. A direct calculation shows that the RHS is a
linear combination of terms of the form
DBpx, x1q
ż
e´2πiu sgnpτqK
˜
Bpxq ´Bpx1q, x´ x1, u`
ż x1
x
Bpxq`Bpx1q´2Bpθq
2
dθ
¸
du
“ DBpx, x1q
ż
e´2πiu sgnpτqKpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxq ¨ p0, 0, uqq du, (10.67)
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where K P tBxK, ByK, yBtKu and
DBpx, x1q P
 
const, B1pxq,DB,1px, x1q
(
.
Since K was assumed horizontally even, every K, as above, is horizontally odd, and it
follows from the estimates in (10.35) that
|Kppq| . Cn}p}´3´n, p P H z t0u, n ě 0.
The kernels appearing in (10.67), namely
κppq :“
ż
e´2πiu sgnpτqKpp ¨ p0, 0, uqq du,
are therefore also horizontally odd, and satisfy |∇nκpz, tq| . Cn|z|´1´n for pz, tq P H
with z ‰ 0, and n ě 0. These estimates follow by repeating the computations in (10.60),
and the "C‹"-constant is not required. Heuristically, the point is that when K is a 3-
dimensional kernel to begin with, then κ turns out to be a 1-dimensional kernel. How-
ever, in the computations surrounding (10.60), the kernelK was only 2-dimensional, and
the "0-dimensionality" of k is a more delicate point.
Now, plugging in the contribution from (10.63) to (10.53), and rewriting Bxkτ pγpx1q´1 ¨
γpxqq as we have done in (10.67), we find terms of the formż ˇˇˇˇż
ψpy1qκpγpy1q´1 ¨ γpyqqDA,jpy, y1qDBpy, y1q dy
ˇˇˇˇ2
dy. (10.68)
As before, [26, Theorem 4.3] applied to the kernels
px, x1q ÞÑ κpγpx1q´1 ¨ γpxqqDA,2px, x1qDBpx, x1q
shows that
(10.68) . }ψ}22.
(See Remark 10.69 for similar provisos as we needed to reach (10.66).) We have now
established (10.55), and hence completed the proof of the theorem.
We close with a brief summary. The theorem claimed thatKBpw, vq induces a bounded
operator L2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q only assuming the kernel estimates (10.35). This worked,
because (i) the easier estimate (10.48) (even for the kernelsKBDA,jpw, vq) did not require
the kernels k to be bounded (the logarithmic singularity at 0was manageable), and (b) in
the more difficult estimate (10.47), the only term requiring the boundedness of k (namely
(10.64)) vanished. For a general Lipschitz functionA : RÑ R, however, our proof needed
the kernel k to be an L8-function, and this is simply not true without the additional
kernel assumption (10.36). For example, if K “ G, one finds that |kpz, tq| „ K0pπ2 |z|2q,
where K0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of index zero (this function
appears prominently in Section 14). The functionK0 indeed has a logarithmic singularity
at the 0, which shows that the estimate (10.58) is fairly optimal near the origin.
Remark 10.69. The proof of Theorem 10.34 made two references to [26, Theorem 4.3],
which states the following. If k P C8pH z t|z| “ 0uq is a horizontally odd kernel satisfying
|∇nkpz, tq| .n |z|´1´n for z P R2 z t0u, and A,B : RÑ R are Lipschitz functions, then the
kernelsKBDA,1 andKBDA,2 yield operators bounded onL
2pRq, whereDA,j are the same
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L8-factors which appear in the statement of Theorem 10.34, and
KBpy, y1q “ k
˜
Bpyq ´Bpy1q, y ´ y1,
ż y1
y
Bpyq `Bpy1q ´ 2Bpθq
2
dθ
¸
.
In (10.65), we needed two mild extensions of this result. First, in place of k above, we
had an an even "0-dimensional" kernel k P C8pH z t|z| “ 0uq satisfying |kpz, tq| .n |z|´n,
and KB is replaced by
rKBpy, y1q “ 1
y ´ y1 ¨ k
˜
Bpyq ´Bpy1q, y ´ y1,
ż y1
y
Bpyq `Bpy1q ´ 2Bpθq
2
dθ
¸
.
Second, we needed to know that rKBDA1DA2 yields an operator bounded on L2pRq with
two distinct factorsDA1 ,DA2 of the familiar kind. The extension to twoDA,j-factors was
also needed in the second application of [26, Theorem 4.3], right after (10.68).
The extension to two – or more – factors DA,j requires only notational changes in the
proof of [26, Theorem 4.3], and this is even mentioned in [26, Remark 4.5]. In fact, the
presence of a single factor causes small technicalities, explained in [26, Remark 4.58], but
any number of further factors can be dealt with in the same way.
How about the difference between the kernels KB and rKB? The proof presented for
KB in [26] only requires one change: as the argument begins right after the statement of
[26, Theorem 4.3], one needs to replace the auxiliary function
”κpu; θ1, θ2q :“ χpθ1, θ2qkpu, u ¨ p2Lθ1q, u2 ¨ p4L2θ2qq”
by the function
”κpu; θ1, θ2q “ χpθ1, θ2q
u
kpu, u ¨ p2Lθ1q, u2 ¨ p4L2θ2qq”.
After this change, the argument works verbatim. The horizontal evenness of k implies
that κ is an odd function of u. Consequently, also using the smoothness of k away from
t|z| “ 0u, the kernels "κn" appearing shortly afterwards are odd 1-dimensional standard
kernels, whose kernel constants decay rapidly as |n| Ñ 8. The properties of the kernels
in [26] are only needed to derive these facts, and they remain true in our setting.
11. CONTINUITY UP TO THE BOUNDARY
Our main results, Theorems 1.8 and 1.13, yield solutions to the Dirichlet problem (1.2)
which converge to the boundary values "g" non-tangentially σ a.e. The main question
in this section is: can the a.e. non-tangential convergence be upgraded to classical con-
vergence (everywhere), assuming that g P CpBΩq? Besides being a natural question, a
positive answer would, and will, be useful in the proof of Theorem 1.17, concerning the
uniqueness in the Dirichlet problem. Theorem 11.1 answers the question affirmatively
if BΩ is smooth. The Lipschitz case remains open. Fortunately, the smooth case will be
sufficient for the application in Theorem 1.17, see Section 12.
Recall that if Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu is a flag domain, and u : Ω Ñ C is a function,
typically △5-harmonic, then the radial limit of u at p P BΩ (along Ω “ dompuq) is
uradppq :“ lim
tÑ0`
upp ¨ p´t, 0, 0qq,
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whenever the limit exists. We also recall from Section 4.2 the radial maximal function
pNraduqppq :“ sup
rą0
|upp ¨ p´r, 0, 0qq|.
Theorem 11.1. Let A P C8pRq, Ω :“ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu, and σ :“ |BΩ|H. Let g P CpBΩq,
and let u : Ω Ñ C be a △5-harmonic function such that uradppq “ gppq for σ a.e. p P BΩ. If
Nradu P L1locpσq, then u P CpΩq.
The proof of Theorem 11.1 relies on the existence and boundary regularity of Green’s
function in bounded domains in D Ă H. We briefly recall the definition. Fix p P D, and
let u “ uD,p be the Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution (see [6, §6.7]) to the Dirichlet problem#
△5u “ 0 in D,
u|BD “ Gpp´1 ¨ qq.
(11.2)
As always, G is the fundamental solution of ´△5. The function GDpp, qq :“ Gpp´1 ¨
qq ´ uD,ppqq is known as Green’s function for D. As explained in [6, §9.2], in particular [6,
Theorem 9.2.4], Green’s functionGDpp, ¨q equalsGpp´1¨qminus the greatest△5-harmonic
minorant ofGpp´1¨q inD; in particular 0 ď GDpp, qq ď Gpp´1 ¨ qq for all p, q P D. Also, [6,
Proposition 9.2.10] states that Green’s function is symmetric:
GDpp, qq “ GDpq, pq, p, q P D. (11.3)
Green’s function will be used via the following classical representation formula:
Lemma 11.4. Let D Ă H be an open set with locally finite H-perimeter, and let u P C2c pDq.
Then,
uppq “ ´
ż
D
GDpp, qqp△5uqpqq dq, p P D.
Proof. We give a slightly formal argument; see [22, p. 34] for full details. Fix p P D, and
define the horizontal vector field V P C1c pDq by
V pqq :“ upqq∇rq ÞÑ GDpp, qqs ´GDpp, qq∇upqq, q P D z tpu.
Then div5V pqq “ ´upqq ¨ δp ´GDpp, qqp△5uqpqq, so the divergence theorem in [31] yields
´uppq ´
ż
D
GDpp, qqp△5uqpqq dq “
ż
div5V pqq dq “ ´
ż
BD
xV, νy d|BD|H “ 0,
since V P C1c pDq. Rearranging terms yields the claim. 
Before turning to further properties of Green’s functions, we record another useful
consequence of the divergence theorem:
Lemma 11.5. Let D Ă H be an open set with locally finite H-perimeter, let u, v P C1pDq, and
let η P C2c pDq. Then,ż
ux∇v,∇ηy dp “ ´
ż
x∇u,∇ηyv dp´
ż
D
uvp△5ηq dp.
Proof. Consider the horizontal vector field V :“ uv∇η P C1c pDq, and note that
div5V “ ux∇v,∇ηy ` vx∇u,∇ηy ` uv△5 η.
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The claim follows from ż
div5V ppq dp “ ´
ż
BD
xV, νy dσ “ 0
by rearranging terms. 
Before the next lemma, we recall the definition of regular points for the Dirichlet problem:
Definition 11.6. Let D Ă H be a bounded domain. A point p0 P BD is a regular point
for the Dirichlet problem, denoted p0 P rBDsreg, if the Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution of any
Dirichlet problem in D with continuous boundary data is continuous at p0.
As a special case of the definition, and the symmetry property (11.3), one has
lim
pÑp0
GDpp, qq “ lim
pÑp0
GDpq, pq “ 0, p0 P rBDsreg. (11.7)
Lemma 11.8. Let D Ă H be a bounded domain, and let GD be Green’s function for D. Let
Zq “ Xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xis be a horizontal derivative acting on the variable "q". Then
lim
pÑp0
ZqGDpp, qq “ 0
for all q P D, and for all p0 P rBDsreg.
So, if we define ZqGDp¨, qq|BD ” 0, then ZqGDp¨, qq P CpD Y rBDsregq for all q P D.
Proof of Lemma 11.8. We apply a sub-elliptic Schauder estimate due to Capogna, Garo-
falo, and Nhieu [43, Corollary 5.3]: if D Ă H is a bounded open set, u : D Ñ r0,8q
is a non-negative △5-harmonic function, and q P D and 0 ă r ă rpDq are such that
Bpq, Crq Ă D for a sufficiently large absolute constant C ě 1, then |Zupqq| .D,s r´supqq.
Here Z “ Xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xis withXij P tX,Y u.
We apply the inequality to the non-negative △5-harmonic function q ÞÑ GDpp, qq, q P
D z tpu. Fix r0 ą 0 so small that Bpq, Cr0q Ă D, and take p so close to p0 that also
Bpq, Cr0q Ă D ztpu. We then infer from the Schauder estimate that
|ZqGDpp, qq| .D,r0,s GDpp, qq. (11.9)
Since the implicit constant in (11.9) is independent of p (for p close enough to p0), and
GDpp, qq Ñ 0 as pÑ p0 for p0 P rBDsreg, recalling (11.7), we see that also ZqGDpp, qq Ñ 0
as pÑ p0. 
Remark 11.10. If Ω Ă H is a smooth flag domain, D Ă H is a bounded domain, and
BD X Bpp0, rq “ BΩ X Bpp0, rq for some p0 P BD X BΩ and r ą 0, then p0 P rBDsreg. In
particularGDpp, qq Ñ 0 as pÑ p0. This is because the point p P BD then satisfies the outer
(Korányi) ball condition, and the regularity can be established via the classical method of
barrier functions. The statement is [6, Ex. 9, §7], and the use of barrier functions is
explained earlier in that section, see also [6, Theorem 6.10.4].
We then prove Theorem 11.1.
Proof of Theorem 11.1. Fix p0 P BΩ, let V0 Q p be any bounded open neighbourhood, and
writeD :“ V0 XΩ. We will need the following estimates for Green’s function GD (this is
where the proof breaks for general flag domains): there is a radius r0 ą 0 such that
GDpp, ¨q P LippD¯ XBpp0, 3r0q zBpp, ǫqq, p P D XBpp0, r0q, ǫ ą 0, (11.11)
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(of course we define GDpp, ¨q|BD ” 0), and
|∇qGDpp, qq| .D,r0 1, p P D XBpp0, r0q, q P D XApp0, 2r0, 3r0q. (11.12)
Here App0, 2r03r0q “ Bpp0, 3r0q z B¯pp0, 2r0q, and the radius r0 ą 0 is chosen (at least) so
small that
BD XBpp0, 10r0q “ BΩ XBpp0, 10r0q.
In particular, BDXBpp0, 10r0q Ă rBDsreg by Remark 11.10. The property (11.11) will only
be needed to deduce thatGDpp, qq .p distpq, BDq, for q P D¯XBpp0, 3r0q away from p, and
we are not interested in the p-dependence of the implicit constant. The property (11.12)
is more delicate: both p and q are allowed to approach BD withinDXBpp0, 3r0qwithout
|∇qGDpp, qq| blowing up, as long dpp, qq stays bounded from below.
There are at least two "well-known" ways to justify (11.11)-(11.12) for some r0 ą 0
small enough (any r0 ą 0 is fine for us). The first one is to chooseD so that it satisfies the
uniform outer ball condition (UOBC) of Lanconelli-Uguzzoni [52] and Capogna-Garofalo-
Nhieu [10]. This means that every point p P BD has an associated Korányi ball Bp Ă
H zD with p P BBp, with a uniform lower bound on diampBpq. In this case, properties
(11.11)-(11.12) hold by [52, Theorem 3.6] and [10, Theorems 4.1-4.2].
The UOBC is quite strict, and it may not be comfortable to check, in full detail, that D
can be chosen in this manner. Instead, we suggest looking at the proof of [10, Theorem
4.2] and noting that the estimates are local: if the UOBC holds for BD X Bpp0, 10r0q “
BΩXBpp0, 10r0q, then the bounds forGDpp, qq and∇qGDpp, qq hold inDXBpp0, 3r0q, in
the sense specified in (11.11)-(11.12). Justifying the outer ball condition (locally) for BΩ is
easy: instead of finding, directly, Korányi balls tangent to to BΩ, note that the projections
of such balls to the xy-plane are standard Euclidean discs, and the projection of BΩ is the
graph "Γ" of a C8pRq-function. Then, choose Euclidean discs tangent to Γ (with radii
bounded from below by local upper bounds on the curvature of Γ), and lift them back to
H to find large Korányi balls in H zΩ tangent to BΩ.
An alternative strategy to prove (11.11)-(11.12) is to apply a result of Jerison, [38, The-
orem (7.1)], which states that the derivatives of GDpp, ¨q of all orders are continuous up
to BD at non-characteristic points (in particular near BD X Bpp0, 10r0q). To obtain the
quantitative bound (11.12), one needs to look inside the proof, and use the estimate [38,
(7.2)], which in our terminlory states the following:
}φ ¨GDpp, ¨q}Γβ`2pD¯q .D,φ,ψ }ψ ¨GDpp, ¨q}L2pDq, β ą 0, 2 (11.13)
where φ,ψ P C8c pHq satisfy p R sptψ, psptψq X BD is non-characteristic, and ψ|sptφ ” 1.
To obtain (11.12), one has to choose φ « ψ « 1App0,2r0,3r0q. In English, (11.13) then states
that all horizontal derivatives of φ ¨GDpp, ¨q are continuous on D¯, and their Hölder norms
are controlled by }ψ ¨GDpp, ¨q}2. ButGDpp, qq . dpp, qq´2, so
}ψ ¨GDpp, ¨q}2 .r0 }q ÞÑ ψpqq ¨ dpp, qq´2}8 .r0 1
whenever p P D X Bpp0, r0q, and taking ψ « 1App0,2r0,3r0q as stated above. Therefore
(11.13) yields (11.12) (and similar bounds for derivatives of all orders, if desired).
After these preliminaries on GD, we may now begin the proof of Theorem 11.1 in
earnest. Recall that u was a △5-harmonic function in Ω with radial limits σ a.e. equal
2The RHS of Jerison’s estimate also involves certain functions "f" and "g", but they are identically zero in
our situation; in fact f “ △5GDpp, ¨q and g “ GDpp, ¨q|BD .
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to g P CpBΩq. We plan to prove that u P CpΩ¯ X Bpp0, r0qq by showing that u ´ v P
CpΩ¯XBpp0, r0qq for a certain function v P CpD¯XBpp0, 10r0qq, which we now introduce:
let v : D Ñ R be the Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution to the following Dirichlet problem in
D: #
△5v “ 0 in D,
v|BD “ g˜.
Here g˜ ” g in Bpp0, 10r0q, and we do not care about the values of g˜ in other parts of BD,
as long as g˜ P CpBDq. We remark that Perron-Brelot-Wiener solutions enjoy a maximum
principle: }v}L8pDq ď }g˜}L8pBΩq ă 8. Since BD X Bpp0, 10r0q consists of regular points
for the Dirichlet problem (recall that this part of BD is non-characteristic), we also have
v P CpD¯ XBpp0, 10r0qq.
So, it remains to show that u´ v P CpD¯ XBpp0, r0qq. This means showing that u´ v has
classical limits equal to 0 on BD XBpp0, r0q.
We define some auxiliary cut-off functions. The first one is any ψ P C8c pBpp0, 3r0qq
with the properties that 0 ď ψ ď 1 and ψppq “ 1 for all p P Bpp0, 2r0q. To define further
auxiliary functions, we first recall the interior domains
Ωj :“ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyq ´ 2´ju.
Then, we define a family of functions tϕjujPN Ă C8pΩqwith the following properties:
‚ 1Ωj ď ϕj ď 1Ωj`1 ,
‚ }∇ϕj}8 . 2j and }∇2ϕj}8 . 22j (these estimates only need to hold inBpp0, 10r0q).
We also set ηj :“ ϕjψ P C8c pDq. Clearly ηj Ñ ψ ¨ 1Ω as j Ñ 8, and ηj satisfies the same
derivative estimates as ϕj , up to multiplicative constants depending on r0.
Fix p P DXBpp0, r0q, write w :“ u´ v and wj :“ ηjw P C8c pDq, and apply Lemma 11.4
to represent wj in terms of Green’s function:
uppq ´ vppq “ lim
jÑ8
wjppq “ ´ lim
jÑ8
ż
D
GDpp, qqp△5wjqpqq dq “: ´ lim
jÑ8
Ijppq. (11.14)
We record that
p△5wjqpqq “ p△5ηjqpqqwpqq ` 2x∇wpqq,∇ηjpqqy, q P D,
so
Ijppq “
ż
D
GDpp, qqp△5ηjqpqqwpqq dq ` 2
ż
D
x∇wpqq,∇ηjpqqyGDpp, qq dq.
We denote the first term on the RHS by I1j ppq. Regarding the second term, we note that
ηj “ ϕjψ is constant on a neighbourhood of p P D X Bpp0, r0q for all j P N large enough
(since ψ is), so the integrand vanishes on a neighbourhood of p. Therefore Lemma 11.5 is
applicable with "u :“ Gpp, ¨q", "η :“ ηj", and "v :“ w", despite the singularity of GDpp, qq
at p, and shows thatż
D
x∇wpqq,∇ηjpqqyGDpp, qq dq “ ´
ż
D
x∇qGDpp, qq,∇ηjpqqywpqq dq ´ I1j ppq.
We denote the integral on the RHS by I2j ppq, and so we have shown that
uppq ´ vppq “ lim
jÑ8
“
I1j ppq ` 2I2j ppq
‰
, p P D XBpp0, r0q,
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assuming that the limit exists. This will be clarified below. Sending j Ñ8 formally, and
recalling that ηj Ñ ψ ¨ 1Ω, one expects (and we will soon prove) that
I1ppq :“ lim
jÑ8
I1j ppq “
ż
DXApp0,2r0,3r0q
GDpp, qqwpqqp△5ψqpqq dq (11.15)
and
I2ppq :“ lim
jÑ8
I2j ppq “
ż
DXApp0,2r0,3r0q
x∇qGDpp, qq,∇ψpqqywpqq dq (11.16)
for all p P DXBpp0, r0q. We already took, in (11.15)-(11.16), into account that the function
ψ is non-constant only in the annulus App0, 2r0, 3r0q. The integrals on the right hand
sides of (11.15)-(11.16) are absolutely convergent for all p P DXBpp0, r0q by virtue of the
following estimates:
‚ |GDpp, qq| . dpp, qq´2 .r0 1 for p P DXBpp0, r0q and q P DXApp0, 2r0, 3r0q, since
Green’s function is always dominated by the fundamental solution,
‚ |∇qGDpp, qq| .D,r0 1 for p P D XBpp0, r0q and q P D XApp0, 2r0, 3r0q by (11.12),
‚ w P L1pDq. To see this, we apply the Fubini formula (6.11) with "Γ “ BΩ" and
"g “ w1D". We define the (bounded) set rBΩsD :“ tξ P BΩ : pξ ¨ p´r, 0, 0qq P
D for some r ą 0u, and then (6.11) impliesż
D
|wpqq| dq ď
ż
rBΩsD
ż 8
0
p|w|1Dqpξ ¨ p´r, 0, 0qq dr dσpξq .diampDq
ż
rBΩsD
Nradw dσ ă 8,
using the main assumption Nradu P L1locpBΩq, and also that }v}L8pDq ă 8, which
followed from the maximum principle for Perron-Wiener-Brelot solutions.
Before establishing (11.15)-(11.16), let us use them to conclude the proof of the theo-
rem. We claim that
lim
DQpÑp0
I1ppq “ 0 “ lim
DQpÑp0
I2ppq, p0 P BD XBpp0, r0q, (11.17)
where the limits are classical. Since u´v “ w “ I1`2I2 inDXBpp0, r0q by (11.14)-(11.16),
this will show that u ´ v has vanishing classical limits on BD X Bpp0, r0q, as desired. To
prove (11.17), we first recall from Lemma 11.8 that
lim
DQpÑp0
GDpp, qq “ 0 “ lim
DQpÑp0
∇qGDpp, qq, q P D, p0 P D¯ XBpp0, r0q,
because BD X Bpp0, 10r0q Ă rBDsreg. Moreover, since w P L1pDq, and the other factors
in the integrands in (11.15)-(11.16) are uniformly bounded for p P D X Bpp0, r0q and
q P D XApp0, 2r0, 3r0q, dominated convergence applies and proves (11.17).
It remains to prove (11.15)-(11.16).
11.0.1. Proof of (11.15). Recalling that ηj |Ωj “ ψ, and that ψ is a constant outside the
annulus App0, 2r0, 3r0q, we may write
I1j ppq “
ż
D zΩj
GDpp, qqp△5ηjqpqqwpqq dq `
ż
DXΩj
GDpp, qqp△5ψqpqqwpqq dq
“: I1,0j ppq `
ż
DXΩjXApp0,2r0,3r0q
GDpp, qqwpqqp△5ψqpqq dq, p P Bpp0, r0q.
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The second term evidently converges to the RHS of (11.15) as j Ñ 8, since GDpp, ¨q P
CpD¯ XApp0, 2r0, 3r0qq, and ψ P C8c pHq, and w P L1pDq. In other words,
lim
jÑ8
I1j ppq “ lim
jÑ8
I
1,0
j ppq `
ż
DXApp0,2r0,3r0q
GDpp, qqp△5ψqpqqwpqq dq.
So, to prove (11.15), it remains to show that
lim
jÑ8
|I1,0j ppq| . lim sup
jÑ8
22j
ż
DXBpp0,3r0q zΩj
|GDpp, qq||wpqq| dq “ 0.
To see this, we use that that GDpp, ¨q P LippD¯XBpp0, 3r0q zΩjq by (11.11) (for all j P N so
large that p P Ωj´1), and GDpp, qq “ 0 for all q P BD. It follows that |GDpp, qq| .p 2´j for
all q P D XBpp0, 3r0q zΩj , and hence
|I1,0j ppq| .p 2j
ż
DXBpp0,3r0q zΩj
|wpqq| dq (11.18)
ď
ż
rBΩsDXBpp0,3r0q
2j
ż 8
0
p|w|1D zΩj qpξ ¨ p´r, 0, 0qq dr dσpξq
“:
ż
rBΩsDXBpp0,3r0q
Jjpξq dσpξq.
Here we used, again, the Fubini formula (6.11), and denoted
rBΩsDXBpp0,3r0q :“ tξ P BD : pξ ¨ p´r, 0, 0qq P D XBpp0, 3r0q for some r ą 0u.
Note that rBΩsDXBpp0,3r0q Ă BD X Bpp0, 10r0q, so w “ u´ v has vanishing radial limits σ
a.e. on rBΩsDXBpp0,3r0q. Since moreover
L1ptr ą 0 : pξ ¨ p´r, 0, 0qq P D zΩjuq .D 2´j , ξ P rBΩsDXBpp0,3r0q,
we infer that Jjpξq Ñ 0 for σ a.e. ξ P rBΩsDXBpp0,3r0q as j Ñ 8. Moreover,
Jjpξq .D pNradwqpξq P L1pBD XBpp0, 10r0qq,
so dominated convergence applies and shows that |I1,0j ppq| Ñ 0 as j Ñ8.
11.0.2. Proof of (11.16). We start with a splitting familiar from the previous case, writing
I2j ppq “ I2,0j ppq `
ż
DXΩj
x∇qGDpp, qq,∇ψpqqywpqq dq, p P D XBpp0, r0q,
where
I
2,0
j ppq “
ż
D zΩj
x∇qGDpp, qq,∇ηjpqqywpqq dq.
Again, the plan is to show that I2,0j ppq Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8. Evidently the limit of the sec-
ond term is the desired RHS of (11.16), since the integrand is in L1pDq by the argument
under (11.16). To prove that I2,0j ppq Ñ 0, we use the bounds |∇qGDpp, qq| .D,r0 1 and
}∇ηj}L8 .r0 2j1Bpp0,3r0q to deduce that
|I2,0j ppq| .D,p,r0 2j
ż
DXBpp0,3r0q zΩj
|wpqq| dq.
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From this point on, one may follow the argument starting at (11.18). The proof of Theo-
rem 11.1 is complete. 
12. UNIQUENESS IN THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.17, which we repeat here:
Theorem 12.1. Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H. Let u P C8pΩq be
a△5-harmonic function with Nradu P L2pσq, whose radial limits vanish σ a.e. on BΩ. Then u is
the zero function.
Proof. We follow [37, Section 6] very closely. Write L :“ LippAq. Let ψ P C8c pRq be
a standard bump function, that is, 0 ď ψ . 1r´1,1s and
ş
ψ “ 1. For δ ą 0, write
ψδpxq :“ δ´1ψpx{δq, and define the L-Lipschitz maps
Aj :“ A ˚ ψc2´j ´ 2´j P C8pRq, j P N.
Here c „ 1{L has been chosen so small that }A ˚ ψc2´j ´ A}8 ă 2´j , which implies that
Aj ă A. Let Ωj :“ tpx, y, tq : x ă Ajpyqu Ă Ω be the flag domain bounded by Aj , and
write σj :“ |BΩj |H. In Section 8, where the smoothness of Aj played no role, we had the
convenient relation σj “ Φj7ψ, where Φj was simply right translation by the constant
vector p´2´j , 0, 0q. We need a similar relationship here, but the map Φj is necessarily a
bit more complicated, since BΩj is not just a translate of BΩ. Let L :“ tpx, 0, 0q : x P Ru.
For p “ pApyq, y, tq P BΩ, let Φjppq P BΩj be the unique point determined by
Φjppq P BΩj X pp ¨ Lq.
To see that the point is unique, consider the projection πpx, y, tq “ px, yq, and note that
πpp ¨ Lq Ă R2 is the line parallel to the x-axis containing pApyq, yq. But since πpBΩjq “
tpAjpyq, yq : y P Ru is also a graph over the y-axis, the intersection πpBΩjq X πpp ¨ Lq
contains only the point pAjpyq, yq, and so BΩj X pp ¨ Lq contains exactly one point of the
form pAjpyq, y, τpt, yqq for some τpt, yq P R.
It moreover turns out that τpt, yq “ τp0, yq ` t, so Φj actually has the form
ΦjpApyq, y, tq “ pAjpyq, y, τpyq ` tq, py, tq P R2,
for some (continuous) τ : R Ñ R. The reason is that if p1, p2 P BΩ only differ in the
t-coordinate, thus p1 “ px, y, t1q and p2 “ px, y, t2q, then the lines p1 ¨ L and p2 ¨ L are
vertical translates of each other:
p2 ¨ L “ rp1 ¨ p0, 0, t2 ´ t1qs ¨ L “ pp1 ¨ Lq ¨ p0, 0, t2 ´ t1q.
This implies that if τpyq P R is determined by ΦjpApyq, y, 0q “ pAjpyq, y, τpyqq, then
ΦjpApyq, y, tq “ pAjpyq, y, τpyq ` tq for all t P R, as desired.
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Now we can show that the measures Φj7σ and σj are mutually absolutely continuous
with Radon-Nikodym derivative bounded from below and above by constants depend-
ing only on L. Indeed, if f P CcpBΩjq, f ě 0, thenż
fpzq dΦj7σpzq “
ż
pf ˝ Φjqpzq dσpzq
“
ż ż
pf ˝ ΦjqpApyq, y, tq
a
1`A1pyq2 dy dt
“
ż ż
fpAjpyq, y, τpyq ` tq
a
1`A1pyq2 dt dy
“
ż ż
fpAjpyq, y, tq
a
1`A1pyq2 dt dy „L
ż
fpzq dσjpzq
by the (standard) area formula and Fubini’s theorem. We also remark that since Φjppq P
p ¨ L for all p P BΩ, we have |upΦjppqq| ď pNraduqppq for all u : ΩÑ R and p P BΩ.
For j P N fixed, we let uj P C8pΩjq be the double layer potential solution to the
Dirichlet problem #
△5uj “ 0,
pujq|BΩj “ h|BΩj .
This exists by Theorem 1.8, sinceż
|uppq|2 dσjppq „
ż
|upΦjppqq|2 dσppq ď
ż
|Nraduppq|2 dσppq ă 8. (12.2)
So, uj “ Dfj for some fj P L2pσjq with }fj}L2pσjq . }u}L2pσj q. By Theorem 1.8, the radial
limits of uj on BΩj agree σj a.e. with the function u|BΩj P CpBΩjq, and }Njuj}L2pσjq ă 8,
where Nj is the radial maximal function associated with BΩj . In particular, since Aj P
C8pRq, Theorem 11.1 implies
uj P CpΩjq and uj|BΩj ” u|BΩj . (12.3)
The crux of the following proof will be to show that
u|Ωj ” pujq|Ωj , j P N. (12.4)
Once (12.4) has been established, the rest is easy. Using (12.4) and Corollary 4.11, we
have
}Nju}L2pσjq “ }Njuj}L2pσjq “ }NjpDfjq}L2pσjq . }fj}L2pσjq . }u}L2pσj q.
The right hand side tends to zero as j Ñ 8 by (12.2), dominated convergence, and since
upΦjppqq Ñ 0 for σ a.e. p P BΩ. Consequently,ż
Nraduppq2 dσppq . lim inf
jÑ8
ż
NjupΦjppqq2 dσppq “ lim inf
jÑ8
}Nju}L2pσj q “ 0,
so Nraduppq “ 0 for σ a.e. p P BΩ. In other words, u vanishes on σ a.e. line of the form
p ¨ L. The union of these lines is dense in Ω, so u ” 0 by continuity.
We turn to the proof of (12.4). Write g :“ uj ´ u, so g P CpΩjq with g|BΩj ” 0 by
(12.3), and }Njg}L2pσq ă 8. We claim that g|Ωj ” 0. Since g|BΩj ” 0, we may extend g
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continuously to H by setting g|
H zΩj
” 0. Then, we fix p0 P BΩj and a radius R ą 0, and
consider the Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution to the boundary value problem#
△5w “ 0 in Bpp0, Rq,
w|BBpp0,Rq “ |g|.
By [47, Corollary 10], the boundary of every domain D Ă H satisfying the (uniform)
outer ball condition is regular for the Dirichlet problem, rBDsreg “ BD. Since Bpp0, Rq
satisfies the outer ball condition by [11, Theorem 2.16] or [52, Remark 3.5], we have
rBBpp0, Rqsreg “ BBpp0, Rq, and hence w P CpB¯pp0, Rqq. Evidently w ě 0 in B¯pp0, Rq
by the maximum principle [6, 5.13.4], so since g|BΩj ” 0, we see that
|g||BrΩjXBpp0,Rqs ď w|BrΩjXBpp0,Rqs.
In particular w´g ě 0 and w`g ě 0 on BrΩjXBpp0, Rqs, so also w´g ě 0 and w`g ě 0
in Ωj XBpp0, Rq by another application of the maximum principle. Consequently
|g||ΩjXBpp0,Rq ď w|ΩjXBpp0,Rq. (12.5)
It turns out that w is easier to estimate from above than g, since w has an explicit repre-
sentation via the Poisson kernel of Bpp0, Rq. Indeed, [10, Theorem 4.13] states that
wppq “
ż
BBpp0,Rq
wpqqPRpp, qq dσRpqq “
ż
BBpp0,Rq
|gpqq|PRpp, qq dσRpqq, (12.6)
where σR :“ c ¨ S3|BBpp0,Rq for an appropriate absolute constant c ą 0, and
PRpp, qq “ x∇qGRpp, qq, νRpqqy, p P Bpp0, Rq, q P BBpp0, Rq,
is the Poisson kernel for Bpp0, Rq (see [10, (4.10)]).3 Here Gp0,Rpp, ¨q is Green’s function
for the ball Bpp0, Rq with pole at p P Bpp0, Rq, and νR is the inward-pointing horizontal
normal of Bpp0, Rq. From [10, Theorem 4.2], we infer that
|PRpp, qq| ď |∇qGp0,Rpp, qq| . dpp, qq´3 for p P Bpp0, Rq and σR a.e. q P BBpp0, Rq,
in fact for all q P BBpp0, Rq apart from the two characteristic points of BBpp0, Rq. The
implicit constants above are independent orR ą 0 and p0 P H, because it is easy to check
from the definition (and uniqueness) of Green’s function that
Gp0,Rpp, qq “ R´2G0,1pδ1{Rpp´10 ¨ pq, δ1{Rpp´10 ¨ qqq, p, q P Bpp0, Rq, p ‰ q.
Combining (12.5) and (12.6), using Cauchy-Schwarz and noting that σRpBBpp0, Rqq „ R3,
we may now deduce for p P Bpp0, R{2q that
|gppq|2 ď wppq2 .
ż
BBpp0,Rq
|gpqq|2
dpp, qq3 dσRpqq . R
´3
ż
BBpp0,RqXΩj
|gpqq|2 dσRpqq.
We also took into account that g ” 0 in H zΩj . Note that the LHS does not depend on
the "free parameter" R ą 0, so we may take an average over R P rR0, 2R0s, to obtain the
3The Poisson kernel defined in [10, (4.10)] is normalised in a different way, but also the measure "σ"
appearing in [10, Theorem 4.13] is the Euclidean surface measure, rather than the 3-dimensional spherical
measure relative to the metric d as in (12.6). The relation between the twomeasures is given by [31, Corollary
7.7], and once this relation is plugged into [10, Theorem 4.13], the formula (12.6) appears as stated.
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following estimate for all R0 ą 0 and p P Bpp0, R0{2q:
|gppq|2 . R´40
ż 2R0
R0
ż
BBpp0,RqXΩj
|gpqq|2 dσRpqq dR. (12.7)
To estimate the RHS, we will apply the coarea inequality (also known as Eilenberg’s
inequality) ż
R
ż
f´1ptruq
ρpqq dS3pqq dr . Lippfq
ż
ρpqq dq,
which is valid for all Lipschitz functions f : H Ñ R and non-negative Borel functions
ρ : H Ñ r0,8s. See [20] for the original reference, or for example [2, Proposition 3.15]
and [21, Theorem 1.1] for more recent sources. Applying this inequality with the choices
fppq :“ distpp, p0q and ρpqq :“ |gpqq|21App0,R0,2R0qXΩj pqq, we infer that
(12.7) . R´40
ż
App0R0,2R0qXΩj
|gpqq|2 dq ď R´40
ż
Bpp0,2R0qXΩj
|gpqq|2 dq.
To conclude the proof from here, we wish to relate the RHS to the radial maximal func-
tion of g, so we apply the Fubini-type formula (6.11) to the domain Ωj bounded by the
intrinsic Lipschitz graph Γ “ BΩj :
R´40
ż
Bpp0,2R0qXΩj
|gpqq|2 dq ď R´40
ż
BΩj
ż 8
0
|p1Bpp0,2R0qgqpw ¨ p´r, 0, 0qq|2 dr dσjpwq
. R´30
ż
BΩj
pNjgqpwq2 dσjpwq.
Here we used that L1ptr ą 0 : w ¨ p´r, 0, 0q P Bpp0, 2R0quq . R0 for all w P BΩj . Since
Njg P L2pσjq, the RHS above evidently tends to 0 as R0 Ñ 8. Recalling (12.7), which is
valid for all R0 ą 2dpp, p0q, we infer that gppq “ 0. This completes the proof of (12.4), and
hence the proof of the theorem. 
13. INVERTIBILITY OF 1
2
I `D ON L2
1,1{2pσq
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.15, which we recall here:
Theorem 13.1. Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H, let
g P L2
1,1{2pσq, and let u be the double layer potential solution to the Dirichlet problem (1.2), as
given by Theorem 1.8. Then, }Nθp∇uq}L2pσq . }g}L2
1,1{2
pσq for all θ P p0, 1q.
Recall that L2
1,1{2pσq is the inhomogeneous Sobolev space
L
2
1,1{2pσq :“ L2pσq X L21,1{2pσq
equipped with the norm }f}
L
2
1,1{2
pσq :“ }f}L2pσq ` }f}1,1{2,σ. The norm } ¨ }1,1{2,σ was
introduced in Definition 10.3. The crux of the section will be to show the following:
Theorem 13.2. The operator 1
2
I `D is bounded and invertible on L2
1,1{2pσq.
Before showing how Theorem 13.1 follows, we prove a useful formula:
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Proposition 13.3. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H, and let f P Lppσq, 1 ă p ă 3, be
such that also Sf P Lppσq. Then,
DpSfqppq “ ´Sp1
2
I `Dtqfppq, p P Ω. (13.4)
Proof. We first consider the case where f P Bpσq, where Bpσq stands for bounded and
compactly supported σ-measurable functions. Note that if f P Bpσq, then |Sfpqq| .
mint1, }q}´2u for q P BΩ, and hence Sf P Lrpσq for all r ą 3
2
. In particular, DpSfq is
pointwise defined on Ω.
Fix f P Bpσq and p P Ω, write Gppqq “ Gpp´1 ¨ qq, and consider the vector field
Vp :“ G∇Sf ´ Sf∇Gp P C8pΩq.
We note that div5Vp “ Sf ¨ δp, recalling that Sf is △5-harmonic in Ω, and G is the fun-
damental solution of ´△5. Therefore, a formal application of the divergence theorem,
Theorem 6.1, yields
Sfppq “
ż
Ω
div5Vppqq dq “ ´
ż
BΩ
x∇`Sfpqq, νpqqyGpp´1 ¨ qq dσpqq (13.5)
´
ż
BΩ
x∇Gp, νpqqySfpqq dσpqq. (13.6)
Recall that∇˘Sf was defined in (5.9). There are two challenges in making this computa-
tion rigorous. First, Vp R C1pΩq. To fix this, one uses the auxiliary (flag) domains Ωj Ă Ω
familiar from Section 8, more precisely (8.8). We also recall the maps Φj : BΩ Ñ BΩj
with the convenient properties that νjpΦjppqq “ νppq and Φj7σ “ σj . Then Vp P C1pΩjq.
For f P Bpσq, it is also straightforward to justify the integrability conditions in Theorem
6.1, noting that |Vppqq| . mint1, }q}´5u for q R Bpp, ǫq, and since also Vp P L1pBpp, ǫqq.
So, (13.5) holds with "Ωj" in place of "Ω" (for all j P N so large that p P Ωj). Finally, to
obtain (13.5) as stated, one uses dominated convergence and the σ a.e. existence of the
non-tangential limits
x∇`Sfpqq, νpqqy “ p´1
2
I `Dtqfpqq and Sfpqq, q P BΩ, (13.7)
recall Theorem 5.10 and Proposition 10.1. To give some details for the term on line (13.5),
one uses the relations σj “ Φj7σ and νjpqq “ νpΦjpqqq to write the term on line (13.5) asż
BΩj
x∇Sfpqq, νjpqqyGpp´1 ¨ qq dσjpqq “
ż
BΩ
x∇SfpΦjpqqq, νpqqyGpp´1 ¨ Φjpqqq dσpqq,
and then estimates |x∇Sfpqq, νjpqqy| ď Nradp∇Sfqpqq and Gpp´1 ¨ Φjpqqq . dpp, qq´2,
uniformly for all j P N so large that dpq,Φjpqqq ă dpp, qq{2. Since f P Bpσq Ă Lppσq for all
1 ă p ă 8, one e.g. has Nradp∇Sfq P L2pσq by Corollary 4.11, and then it follows from
Hölder’s inequality that q ÞÑ Nradp∇Sfqdpp, qq´2 P L1pσq. Dominated convergence for
the term on line (13.6) is even easier to justify, using |Sfpqq| . dpp, qq´2.
Now that (13.5) has been established, one re-writes it as
Sfppq “ ´Sp´1
2
I `Dtqfppq ´DpSfqppq,
recalling the definition of "D", and also using the jump relation recorded in (13.7). Rerrang-
ing terms yields (13.4) for f P Bpσq.
To handle the general case, it suffices to consider non-negative f P Lppσq with Sf P
Lppσq, by the linearity of (13.4). For such f , define fj :“ f ¨ 1Ej P Bpσq, j P N, where
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Ej :“ Bp0, jq X tp P BΩ : fppq ď ju. Then (13.4) holds for each fj . Moreover, }fj ´
f}Lppσq Ñ 0, and also }Sfj ´ Sf}Lppσq Ñ 0 for the reasons that 0 ď Sfj ď Sf , and
Sfjppq Õ Sfppq for σ a.e. p P BΩ. Moreover, since 12I `Dt is bounded on Lppσq, we have
gj :“ p12I `Dtqfj Ñ p12I `Dtqf “: g in Lppσq. It follows easily from Hölder’s inequality,
and the assumption 1 ă p ă 3 (note that Sgj ,Sg are only well-defined when p ă 3), that
DpSfjqppq Ñ DpSfqppq and Sgjppq Ñ Sgppq, p P Ω,
which gives (13.4) for f . 
The formula (13.4) will be used within the proof of Theorem 13.2, but it is also needed
to infer Theorem 13.1 from Theorem 13.2:
Proof of Theorem 13.1 assuming Theorem 13.2. The solution "u" has the formDh, where p1
2
I`
Dqh “ g. Since 1
2
I `D is invertible on L2
1,1{2pσq, we have }h}L21,1{2pσq . }g}L21,1{2pσq ă 8.
In particular, h P L2pσq can be expressed, by Theorem 1.12, as the single layer potential
"Sf " of some function f P L2pσq satisfying }f}L2pσq . }h}1,1{2,σ . }g}L2
1,1{2
pσq. Now, we
may use the formula (13.4) to write
u “ Dh “ DpSfq “ ´Sp1
2
I `Dtqf.
It finally it follows from Corollary 4.11, and the L2pσq-boundedness of Dt, that
}Nθp∇uq}L2pσq “
››Nθ “∇Sp12I `Dtqf‰››L2pσq . }p12I `Dtqf}L2pσq . }g}L21,1{2pσq.
This completes the proof of Theorem 13.1 (and hence Theorem 1.15). 
We then move to other corollaries of (13.4), which will be used to prove Theorem 13.2.
Corollary 13.8. Let Ω Ă H be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H, and 1 ă p ă 3. Let f P Lppσq be
such that Sf P Lppσq. Then
p1
2
I `DqpSfqppq “ ´Sp1
2
I `Dtqfppq (13.9)
for σ a.e. p P BΩ.
Proof. Take non-tangential limits on both sides of the equation (13.4), and use the jump
relation for D` recorded in Corollary 5.10. This proves (13.9). 
Corollary 13.10. Let Ω “ tpx, y, tq : x ă Apyqu be a flag domain, σ :“ |BΩ|H. Then, the
operator 1
2
I `D is bounded on L2
1,1{2pσq, and in fact
}p1
2
I `Dqf}
L2
1,1{2
pσq „ }f}L2
1,1{2
pσq, f P L21,1{2pσq. (13.11)
The implicit constant only depends on the Lipschitz constant of A.
Proof. Let f P L2
1,1{2pσq. Since f P L21,1{2pσq, there exists by Theorem 1.12 a function
g P L2pσq such that Sg “ f P L2pσq, and }g}L2pσq „ }f}1,1{2,σ. Consequently, by (13.9),
}p1
2
I `Dqf}1,1{2,σ “ }p12I `DqpSgq}1,1{2,σ
“ }Sp1
2
I `Dtqg}1,1{2,σ
„ }p1
2
I `Dtqg}L2pσq „ }f}1,1{2,σ,
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using also the boundedness and invertibility of the operators 1
2
I ` Dt : L2pσq Ñ L2pσq
and S : L2pσq Ñ L2
1,1{2pσq, recall Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 1.12. Since 12I ` D is also
invertible on L2pσq by Theorem 1.7, we have now proven (13.11). 
It remains to prove the surjectivity of 1
2
I ` D on L2
1,1{2pσq. As usual, we first dispose
of the special case A ” 0:
Proposition 13.12. The operator 1
2
I `D is invertible on L2
1,1{2pWq.
Proof. On the (Abelian) vertical subgroup pW, ¨q – pR2,`q, the operator 1
2
I ` D is a
bounded operator on L2pR2q which commutes with Euclidean translations. Therefore,
by [35, Theorem 2.5.10], the operator 1
2
I ` D can be expressed as convolution with a
tempered distribution u P S 1pR2q with uˆ P L8pR2q. By Theorem 1.7, the same assertions
are true about the inverse p1
2
I `Dq´1, which implies that also uˆ´1 P L8pR2q. Since the
norm of f P L2
1,1{2pR2q can be expressed as
}f}2
L
2
1,1{2
pR2q “
ĳ
p1` }pξ, τq}2q|fˆpξ, τq|2 dξ dτ,
recall Definition 10.3, it is now evident that Fouriermultiplication by uˆ defines a bounded
invertible operator on L2
1,1{2pR2q. 
To prove the surjectivity of 1
2
I ` D on L2
1,1{2pσq in the general case, we aim to apply,
once more, the method of continuity, Lemma 9.2. For this purpose, we recall the graph
maps Γs : R
2 Ñ BΩs “ tpsApyq, y, tq : y, t P Ru used several times in the paper, see e.g.
(9.3), and define the auxiliary operators
‚ Rsf :“ Dpf ˝ Γ´1s q ˝ Γs and Rtsf :“ Dtpf ˝ Γ´1s q ˝ Γs,
‚ Ts :“ 12I `Rs and T ts :“ 12I `Rts,
‚ Ssf :“ Spf ˝ Γ´1s q ˝ Γs (these operators are the same as in (10.33)).
There is a slight notational inconsistency regarding the operators Ts and T
t
s . In Section
9, see (9.4)-(9.5), we studied "Rs" and "Ts", which in the current notation are "R
t
s" and
"T ts". This is important to keep in mind, because the properties of the operators R
t
s and
T ts established in Section 9 will be used, below, to infer similar properties for Rs and Ts.
To prove that 1
2
I `D is surjective on L2
1,1{2pσq, it suffices to show that Ts is surjective
on L2
1,1{2pR2q (because L21,1{2pσq “ tf P L2pσq : f ˝ Γs P L21,1{2pR2qu). We have already
established that the operators Ts are bounded on L
2
1,1{2pR2q and satisfy }Tsf}L21,1{2pR2q „
}f}
L
2
1,1{2
pR2q by (13.11). Also, T0 is invertible onL
2
1,1{2pR2q by Proposition 13.12. Therefore,
by Lemma 9.2, it remains to verify that
}Tr ´ Ts}L2
1,1{2
pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q . |r ´ s|, r, s P r0, 1s. (13.13)
As usual, the implicit constant will only depend on LippAq. Note that
}Tr ´ Ts}L2pσqÑL2pσq “ }T tr ´ T ts}L2pσqÑL2pσq . |r ´ s|, r, s P r0, 1s,
by (9.6), so (13.13) will follow once we manage to show that
}Trϕ´ Tsϕ}1,1{2 . |r ´ s|}ϕ}1,1{2, r, s P r0, 1s, ϕ P C8c pR2q. (13.14)
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To prove (13.14), fix ϕ P C8c pR2q, and choose (using Theorem 10.12) functions fr, fs P
L2pR2qwith the properties
‚ Srfr “ ϕ “ Ssfs,
‚ }fr}2 „ }ϕ}1,1{2 „ }fs}2.
Now, applying (13.9) to the function fr ˝ Γ´1r P L2pσrq, whose single layer potential also
satisfies Spfr ˝ Γrq “ pSrfrq ˝ Γ´1r “ ϕ ˝ Γ´1r P L2pσrq, we write
Trϕ “ p12I `Dqpϕ ˝ Γ´1r q ˝ Γr
“ p1
2
I `DqppSrfrq ˝ Γ´1r q ˝ Γr
“ p1
2
I `DqpSpfr ˝ Γ´1r qq ˝ Γr
“ ´Srp1
2
I `Dtqpfr ˝ Γ´1r qs ˝ Γr
“ ´Srrpp12I `Dtqpfr ˝ Γ´1r q ˝ Γrs “ ´SrrT tr pfrqs, r P R.
Consequently, introducing cross terms and using the estimate }Sr´Ss}L2pR2qÑL2
1,1{2
pR2q .
|r ´ s| (established in (10.38)), we have
}Trϕ´ Tsϕ}1,1{2 “ }SrrT trpfrqs ´ SsrT tspfsqs}1,1{2
ď }SrrT trpfrq ´ T tspfsqs}1,1{2 ` }pSr ´ SsqrT tspfsqs}1,1{2
. }rT tr pfrq ´ T tspfsqs}2 ` |r ´ s|}T tspfsq}2.
Since T ts is bounded on L
2pR2q, the final term is bounded from above by |r ´ s|}fs}2 „
|r´s|}ϕ}1,1{2, as desired. To bound the penultimate term, we introducemore cross terms:
}rT tr pfrq ´ T tspfsqs}2 ď }T trpfr ´ fsqs}2 ` }pT tr ´ T tsqfs}2.
The last term is bounded from above by |r ´ s|}fs}2 „ |r ´ s|}ϕ}1,1{2 by (9.6), while the
penultimate term is bounded from above by
}fr ´ fs}2 “ }pS´1r Ss ´ Iqfs}2
„ }SrrpS´1r Ss ´ Iqfss}1,1{2
“ }pSs ´ Srqfs}1,1{2 . |r ´ s|}fs}2 „ |r ´ s|}ϕ}1,1{2.
Above, we first used the invertibility of Sr : L
2pR2q Ñ L2
1,1{2pR2q, and finally the estimate
(10.38). This concludes the proof of (13.14), and hence the proof of Theorem 13.2.
14. VERTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THE SINGLE LAYER POTENTIAL
The purpose of this section is to study the vertical distributional Fourier transform (as
in Definition 7.4) of the single layer potential Sf in flag domains, and somewhat more
general settings. In particular, we will prove Proposition 7.19. We start by deriving a
formula for the distributional vertical Fourier transform of Sf :
Lemma 14.1. Let σ be a measure on H of the form σ “ µ ˆ L1, where µ is a Radon measure on
R
2 satisfying
µpBpz, rqq ď Crν, z P R2, r ą 0, (14.2)
for some ν ą 0 and C ě 1. Let f P C8c pHq, and write
Sσfppq :“
ż
Gpq´1 ¨ pqfpqq dσpqq, p P H,
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where Gppq :“ }p}´2. Then Sσf P L8pHq X CpHq, in particular Sσf P S 1pHq, and the vertical
distributional Fourier transform of Sσf (as in Definition 7.4) is the function
{pSσfqpz, τq “ 12 ż eπiωpz,wqτK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2qfˆpw, τq dµpwq, τ P R z t0u. (14.3)
The integral in (14.3) converges absolutely for every pz, τq P H with τ ‰ 0 and defines a function
in CpH z tτ “ 0uq. In (14.3), K0 is the the modified Bessel function of the second kind of
order 0, namely
K0psq “
ż 8
0
e´s cosh r dr, s ą 0,
and ωpw, zq “ xy1 ´ yx1 for w “ px, yq, z “ px1, y1q P R2.
Remark 14.4. In this section, as in the lemma above, we define Gppq :“ }p}´2 for p P
H z t0u. This "G" differs from the fundamental solution of ´△5 by a positive multiplica-
tive constant (and we prefer to avoid writing that constant in every formula).
Remark 14.5. We justify that Sσf P L8pHq. The reason is that f dσ is a compactly sup-
ported measure with pf dσqpBpp, rqq .f r2`ν for all p P H and r ą 0. Now, just note that
Gpq´1 ¨ pq “ dpp, qq´2 and split the integral defining Sσf into dyadic annuli.
Remark 14.6. To prove Lemma 14.1, and understand the integral in (14.3), we need to
know a few basic facts about K0. First, K0 is the distributional Fourier transform of the
function gptq ÞÑ pt2 ` 1q´1{2, or more precisely
gˆpτq “ 2K0p2π|τ |q, τ ‰ 0. (14.7)
Based on (14.7), onemay (formally) compute the distributional vertical Fourier transform
of G:
pGpz, τq “ ż
R
e´2πitτa
|z|4 ` 16t2 dt “
|z|2
4
ż
R
e´2πip|z|
2uqτ{4a
|z|4 ` pu|z|2q2 du
“ 1
4
gˆp|z|2τ{4q “ 1
2
K0pπ2 |τ ||z|2q, |τ ||z| ‰ 0. (14.8)
The asymptotic behaviour of the function K0 is well-understood, both near the origin,
and at infinity. Near the origin, K0 has a logarithmic singularity, see [34, (A.3)], but for
us it suffices to know that
|K0psq| .β s´β, 0 ă s ď 1, β ą 0. (14.9)
At infinity, K0 decays exponentially, see [34, (A.5)]:
|K0psq| . e´s, s & 1. (14.10)
We then prove Lemma 14.1. Deriving the formula (14.3) formally is quite straightfor-
ward, but justifying the computation properly takes some technical work.
Proof of Lemma 14.1. We need to show thatż
H
Sσfppq ¨ pϕppq dp “ ż
H
Hppq ¨ ϕppq dp, ϕ P C8c pHq,
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where H is the function appearing in (14.3), and pϕ is the vertical Fourier transform of ϕ,
recall (7.3). We will accomplish this by writing ρ :“ ϕz P C8c pRq for z P R2 fixed, and
showing that ż
R
Sσfpz, tq ¨ ρˆptq dt “
ż
R
Hpz, τq ¨ ρpτq dτ. (14.11)
To make sense of these integrals, let us remark that τ ÞÑ Hpz, τq P L1pRq for every z P R2
fixed. Indeed, applying the local growth bound (14.9) with 2β ă ν, we haveż
R
ż
|K0pπ2 |τ ||z´w|2q|fˆpw, τq| dµw dτ .
ż
tw:fw‰0u
|z´w|´2β
ż
|τ |´β|fˆpw, τq| dτ dµw ă 8.
Now, to prove (14.11), let tϕǫuǫą0 be a standard (even, compactly supported) approxi-
mate identity in R. Thenxϕǫ P SpRq for ǫ ą 0 fixed, and xϕǫ Ñ 1 uniformly on compact
sets as ǫÑ 0. Also t ÞÑ pSσfqpz, tqxϕǫptq P L1pRq for ǫ ą 0 fixed. Consequently,ż
R
pSσfqpz, tq ¨ ρˆptq dt “ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
R
pSσfqpz, tqxϕǫptq ¨ ρˆptq dt
“ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
R
ρpτq
„ż
R
e´2πitτ pSσfqpz, tqxϕǫptq dt dτ. (14.12)
We next expand the expression inside the square brackets:ż
R
e´2πitτ pSσfqpz, tqxϕǫptq dt
“
ż
R
e´2πitτxϕǫptqĳ Gppw, sq´1 ¨ pz, tqqfpw, sq ds dµw dt
“
ż
R
e´2πitτxϕǫptqĳ Gpz ´ w, t´ s´ 1
2
ωpw, zqqfpw, sq ds dµw dt
“
ĳ
fpw, sq
ż
R
e´2πitτGpz ´ w, t´ s´ 1
2
ωpw, zqqxϕǫptq dt ds dµw
“
ĳ
fpw, sq
ż
R
e´2πipu`s`
1
2
ωpw,zqqτGpz ´ w, uqxϕǫpu` s` 1
2
ωpw, zqq du ds dµw
“
ż
eπiωpz,wqτ
ż
R
e´2πisτfpw, sq
ż
R
e´2πiuτGpz ´ w, uqxϕǫpu` s` 1
2
ωpw, zqq du ds dµw
“:
ż
eπiωpz,wqτ
ż
R
e´2πisτfpw, sq ¨ Φǫppw, zq, ps, τqq ds dµw, (14.13)
where
Φǫppw, zq, ps, τqq “
ż
R
e´2πiuτGpz ´ w, uqxϕǫpu` s` 1
2
ωpw, zqq du
“:
ż
R
e´2πiuτGz´wpuqψǫs,z,wpuq du “{Gz´w ˚{ψǫs,z,wpτq,
where
Gz´wpuq :“ Gpz ´ w, uq and ψǫs,z,wpuq :“xϕǫpu` s` 12ωpw, zqq.
We know the Fourier transforms of both Gz´w and ψs,z,w:{Gz´wpξq (14.8)“ 12K0pπ2 |ξ||z ´ w|2q and {ψǫs,z,wpξq “ e2πips`12ωpw,zqqξϕǫpξq.
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Consequently,
Φǫppw, zq, ps, τqq “ 1
2
ż
R
e2πips`
1
2
ωpz,wqqpτ´ξqK0pπ2 |ξ||z ´ w|2qϕǫpτ ´ ξq dξ. (14.14)
For z, w, s, τ fixed with |τ ||z ´w| ‰ 0, recalling that tϕǫuǫą0 is an approximate identity, it
is clear that
Φǫppw, zq, ps, τqq Ñ 1
2
K0pπ2 |τ ||z ´w|2q as ǫÑ 0. (14.15)
However, for the purposes of applying dominated convergence, we need some estimates
for Φǫppw, zq, ps, τqq which do not depend on ǫ. To obtain them, we recall from (14.9) that
|K0pxq| .β |x|´β for any β ą 0, and we also note that ϕǫ . ǫ´11r´ǫ,ǫs. Then, we fix w ‰ z,
τ ‰ 0, and 0 ă β ă 1, and consider the following two cases:
‚ First, assume that 0 ă ǫ ď |τ |{2. Then, using the expression (14.14),
|Φǫppz, wq, ps, τqq| . 1
ǫ
ż τ`ǫ
τ´ǫ
p|ξ||z ´ w|2q´β dξ . |τ |´β |z ´ w|´2β .
‚ Second, assume that ǫ ą |τ |{2. Then, by similar reasoning,
|Φǫppz, wq, ps, τqq| . 1
ǫ
ż 3ǫ
´3ǫ
p|ξ||z ´ w|2q´β dξ . ǫ´β|z ´ w|´2β . |τ |´β|z ´ w|´2β .
The two estimates agree, so we have established that
sup
ǫą0
|Φǫppz, wq, ps, τqq| .β |τ |´β|z ´ w|´2β , τ ‰ 0, z ‰ w,
for any 0 ă β ă 1. We now plug (14.13) back into (14.12), and put absolute values inside
to find that ż
R
|ρpτq|
ż ż
R
|fpw, sq| ¨ |Φǫppw, zq, ps, τqq| ds dµw dτ
.f
ż
R
|τ |´β |ρpτq|
ż
|z ´ w|´2β dµw dτ .β,ρ 8,
as long as 0 ă 2β ă mintν, 2u, where ν ą 0 was the growth exponent of µ, recall (14.2).
This estimate justifies the use of the dominated convergence theorem, and (14.15) yieldsż
R
pSσfqpz, tq ¨ ρˆptq dt “ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
R
ρpτq
„ż
R
e´2πitτ pSσfqpz, tqxϕǫptq dt dτ
“
ż
R
ρpτq
„
1
2
ż
eπiωpz,wqτ
ż
R
e´2πisτfpw, sqK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2q ds dµw

dτ
“
ż
R
ρpτq
„
1
2
ż
eπiωpz,wqτK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´w|2qfˆpw, τq dµw

dτ.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Our next goal will be to show that Sσf P GpΩq (recall the "good" class of vertical
distributions from Definition 7.6), where Ω “ psptµqc ˆ R. To this end, we will need to
understand the Bx and By derivatives of ySσf . Taking a look at the formula (14.3), this
entails understanding the derivatives ofK0. We record some well-known facts:
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Lemma 14.16. We have K 10psq “ ´K1psq, and
K 11psq “ ´K0psq ´ 1sK1psq, s ą 0. (14.17)
Here K1 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of index 1, defined by
K1psq “
ż 8
0
pcosh rqe´s cosh r dr. (14.18)
Proof. The relation K 10psq “ ´K1psq (for s ą 0) is immediate from the definitions. For
(14.17), see [34, (A.15)]. 
Remark 14.19. We record the asymptotic behaviour ofK1 near the origin, and at infinity:
|K1psq| . s´1, s ą 0, (14.20)
and
|K1psq| . e´s, s & 1. (14.21)
For a reference, ee [34, (A.3)-(A.5)].
An iteration of Lemma 14.16 allows us to compute derivatives of K0 of all orders in
terms of the first two functionsK0 andK1. In particular, we have the following bounds:
Proposition 14.22. Letm ě 1. Then there is a constant Cm ě 1 such that
|Kpmq0 psq| ď Cms´m, s ą 0, (14.23)
and
|Kpmq0 psq| ď Cme´s, s ě 1. (14.24)
Proof. We first claim inductively thatK
pmq
1 has the form
K
pmq
1 psq “
mÿ
j“0
apj,mq
sj
K0psq `
mÿ
j“0
bpj,mq
sj
K1psq, (14.25)
where apj,mq, bpj,mq P Z for 0 ď j ď m. The case m “ 0 is clear. For m ě 1, we use
induction, the relationK 10 “ ´K1, and also the equation (14.17):
K
pmq
1 psq
(14.17)“ ´Kpm´1q0 psq ´ Bpm´1qs 1sK1psq
“ Kpm´2q1 psq ´
m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m´ 1
j
˙
pBjs 1s qK
pm´1´jq
1 psq
“ Kpm´2q1 psq ´
m´1ÿ
j“0
cpj,mq
sj`1
K
pm´1´jq
1 psq,
where cpj,mq “ p´1qjj!`m´1
j
˘
. Applying the induction hypothesis, the expression on the
last line can be re-written as
m`1ÿ
j“0
apj,m` 1q
sj
K0psq `
m`1ÿ
j“0
bpj,m ` 1q
sj
K1psq.
This completes the proof of (14.25). Now, we infer from the relationK 10psq “ ´K1psq that
|Kpmq0 psq| .m
m´1ÿ
j“0
|K0psq|
sj
`
m´1ÿ
j“0
|K1psq|
sj
, m ě 1.
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Using the asymptotics (14.9)-(14.10) of K0 (with β “ 1) and (14.20)-(14.21) of K1 com-
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
As corollaries, we obtain decay estimates for Bmx Bny xSf :
Lemma 14.26. Let µ be a Radon measure on R2 satisfying the growth estimate (14.2) for some
ν ą 0, and let f P C8c pHq. As always, let σ :“ µˆ L1 and u :“ Sσf P S 1pHq, and write
Kf :“ tw P sptµ : fw ‰ 0u Ă sptµ,
where fwptq “ fpw, tq. Then we have the following decay estimates for uˆpz, τq whenever 2β ă ν:
|uˆpz, τq| .f
#
}fˆp¨, τq}L8pR2q|τ |´β, for pz, τq P H, τ ‰ 0,
e´
π
2
|τ |distpz,Kf q
2
, for |τ | ě distpz,Kf q´2.
(14.27)
Moreover, if ǫ ą 0, we also have the following decay estimates for Bnz uˆpz, τq, where Bnz “
Bmx Bn´my , and which are valid under the a priori assumption distpz,Kf q ě ǫ:
|Bnz uˆpz, τq| .ǫ,f,n
#
1,
p|τ |distpz,Kf qqne´
π
2
|τ |distpz,Kf q
2
, for |τ | ě distpz,Kf q´2,
(14.28)
Rough summary: uˆ and all of its z-derivatives decay rapidly in the region tpz, τq : distpz,Kf q ě
ǫ and |τ | ě distpz,Kf q´2u.
Proof. We start with the less technical estimate (14.27). We simply need to use the asymp-
totics (14.9)-(14.10) to find that
|K0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2q| .β
#
p|τ ||z ´ w|2q´β, for |τ ||z ´ w| ‰ 0,
e´
π
2
|τ ||z´w|2, for |τ ||z ´ w|2 ě 1. (14.29)
This bound is valid for any β ą 0, and
|uˆpz, τq| ď
ż
Kf
|K0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2q||fˆpw, τq| dµw . |τ |´β}fˆp¨, τq}8
ż
Kf
|z ´ w|´2β dµw.
Note that the integration may be restricted to Kf , since τ ÞÑ fˆpw, τq ” 0 whenever
w R Kf . If 2β ă ν (the growth exponent of µ), the integral on the RHS converges, and
hence we have the first part of (14.27). To prove the second bound, fix z P R2 zKf and
|τ | ě distpz,Kf q´2. Then in particular |τ ||z´w|2 ě 1 for all w P Kf , and we may employ
the second bound in (14.29):
|uˆpz, τq| .
ż
Kf
e´
π
2
|τ ||z´w|2|fˆpw, τq| dµw .f e´
π
2
|τ |distpz,Kf q
2
,
as desired. This completes the proof of (14.27).
We then move to the proof of (14.27). We only treat the case Bnz “ Bnx ; the general case
is very similar, but adds substantial notational inconvenience. Fix w “ pw1, w2q P Kf
and z “ px, yq P R2 with distpz,Kf q ě ǫ. From Faà di Bruno’s formula, and noting that
Bjxpz ÞÑ |z ´ w|2q ” 0 for j ě 3, we deduce for n ě 1 that
BnxK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2q “
ÿ
m1`2m2“n
πm1`m2n!
2m1!m2!
K
pm1`m2q
0 pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2q|τ |m1`m2px´ w1qm1
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for τ ‰ 0. For m1 ` 2m2 “ n fixed, we may derive from the asymptotics (14.23)-(14.24)
the following bounds for the individual terms in the sum above:
|Kpm1`m2q0 pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2q||τ |m1`m2 |x´ w1|m1
.n |z ´ w|´2pm1`m2q|x´ w1|m1 .ǫ,n 1, τ ‰ 0, (14.30)
and on the other hand
|Kpm1`m2q0 pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2q||τ |m1`m2 |x´ w1|m1
.ǫ,n p|τ ||z ´ w|2qne´
π
2
|τ ||z´w|2, |τ ||z ´ w|2 ě 1. (14.31)
Combining (14.30)-(14.31), and summing over all indicesm1 ` 2m2 “ n, we find that
|BnxK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2q| .ǫ,n
#
1, for τ ‰ 0,
p|τ ||z ´ w|2qne´π2 |τ ||z´w|2, for |τ ||z ´ w|2 ě 1, (14.32)
whenever n ě 1, w P Kf , and and distpz,Kf q ě ǫ. A point worth mentioning is that τ ÞÑ
BnxK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´w|2q has no singularity at the origin when n ě 1 – unlike τ ÞÑ K0pπ2 |τ ||z ´
w|2q with a logarithmic singularity.
To estimate Bnx uˆpz, τq, we first differentiate (formally) under the integral sign:
Bnx uˆpz, τq “
ż
Kf
Bnx rz ÞÑ eπiωpz,wqτK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´ w|2qsfˆpw, τq dµw, τ ‰ 0. (14.33)
Recalling that ωpz, wq “ pxw2 ´ yw1q, we record for w P Kf and distpz,Kf q ě ǫ that
|Bmx e´πiωpz,wqτ | . p|τ ||w|qm .f |τ |m .ǫ p|τ ||z ´ w|2qm, m ě 0.
Therefore, using the Leibniz rule and (14.32), we have
|Bnx rz ÞÑ eπiωpz,wqτK0pπ2 |τ ||z ´w|2qs|
.ǫ,f,n
#
1, for τ ‰ 0,
p|τ ||z ´ w|2qne´π2 |τ ||z´w|2, for |τ ||z ´ w|2 ě 1, (14.34)
for n ě 1, w P Kf , and distpz,Kf q ě ǫ. The estimate (14.34) clearly justifies the exchange
of differentiation and integration at (14.33). With (14.34) in hand, the proof of (14.28)
follows just like the proof of (14.27) followed from (14.29), also using that supt|z ´ w| :
w P Kf u ď diampKf q ` distpz,Kf q .ǫ distpz,Kf q. 
We can finally prove (a shaper version of) Proposition 7.19. We also study the integra-
bility properties of TαpSfq and ∇TαpSfqw.r.t. measures supported well inside Ω.
Corollary 14.35. Let σ “ µ ˆ L1, f P C8c pHq, and Kf “ tw P sptµ : fw ‰ 0u, as in the
previous lemma. Write
Ωf :“ Uf ˆ R :“ Kcf ˆ R.
Then u “ Sf P GpΩf q (recall Definition 7.6, or see the argument below). In particular, u P GpΩq
with Ω :“ psptµqc ˆ R.
Moreover, let α, ǫ ą 0, let
Uǫ :“ Uf,ǫ :“ tz P R2 : distpz,Kf q ě ǫu,
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and let M be a measure on Ωǫ “ Uǫ ˆ R of the form M :“ η ˆ L1, where η is a Radon measure
on R2 with spt η Ă Uǫ, and
ηpBpx,Rqq ď Rθ, R ě 1, (14.36)
for some θ P r0, 2s. Then, Tαu P L2pMq and∇pTαuq P L2pMq.
Remark 14.37. The only applications of M in this paper will be measures of the form
L3|Ωǫ “ L2|Uǫ ˆ L1 and H1|Γ ˆ L1, where Γ Ă Uǫ is a Lipschitz graph. As another
remark, the assumption α ą 0 is necessary, at least for the claim "Tαu P L2pΩǫq". Indeed
|uppq| „ǫ }p}´2 for p P Ωǫ, so u R L2pΩǫq. On the other hand, ∇pTαuq P L2pMq remains
true for α “ 0, under the assumptions of the corollary, since |∇uppq| . }p}´3 for p P Ωǫ.
Proof of Corollary 14.35. The distributional vertical Fourier transform or BkxBmy Bnt u equals
p2πiτqnBkxBmy uˆ by Lemma 7.5. Here BkxBmy uˆ a priori refers to a distributional derivative
of uˆ, but since uˆ is smooth in the x and y variables in Ωf z tτ “ 0u, and both uˆ and
BkxBmy uˆ are locally integrable in Ωf (all of this follows immediately from (14.27)-(14.28)),
it is straightforward to check that the distribution coincides with the function BkxBmy uˆ P
L1locpΩf qXC8pΩf z tτ “ 0uq. Therefore, the vertical Fourier transform of Bu is a locally in-
tegrable function inΩf , it follows from another application of the decay estimates (14.27)-
(14.28) that a fortiori xBu P L1pK ˆRq for any compact setK Ă Uf (since distpK,Kf q ą 0).
This completes the proof of u P GpΩf q.
Next, we fix α, ǫ ą 0, and a measure of the formM “ ηˆL1 (as in the statement of the
corollary), and claim that Tαu P L2pMq. Note that Tαu P C8pΩf q by Proposition 7.18, so
there is no ambiguity in defining Tαu as a M measurable function. By Plancherel, in the
t-variable,
}Tαu}2L2pMq “
ż ż
R
|τ |2α|uˆpz, τq|2 dτ dηpzq.
Recall that spt η Ă Uǫ, and fix z P spt η. For fixed β ą 0with 2β ă ν (the growth exponent
of µ), we split the R-integration and use the estimates in (14.27) as follows:ż
R
|τ |2α|uˆpz, τq|2 dτ .
ż
t|τ |ădistpz,Kf q´2`βu
|τ |2α´2β dτ (14.38)
`
ż
t|τ |ědistpz,Kf q´2`βu
e´
π
2
|τ |distpz,Kf q
2
dτ. (14.39)
We now pick β ą 0 so small that 1` 2α ą p2` βq{p2 ´ βq ` 2β, and note that
(14.38) „ distpz,Kf q´p2´βqp1`2α´2βq .ǫ,α,β distpz,Kf q´p2`βq.
This is good enough, since
ş
distpz,Kf q´p2`βq dηpzq ă 8 by the growth bound (14.36) for
η. To treat the term on line (14.39), we make the change of variables τ ÞÑ ξ{distpz,Kf q2,
so
(14.39) “ 1
distpz,Kf q2
ż
t|ξ|ědistpz,Kf qβu
e´
π
2
|ξ| dξ „ e
´
π
2
distpz,Kf q
β
distpz,Kf q2 .
The RHS, as a function of z, is evidently η-integrable by (14.36). We have now shown
that Tαu P L2pMq for α ą 0, as claimed.
We then prove the final claim, namely that also∇pTαuq P L2pMq. Fix α ą 0. Using the
decay estimates (14.28) (with n “ 1) in place of (14.27), and yBzu “ Bz uˆ for z P tx, yu, it
is easy to modify the previous argument to show that TαpBzuq P L2pMq. By Proposition
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7.18, we have ZpTαuq “ TαpZuq for Z P tX,Y u, so noting that |xZu| ď |Bzuˆ| ` π|z||τ ||uˆ|,
Plancherel’s theorem in the t-variable gives
}ZpTαuq}2L2pMq . }TαpBzuq}2L2pMq
`
ż
|z|2
ż
R
|τ |2`2α|uˆpz, τq|2 dτ dηpzq. (14.40)
The first term is finite by the discussion in the previous paragraph, so it remains to con-
sider the term on line (14.40). Here we could even have α “ 0. We again use the decay
estimate (14.27) for some 0 ă 2β ă ν, and split the inner integral roughly as in (14.38)-
(14.39). More precisely,
(14.40) .
ż
|z|2
ż
t|τ |ădistpz,Kf q´3{2u
|τ |2`2α´2β dτ dηpzq (14.41)
`
ż
|z|2
ż
t|τ |ědistpz,Kf q´3{2u
|τ |2`2αe´π2 |τ |distpz,Kf q2 dτ dηpzq. (14.42)
Here, noting that |z| .ǫ distpz,Kf q for all z P spt η Ă Uǫ, we have
(14.41) .ǫ
ż
distpz,Kf q´5{2´3α`3β dηpzq ă 8
for any β ą 0 such that 5{2 ´ 3β ą 2 (again using (14.36)). For (14.42), we make the
change of variables τ ÞÑ ξ{distpz,Kf q2 in the inner integral to find that
(14.42) .
ż
1
pdistpz,Kf qq2`2α
ż
t|ξ|ědistpz,Kf q1{2u
|ξ|2`2αe´π2 |ξ| dξ dηpzq.
Noting that |ξ|2`2α .α e
π
4
|ξ|, and then using again the familiar assumptions, namely
spt η Ă Uǫ and (14.36), the RHS is evidently finite. This completes the proof. 
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